
The Evil Doctor Chronicle. 
 
A rather different Whoniverse. 
 

Different beginnings. 
As the Diary of DWRPG puts it1, "every villain needs transport, a good weapon, a trusty multi-tool and 
minions". Well in his first incarnation the eDoctor has maybe two of those.  
 
His TARDIS, once a sturdy, if utterly obsolete, Type 40, suffered badly breaking through the Transduction 
Barrier around Gallifrey; the navigation sub-system was shot, the internal defenses mostly gone too. Even 
the chameleon circuit looked likely to fail at any second.  
Luckily the course was engaged before the nav-system was fried. 
 

 
Lucky too that his escape would have caused such a feedback wave through the Vortex that the Time 
Lords wouldn't be able to track him, assuming they really wanted to. He looked over at 'Susan' as 
he'd dubbed what he thought of as his grand-daughter; what those idiots back home had described as 

'an Abomination' and sentenced to destruction. He'd show them... 
 
Anyway they'd be landing soon. He'd chosen London on Earth in the mid 1990s as they measured 
time there; about twenty years after the Revolution. It was a chaotic, cosmopolitan time with plenty 
happening as the first generation to grow up free reached adulthood.  
Plenty of intrigue too as the first generation of new politicians and bureaucrats tasted power. 
 
Ah, they'd landed. Without bothering to check the display or operate the scanner he opened the doors 
and went outside. 
 
And stopped in shock. This was wrong. 
It was supposed to be August, but it felt colder. At first he tried to convince himself that he'd just 
missed his destination by a few months. But the air was wrong too, with a smoky, almost gritty, 
character to it.  

He turned around to look at the TARDIS and the shape the external shell had taken confirmed his 
worst suspicions. 
 
It was a police box, in the red livery of the National Constabulary, on top was the housing for a 

television surveillance camera, on the front a warning about curfew violations, and their associated 
penalties, and on 
the sides were propaganda posters; Service to the State and Unity is Strength were the slogans. 
 
He'd arrived decades early, under the fascist British Republic. Oh dear, this was bad. 

 

 
 
    

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

    The flag of the British Republic   

 

 
 

  1 Issue 14, the Villains special. 



Though A Glass Darkly. 
 
How it started, why it started and where it’s going. 
Well it started when thereviewer suggested a three-way crossover of Doctors; one canon, one gender 

reversed and one evil. For some reason this appealed to me and I started on this project. I hadn’t planned 
on going into the level that that I have done, but I tend to be a bit obsessive.  
 
Initially, for the First eDoctor era I stuck with most of the canon stories in the same order, dropping a 

couple (like The Edge of Destruction that wouldn't have worked). Later on I've re-written more and more 
of them in later eras as I've become more confident. Some day I may redo the earlier incarnations 
completely. 
 
Influences. 
 Thereviewer, it was his idea. 
 Siskoid's Seasons of Who influenced the format and without his example I probably never would have 

started this little project. 
 The Expanded Whoniverse. There were a lot of good ideas there, along with some awful dreck. I've 

used bits from the Expanded Universe, both one-off ideas and elements that fit into the continuity that 
I’ve devised, e.g. Ben Aaronovich's Transit which describes well the era between the Martian attacks 
and the Dalek invasion. 

 Continuity. I'm a big fan of continuity and tying stories together into a structure. This is something 
canon Who is often terrible at, which annoys me. Greatly. No that most media series are much better. 

But in this case I can maintain continuity as I see fit.   
 Dropping bits I don't like. There are a few aspects of canon that I dislike, so I've just dropped them. 

So the eWhoniverse has no Zarbi, sonic screwdriver (a term I irrationally detest), Tegan doesn’t 
appear and Adric appears only briefly. 

 Enhancing bits I like. I may be the only Who fan who liked The Dominators. I thought they were a 
good idea and so I've used them multiple times. This may be down to reading the novelisation many 
years before seeing how terrible the TV story was, though the idea wasn't bad and Zoe was cute. 

 Niklas Jansson's Doctor Who redesign project also influenced my re-use of them, and inspired some of 
the background to the fourth millennium setting. 

 You can blame eJo's Kameradenwerk equivalent on my watching of Secret Army and Kessler as a child, 
plus The Boys from Brazil and The Odessa File. I didn't realise this myself until jezmiller pointed it out.  

 History and worldbuilding. I'm hugely in favour of proper, detailed, worldbuilding. I like David Weber's 
Infodumps. I prefer worlds, however alien and/or fantastic, to be plausible, reasonable and consistent. 

Likewise I like to see a proper historical background for science fiction set in the future. I've tried to do 
this with the eWhoniverse. 

 Secondary characters. Doctor Who created some marvellous secondary characters, Lytton, Jago and 
Litefoot, Unstoffe and Garron, and Glitz and Dibbler, that should have been more used. So I did. 

 Similarly there were a number of ‘potential companions’, some of whom the producers had considered 

for a larger role, that I’ve included. 
 Time travel. The ability to twist one's personal timeline, cheat by providing information, aid and 

resources to oneself and otherwise mess with causality via time travel fascinates me. It's not used 
that much in canon Who (Blink being an excellent exception) but was used more in the EU. 

 One question I've been asked is why create an evil version of Britain in the eWhoniverse. There are a 

couple of reasons for this; I wanted a slightly alternate history and had some elements researched 
(the death of Churchill, the Trigonist invasion of the USA and a fascist Britain) for other projects so I 
decided to use them. However fundamentally it was a philosophical choice; Doctor Who is so linked to 
Britain that if one was evil, it seemed right that the other would also be so. Likewise if the Doctor is 

evil the Daleks or their analogue, should not be. 
 I wanted to avoid using the Infernoverse; while I'm a huge fan of David McIntee's work the world he 

descibed in The Face of the Enemy just didn't fit with what I wanted to create. That said I've 
deliberately kept a couple of elements as a homage, for example the execution of the Royal Family in 
1942. 

 Other inspirations were Images of Oceania and its reboot Let's All Go Down the Strand over at 
AH.com; both are alternate histories based on Orwell's 1984 where Britain descended into totalitarian 
dictatorship (as in the book) but the rest of the world didn't. Britain became a North Korea analogue 
with the populace fed an utterly false version of reality. The old (and unjustifiably obscure) TV series 

1990 was also an influence on the setting. 
 If the Doctor is evil, and Britain too, what else in the Whoniverse had had its polarity reversed? I've 

gone with most of his companions (a couple aren’t that changed from canon), UNIT (or a version of it 
anyway). 

 
 

http://androidarts.com/doctorwho/doctorwho.htm
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ydez4zeywebwdy1/AACsdodMskYJkNI57RkVZn49a?dl=0
http://www.alternatehistory.com/discussion/showthread.php?t=97316
http://www.alternatehistory.net/discussion/showthread.php?p=9133957#post9133957
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1990_%28TV_series%29


In the Beginning. 
The eDoctor arrives on Earth, specifically the Shoreditch region of London early in the winter of 1962 and 
departs about a year later. I haven’t set any adventures in this period, but there’s room. 
His initial plans, once he gets over the shock of landing thirty years early, are to survive, fix the TARDIS 

and advance his plans for conquest. Survival means keeping a low profile, not just from the authoritarian 
police state he’s stuck in, but also from a Gallifrey not entirely indifferent to his departure. His 
experiments in genetic and cybernetic "enhancement" of Susan were looked upon with horror and his 
departure was hurried.  
Though his immediate problem is that authoritarian police state; it’s on its last legs, he has no papers or 

background, there’s the Republic Security Force to worry about. And he has no means of escape, give his 
damaged TARDIS. 
 
Even when he does leave Britain (perhaps with a couple of locals unwillingly on board) he's got a TARDIS 

he can't direct, and limited resources with which to carry out his grandiose plans. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 



Britain. 
Britain in the early sixties is poor, dirty and isolated. 'Dirty old town' as the song put it1. The Empire is 
gone, the nation has few friends and no real allies. But a lot of enemies. 

 There’s an obsession with keeping up appearances.  

 The National Constabulary and the Republic Security Force keep the populace under control, 
occasionally aided by the armed forces.  

 Smog is still common, there’s a shortage of oil and coal is still burned on a huge scale. 
 Electricity blackouts are also common 
 Technologically the country is somewhat backward, and getting worse.  

 Propaganda posters are ubiquitous.  
 The smart people realise the end is coming and are making plans; internal politics are vicious. 
 The regime is desperate for a miracle, or at least an edge in the ongoing Winter War; hence the 

SSD and its interest in alien technology and other potential game changers. 

 Republic Security Force - Special Services Directorate; handles alien matters, UNIT with ready 
access to nukes and willingness to use them. 

 The main RSF is a paramilitary gendarmerie, has also assimilated MI5 functions for internal 
security 

 The Hand of Alpha, which the eDoctor stole from Gallifrey, has been stashed for later retrieval. He's 
trying to keep a low profile. 

 
 
1 Though not in public of course; not if you know what's good for you. 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



First eDoctor 
 

 
 
 
Overview, minions and gadgets. 
 

TARDIS        
Stuck in the form of a police box in the red livery of the British Republic, complete with propaganda 
posters ('Service of the State', 'Unity is Strength'), handcuff loops and early CCTV camera mast. 

 Keys generally are not given to minions. 

 
Later the eDoctor fits the TARDIS with a traversable energy weapon in the camera mount, capable of 
operating in several modes; wide angle pain or stun field, or a destructive energy blast (5/10/15 at low, 
10/20/30 at high though at reduced rate of fire). 
The TARDIS also has detention cells, a torture/interrogation suite, an armoury... 

 The armoury is reasonably stocked (mainly purloined from collections on Gallifrey) with swords, 
maces, axes, daggers, bows, crossbows, friction lock pistols and muskets, revolvers, pistols, rifles, 
shotguns, sub-machine guns, grenades, lasers, blasters, even some disrupters and stasers. 

 Plus some heavier stuff such as a 6-pounder cannon, machine guns, rocket launchers et cetera, 

 And at least one electromag mortar with a case of mini-nuke shells... 
 
Background. 
He fled Gallifrey after some genetic experimentation he was doing on his 'granddaughter' Susan was 
discovered. His personality is not as confident as his later incarnations; he knows there are serious gaps 

in his knowledge but tries to hide these deficiencies. 
 

eDoctor 1  

Awareness  

4 

Coordination 

3 

Ingenuity  

7 

Presence  

4 

Resolve  

5 

Strength  

2 

Athletics 0 Convince 5 Craft 2 Fighting 3 Knowledge 3 Marksman 2 

Medicine 3 Science 5 Subterfuge 4 Survival 1 Technology 5 Transport 2 

Adversary (Dals, Mortimus, usually someone), Argumentative, Boffin, Eccentric, Epicurean Taste, Feel the 

Turn of the Universe, Impulsive, Random Regenerator, Resourceful Pockets, Selfish, Sesquipedalian, 
Technically Adept, Time Lord, Vortex. 



 
Equipment: carries a 'burner', a wand styled weapon that uses a combination of microwaves and heat, 
contained by a force field; on the lowest settings it can daze, paralyse or cause pain, higher settings 
causes consciousness or severe (and variable) burns, higher still kills through matter disruption. It has a 

special trick; the ability to encapsulate the victim in a heat bubble, slowly (well in 30 seconds or so) 
roasting them and leaving a charred corpse. 
 
Other toys: 

 a sword-stick (with a stunner in the grip and a couple of other tricks such as a gas spray, 

compartments for poison, small tools et cetera) 
 ring with a poison needle 
 compact pocket blaster 
 brandy flask with a drug compartment that's triggered by a hidden catch ("All right, I'll drink 

first") 
 an electro-optical monocular that resembles a small brass telescope 
 a pocket watch (scanner) 
 an automatic lockpick 
 drug kit (small box with various poisons [including several to which Gallifreyans are immune], 

antidotes, drugs with which he's quite expert) 
May also carry: 

 a few compact explosive grenades (that can be dropped as mines) 
 Staser pistol  
 caseless machine pistol ("all that noise impresses the primitives my boy") firing explosive 

bullets 
 
Rarely carries heavier weapons though there is a selection in the TARDIS armoury. Rarely unarmed 
however. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



Minions. 
Expend as needed, though it’s difficult to find a good cadre of amoral minions. 
They are a mix of hypnotised or otherwise controlled cannon fodder and useful minions with something to 
gain or another reason to work with the eDoctor. There's a shortage of psychopaths, serial killers and 

sadists in the general population. 
 
eIan 
 

 

Formerly a secondary school 
science teacher, a pretty typical 
product of the period, Ian 
Chesterton is jingoistic and 

somewhat bigoted but fairly 
intelligent.  
 
He has a liking for gadgets and 
retains some of the military skills 
he picked up as a conscript, 
serving in one of those minor 
colonial wars in some corner of 
the tattered remnant of the 
Empire.  
 
He tends to use force first, 
doesn't trust aliens, or non-
British seeming humans for that 

matter. 
 
 
 

 

 

Equipment.  
Initially he has a pocketknife, torch, matches, wallet (with money and ID) and a souvenir Sterling revolver 
and some ammunition (this is soon lost to Barbara). At various times carries a .38 Webley pistol (from the 
police constable the eDoctor killed), a laser cutter, .38 Whiting machine carbine (a little bulky to be 
generally carried), a blaster pistol (he doesn't really trust energy weapons), a force knife and occasionally 

grenades if he’s especially suspicious. 
 
 

Awareness  
3 

Coordination 
3 

Ingenuity  
4 

Presence  
3 

Resolve  
3 

Strength  
4 

Athletics 2 Convince 2 Craft 0 Fighting 3 Knowledge 3 Marksman 3 

Medicine 1 Science 3 Subterfuge 2 Survival 1 Technology 2 Transport 2 

Attractive, Bigot, Brave, Face in the Crowd, Impulsive, Indomitable, Lucky, Quick Reflexes, Sense of 
Direction 



eSusan 
   

 
Susan (aka 'The Abomination') as she’s called is a genetic 

descendent of the eDoctor, an authorised addition to 
Gallifrey’s population but one including utterly unauthorised 
and experimental genetic modifications and a number of 
cybernetic modifications. 
 

She’s strong, agile and very fast, with implanted claws and 
fangs, and a ripsnake. Susan is also proficient with weapons 
of many types. 
 

Despite these she’s actually the least violent of the initial 
quartet (and the first to leave).  
That said if you annoy, scare or startle her you may end up 
with your intestines in a puddle on the ground... 
 
 
 
 

 

  
Equipment. 

Generally Susan carries a micro-stunner, a compact blaster and an enhanced knife for weapons, plus few 
other odds and ends of advanced technology. She had access to a blaster rifle, grenade launcher, staser 
pistol and grenades plus the TARDIS armoury. 
 

Awareness  
4 

Coordination 
5 

Ingenuity  
6 

Presence  
3 

Resolve  
4 

Strength  
6 

Athletics 2 Convince 2 Craft 1 Fighting 3 Knowledge 4 Marksman 3 

Medicine 1 Science 4 Subterfuge 2 Survival 0 Technology 4 Transport 1 

Alien, Attractive, Feel the Turn of the Universe, Impulsive, Psychic, Lucky, Quick Reflexes, Sense of 
Direction, Natural Weapons (claws, poison injection fangs, ripsnake), Time Lord, Vortex.  



eBarbara 
 
 
 

 
 
Barbara Wright was a history 
teacher at Cole Hill school. She’s 
intelligent and capable in her field 

though a product of her time and 
culture. 
 
She also has a history of inventive 

sadism towards her pupils. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Equipment. 
Initially Barbara is unarmed but she takes Ian's revolver when Susan disarms him, later she acquires a 
compact blaster and a small (.32) pistol and a neuronic whip. She also carries a laser cutter (useful for 
escapes) a digital camera to record the sights. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Awareness  
4 

Coordination 
3 

Ingenuity  
3 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
4 

Strength  
2 

Athletics 1 Convince 3 Craft 1 Fighting 0 Knowledge 2 
[4] [History] 

Marksman 1 

Medicine 2 Science 1 Subterfuge 3 Survival 1 Technology 1 Transport 1 

Attractive, Argumentative, Brave,  Face In The Crowd,  Indomitable, Resourceful Pockets, Unadventurous, 
Voice Of Authority. 
 



eSara  
 

Sara Kingdom was a highly trained senior agent of 
the Confederation’s Galactic Operations Directorate, 

intelligence, counter-intelligence and special 
operations unit. 
She was initially loyal to Chen's faction within the 
Confederation but joined the eDoctor after Chen was 
killed and the Master Plan failed. 

 
"Ruthless, hard, efficient, resourceful. And does 
exactly as ordered". 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Equipment 
Sidearm (advanced disrupter pistol), holdout blaster (x2), shimmer knife (x2), neural sap, scanner, 
medical kit, view-scope, mini-grenades (various types), hunter-seeker mini-missiles (x3), cutter/bonder, 
body armour (Armour 6); acquires an agoniser and a selection of drugs and poisons; dislikes firearms. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Awareness  
4 

Coordination 
4 

Ingenuity  
4 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
5 

Strength  
4 

Athletics 3 Convince 2  
[Intimidate] 

Craft 0 Fighting 4 Knowledge 3 Marksman 4 

Medicine 2 Science 2 Subterfuge 4 Survival 2 Technology 3 Transport 3 

Attractive, Brave, Tough, Lucky, Quick Reflexes, Voice of Authority, By The Book, Resourceful Pockets.  
TL 7 



eVicki  
 

 
Vicki Pallister was an 

attractive young woman 
with a secret; she's a 
sadistic serial killer who 
enjoys manipulating 
those around her, for gain 

or amusement. She 
appears in her teens but 
is actually in her late 20s 
due to Prolong life 

extension treatment. 
While travelling on a 
twenty-eighth century 
Earth transport her 
activities (a spot of theft 
and a murder) were 
discovered by some of 
the crew, so she killed 
them and engineered a 
crash landing (which 
killed a couple of dozen 
people); she manipulated 

the small group of survivors with a fabricated monster and a couple more murders. Then she joined the 
eDoctor; the universe is her mollusc, just waiting to be cracked open...... 

 

 
Equipment 
Holdout blaster, shimmer knife, concealed stunner, concealed injector, explosives (small amount), 
concealed contact stunner, medical kit, laser cutter, selection of drugs and poisons, roll-up slate computer 

(with memento pictures and video and a reference library), tool kit (emphasis on intrusion) 
 
 
 

Awareness  
3 

Coordination 
4 

Ingenuity  
6 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
5 

Strength  
2 

Athletics 2 Convince 5 Craft 2 Fighting 2 Knowledge 4 Marksman 2 

Medicine 2 [5] 
[Poisons] 

Science 4 Subterfuge 4 Survival 0 Technology 4 Transport 2 

Attractive, Charming, Lucky, Quick Reflexes, Technically Adept, Resourceful Pockets, Impulsive, Phobia 
(heights). TL:7 



eSteven  
 

Steven Taylor was a pilot officer for the Earth 
Empire who missed out on its end after being 

stuck on a primitive planet, following the crash of 
his singleship scout.  
He also spent some time in suspended animation 
in his ship’s escape pod. 
 

He joined the eDoctor as much from boredom as 
anything else; tends to be even more prone to 
resort to violence, especially against non-
humanoids (he has the usual Imperial prejudices), 

than most of the Minions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Equipment: 
After recovering it) sidearm (blaster pistol, 4/8/12), knife, survival kit (food, water, shelter, light rifle, 
signal beacon...), medical kit, tool kit 
 

 
 
 
 

Awareness  
3 

Coordination 
5 

Ingenuity  
5 

Presence  
3 

Resolve  
4 

Strength  
4 

Athletics 3 Convince 2 Craft 2 Fighting 3 Knowledge 4 Marksman 4 

Medicine 1 Science 1 Subterfuge 2 Survival 2 Technology 4 Transport 5 

Bigot, Brave, Charming, Quick Reflexes, By The Book, Code of Conduct, Experienced, Impulsive, 
Indomitable, Tough. TL:7 



eLocusta  
 

“Mushrooms must be the food of the gods, since Claudius became a god by eating them.”  
-Nero  

 
 
Locusta of Gaul was a professional poisoner and assassin in 
Nero’s Rome. She was responsible for the death of Emperor 
Claudius and his son Britannicus by poison, despite their food 

fasters. Highly ingenious and knowledgeable in the field of 
toxicology (she carried out extensive tests of toxins on 
criminals, slaves and others).  
 

Despite her primitive background she quickly grasped more 
advanced technology and ideas and is probably less 
superstitious than most twentieth century humans. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Equipment. 
Initially a case containing various prepared poisons, preserved plants and fungi, and a couple of knives. 
Later adds a small blaster (she doesn’t like firearms), an assortment of more sophisticated poisons and 

delivery mechanisms (dart gun, spray, ring). 
Habitually examines plants and potentially poisonous animals for interesting toxins. 

Awareness  
4 

Coordination 
3 

Ingenuity  
4 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
5 

Strength  
2 

Athletics 0 Convince 3 Craft 2 Fighting 1 Knowledge 2 Marksman 0 

Medicine 2 [4] 
[Poisons] 

Science 1 [3] 
[Botany] 

Subterfuge 4 Survival 1 Technology 0 Transport 0 

Charming, Quick Reflexes, Code of Conduct, Keen Senses, Selfish, Ruthless, Indomitable. 



First eDoctor adventures. 
 
1. Last Night on Earth 
eSusan, who’d been enrolled in Cole Hill Secondary School, reacts instinctively and kills a teacher who 

attempts to molest her, then hides the corpse badly. When this is discovered by one of her teachers 
(Barbara Wright) she decided to investigate her mysterious pupil, assisted by her colleague Ian 
Chesterton. The pair pursues eSusan to her home address and confront her 'grandfather'. 
Characteristically eIan pulls a gun, eSusan disarms him but before the eDoctor fries him, a police constable 
arrives and is instead toasted.  

So the eDoctor is forced to depart (TARDIS repairs incomplete) and gives them a choice "Come with me, 
or stay here for the authorities. And you know what that means". So they go. 
 
 

2. The Tribe         
A brief trip to prehistoric Earth ends with several Neolithic humans killed. Luckily for the Web of Time the 
tribe of Gum was due to be exterminated in a rockslide anyway. 
 
 
3. The Dead Planet         
Arriving on a desolate planet the eDoctor remembers something about a race of conquering cyborgs...  
Alas his memory is wrong and his attempt to exploit the peaceful (and rather timid) Dals fails and they 
have to escape their metallic city. Outside they encounter the evil, race-purity obsessed, Thaleks.  

 Someone should have paid more attention to his Galactic History studies.  
 
The eDoctor assists the Thaleks in entering one of their buried wartime bunkers and they recover 
advanced weapons. The adventure ends "with great slaughter".  

 Now the Dals and Thaleks know of space travel, aliens and time travel; they'll be back 

 The eDoctor's knowledge is decidedly fallible and potentially inaccurate; this is not reassuring to his 
travelling companions.  

 
 
4. Journey to Cathay     
Accidentally joining a caravan to Cathay the eDoctor plans to use Kublai Khan to establish a global empire, 
with him as the power behind the throne. Much intrigue, and use for the eDoctor's toxicological skills. 
The Great Khan is surprisingly resistant to hypnosis alas. 
 

 
5. The Sea of Death     
On Marinus the TARDIS impounded and the party is forced to search for the circuit-keys to re-enable a 
mind influencing supercomputer. The eDoctor is furious at being forced to serve Arbitan and exacts an 

unpleasant, and apocalyptic, revenge on the entire planet. 
 The eDoctor acquires the teleport bracelets and Somnar discs, the latter will prove useful in his 

mind-control experiments 
 
 

6. Aztecs        
Blood sacrifice and god impersonation, what could go wrong? 
When the TARDIS lands in an Aztec tomb a little grave robbery by eBarbara leads to her being mistaken 
for a goddess 

Unfortunately the eDoctor managed to lose his TARDIS and has to plot to get access to it again, while he 
also plans a few changes to human history to shape it to his advantage. 
 
 
7. Sensorites         

The travellers arrive on an Earth starship trapped the Sensorites, who also disable the TARDIS. 
The eDoctor stirs up internal dissent but faces trouble from a xenophobic Sensorite faction and is forced to 
use his skills with poisons to save lives. Including his own. 
 

 
8. The French Revolution     
Stranded injured in Revolutionary France, the eDoctor has to decide whether to dump his companions and 
leave or struggle to break them free. Unfortunately he's lost his TARDIS key inside and therefore needs to 
find them, well eSusan at least.  

But the chaos of the era has opportunities for conquest, even if at the cost of dealing with the 



psychopathic Robespierre and risking an encounter with Madame Guillotine. 
 
 
9. World's End      

The party arrive on Earth, during the Thalek invasion in the mid 22nd century. 
The Thaleks have achieved space travel, and been forced from Skara by the Dals. Now they've found a 
cache of Osiran remnant technology, and use an Osiran wormhole to drastically shorten the trip from their 
home galaxy. Another piece of Osiran tech isolates the Sol system from the human colonies during the 
assault. They hope to tap the power of the God Engine and steal the planet Earth, creating a mobile base 

for themselves in Mutter's Spiral.  
They also demonstrate an unpleasant fondness for biological weapons and cybernetic zombie human 
servitors. 
Their acquired technology allows them to detect the TARDIS and trap it, forcing the eDoctor to abandon 

his initial plans for a rapid departure. He assists the human resistance forces, in an attempt to disable the 
Vortex Trap. 
Fortunately the Dals have followed their ancient enemies and assist the human colonies, and their Martian 
allies, in the war effort. 
Death and destruction on an epic scale. 
 
 
10. The Rescue     
Fancying a little respite after their trip to Earth the travellers land on the primitive and idyllic planet Dido. 
There they find a crashed space ship and a besieged party of human survivors including Vicki, a cute, 
innocent teenage girl who's actually a mass murderer, manipulator, poisoner and bomb maker; an ideal 
Minion in fact. 
 
 

11. The Romans. 
Finally arriving somewhere he wanted to visit, just outside Rome in 64CE, the eDoctor commandeers a 
villa using a mix of force and hypnosis and prepared to implement an actual plan.  
Establishing a reputation as a wizard, he arranges to meet Nero, to demonstrate his 'pilum fulminata'. 

 Also a few other things; better crop rotation, a steam engine, the potato, wood-pulp paper, 
printing, Arabic numerals... 

Unfortunately there are a few bumps on his road to an eternal Roman empire under his direction; 
incompetent minions and poor safety standards lead to a small fire in one of the workshops, which gets a 
bit out of hand. 

That night Nero, a paranoid sociopath and resistant to hypnosis, is at the eDoctor's commandeered villa 
when word of the fire arrives. A slight disagreement later and the villa is in flames and the travellers flee. 
However the eDoctor does acquire another Minion, Locusta, an attractive professional poisoner and 
assassin. 

 Which might bugger up history a bit 
 
 
12. Kingdom     
The TARDIS is getting crowded... 

An attempt to fix the TARDIS takes it to a parallel Earth; one where Britain wasn't a Republic but a 'United 
Kingdom'(!) including part of Ireland, and a member of a European Community (!!!). The travellers 
encounter the Intrusion Countermeasures Group who are investigating an incursion by two factions of 
some oddly familiar cyborgs... 

 Who are not nearly as timid as their eWhoniverse counterparts. 
eSusan is tired of travelling and wants some stability; plus she's not really interested in the whole 
'conquering the universe' thing. She grabs a few things from the TARDIS, leaves the eDoctor a note and 
disappears.  
The parachronal conjunction that'll allow them to return to their own universe doesn't leave them much 

time to search for her, so reluctantly the eDoctor leaves her behind 
 Reluctance not based on fondness, he's furious at being balked and frankly homicidal... 

 
 

13. The Crusaders     
Another attempt by the eDoctor to pull the strings of the mighty (in this case a Saladin/Lionheart alliance 
via a hypnotised Joanna) goes badly. 
 
 

14. Space Museum     



Snared by a powerful Vortex Trap the eDoctor and company are trapped and fight their way out. Locusta's 
skills come in useful. The annoyed and vengeful eDoctor helps start a revolution before leaving. 

 And loots the museum of a few odds and ends 
 

 
15. Meddler       
The eDoctor, after accidentally landing in a useful spot for once, takes over a Dark Ages monastery (gas 
and mind control) and plots some major changes in history with the aid of a box of mini-nukes. 
However, in a nearby wood another TARDIS materialises and a man in a tweed suit emerges. 

 The first appearance of Mortimus, a moderately interventionist renegade Time Lord, complete with 
tweed suit, pince nez and walking stick. And a couple of Companions 

Lots of running around, fights with Saxons and Vikings 
 The eDoctor employs a staff weapon capable of firing energy bolts causing pain or 

unconsciousness, or death;  
 

 
 
 
16. Galaxy 4     

The eDoctor lands on a planet doomed by a dimensional rift (which sucks in his TARDIS) and 'befriends' 
the fascist Drahvins 

 He acquires a cloning unit and starts a batch of blonde soldierettes of his own, future cannon 
fodder... 

 

 
17. Troy     
The eDoctor masquerades as a god, badly, and his TARDIS is stolen. However he acquires Katarina as a 
slave; she doesn't last long, expended to save himself in... 

 
 
18. The Master Plan     
The eDoctor hatches a complex plan involving Mavic Chen (Coordinator of the Galactic Federation), the 
Thaleks and others to Take Over the Universe! Unfortunately for his plan Mortimus arrives and steals the 

Polybdenium core of the Vortex Disruptor and flees, by long range transmat, spaceship and TARDIS.  
A chase ensues, initially with the eDoctor locking the TARDISes together to follow (with a Thalek death 
squad supplementing his usual minions), then with a stolen space ship (rendering the eDoctor's TARDIS 
useless until he scavenges parts from Mortimus's captured TARDIS) and finally by experimental 

interstellar teleportation. 
 The Thaleks have limited time travel but do not have dimensionally transcendental time craft yet 
 The Dals also intervene 
 Chen has an ego almost as large as the eDoctor 

Finally, after brutally killing one of Mortimus's companions the eDoctor recover the core. Much betrayal 

ensues and many deaths occur before the plan fails, complete with planetary destruction. 



 
 
 
19. The Massacre     
Shoot-out in France. The eDoctor is unaware of his doppelganger but attempts to make use of the 
situation 
 
 
20. The Ark 
Landing on a generation ship evacuating the destroyed Earth the eDoctor accidentally infects the human 

with a disease and is forced to find a cure (or have himself and his TARDIS dumped out an airlock). 
Skipping ahead in time a four-way struggle between human slaves, Monoids, the eDoctor and the natives 
of the destination planet ensues. 

 Hopefully humanity has a back-up plan... 

 
 
21. The Gunfighters     
Shoot-out in the not so Wild West. The eDoctor’s lack of knowledge of the exact circumstances of the 
famous ‘Gunfight at the OK Corral’ nearly gets him and his minions shot. 

 For a start it didn’t happen at the OK Corral. 
 

 
22. The War Machines     

The party return to Earth and encounter an attempt by the Republic's government to create robotic war 
machines and a controlling AI to use in the "Winter War" against the EuroFed. It goes terribly, but 
predictably, wrong. Naturally the eDoctor attempts to use the situation to his advantage. Finally the RBAF 
carry out an air strike on the P.O. Tower to stop WOTAN. 
 

 
23. The Smugglers 
Murder, smuggling, hidden treasure and intrigue in seventeenth century Cornwall. 
 

 
24. The Tenth Planet     
Using some accurate foreknowledge acquired during his travels the eDoctor attempts an alliance with the 
Mondasian Cybermen to conquer Earth. Finally, shocked by his willingness to betray them (and that he'd 
neglected to mention that the Republic wasn't going to last much longer), his minions rebel. 

Much death and the eDoctor is shot by _____ and regenerates. 



Second eDoctor. 
 

 
 
 
Personality. 
More manipulative and ruthless, better organised and efficient in his plans. Initially alone (after the 

massacre of the Tenth Planet) he soon recruits some minions. 
 
Toys. 
His burner expands it's repertoire of unpleasant capabilities. A setting overloads the nervous system of 

victims (human and similar, works on Reptilians and Thaleks but not Martians) causing agonising and 
bone breaking spasms, almost always fatal. 
Poison case. Similar to a Victorian pocket escritoire, a small pocketable case containing a selection of 
poisons and drugs (culled from the annals of sci-fi; Morphazine, Hyperstim, Soothe, Fast-penta, Crediline, 
Memory-Beta, Purge, Eraser...) 

Doesn't generally bother with his predecessor's stick. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Awareness  
X 

Coordination 
X 

Ingenuity  
X 

Presence  
X 

Resolve  
X 

Strength  
X 

Athletics 0 Convince 5 Craft 2 Fighting 3 Knowledge 3 Marksman 2 

Medicine 3 Science 5 Subterfuge 4 Survival 1 Technology 5 Transport 2 

Traits. 



Minions. 
 
eKatie         

 

The Doctor’s first minion, acquired 
on Vulcan. She was an ambitious 
colonial officer (Bragen's deputy) 
who was involved with the wrong 
side of the conflict there; skilled in 

disguise, intrusion, surveillance and 
interrogation. 
(Inspired by Janley). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Equipment: starts with, communicator, sidearm (early blaster), stun baton, knife, multi-tool, scanner, 
forensic kit, restraints, light body armour, surveillance gear, probably a backup weapon or two, possibly a 
couple of (probably stun or gas) grenades 
 

 
 

Awareness  
4 

Coordination 
5 

Ingenuity  
6 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
5 

Strength  
3 

Athletics 3 Convince 4 Craft 0 Fighting 3 Knowledge 4 Marksman 3 

Medicine 2 Science 2 Subterfuge 5 Survival 2 Technology 3 Transport 2 

Attractive, Brave, Face in the Crowd, Indomitable, Lucky, Quick Reflexes, Sense of Direction 



Jamie 
 

 
 

 
 
         
 
The eDoctor’s none too bright muscle, 

hypnotised and obedient. Very capable with 
most weapons, not so good with 
technology. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Jamie 2.0    
 

 
 

Now with cybernetic augmentation. 
 
     
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

Awareness  
3 

Coordination 
4 

Ingenuity  
3 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
3 

Strength  
4 

Athletics 3 Convince 2 Craft 2 Fighting 4 Knowledge 1 Marksman 2 

Medicine 1 Science 1 Subterfuge 3 Survival 2 Technology 1 Transport 1 

Attractive, Brave, Code of Conduct, Experienced, Face in the Crowd, Impulsive, Keen Senses, Technically 
Inept 

Awareness  
3 

Coordination 
4 

Ingenuity  
4 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
4 

Strength  
7 

Athletics 2 Convince 2 Craft 2 Fighting 4 Knowledge 1 Marksman 4 

Medicine 1 Science 1 Subterfuge 3 Survival 2 Technology 2 Transport 1 

Attractive, Brave, Code of Conduct, Cyborg,  Devoted (Zoe, Doctor, Major), Experienced, Face in the 
Crowd, Fear Factor, Impulsive, Keen Senses, Technically Inept, Tough, Armour [5], Natural Weapons 
(fists, stun discharge, blade, blaster, flame jet...). 



eZoe       
 
 
Coldly logical, ambitious and devious; an almost equal 

companion; martial arts expert, frigid/asexual. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Equipment: carries compact weapons, wrist blaster, gas spray, contact stunner; surprisingly good 
Knowledge of toxicology; skilled at unarmed combat (and Sneak Attacks); miscellaneous electronics 
(including intrusion and surveillance). Later acquires and reprogrammes a couple of 'pet' Cybermats, 

complete with poison fangs/sprays. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Awareness  
X 

Coordination 
X 

Ingenuity  
X 

Presence  
X 

Resolve  
X 

Strength  
X 

Athletics 0 Convince 0 Craft 0 Fighting 0 Knowledge 0 Marksman 0 

Medicine 0 Science 0 Subterfuge 0 Survival 0 Technology 0 Transport 0 

Traits. 



ePolly       
   
 
 

Polly Wright was a scheming and devious 
secretary to Professor Wright during his 
development of autonomous war machines 
for the British Republic government. She 
used her wiles (and poisons) to manipulate 

him and his staff, planning to oust her boss 
and then manipulate the replacement 
Be careful accepting a cup of the coffee 
she's so eager to prepare... 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Equipment: initially armed with a .32 pistol, a selection of basic poisons (arsenic and other metals, 
industrial chemicals, cyanides), lock picking and similar tools. 

 
 
eBen       

 
A sailor (petty officer) in the fascist British Republican 

Navy, on the run following a black market scheme gone 
wrong, killed a couple of military police; teamed up with 
ePolly (who was planning an office coup and in need of 
muscle); Polly's boy-toy [doesn't last long enough for 

'upgrading']. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Equipment: initially armed with .38 Webley pistol, knife, quite skilled with explosives;  
 

Awareness  
X 

Coordination 
X 

Ingenuity  
X 

Presence  
X 

Resolve  
X 

Strength  
X 

Athletics 0 Convince 0 Craft 0 Fighting 0 Knowledge 0 Marksman 0 

Medicine 0 Science 0 Subterfuge 0 Survival 0 Technology 0 Transport 0 

Traits. 

Awareness  
X 

Coordination 
X 

Ingenuity  
X 

Presence  
X 

Resolve  
X 

Strength  
X 

Athletics 0 Convince 0 Craft 0 Fighting 0 Knowledge 0 Marksman 0 

Medicine 0 Science 0 Subterfuge 0 Survival 0 Technology 0 Transport 0 

Traits. 



eVictoria 
 

 
Victoria Waterfield was a seductive 

manipulatrix, devious and skilled 
with poisons; the brains behind her 
father (whom she eventually killed) 
and Maxtible. 
 

After the business with the Thaleks 
she joined the eDoctor to find new 
pastures for her talents and 
ambitions 

 
She’s an interesting contrast to the 
icy eZoe. (UST is optional). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Equipment: carries small weapons (derringers, small pistol [Zig-Zag?], eventually a compact blaster); 
fond of sharpened hatpins (applied to heart, spine or eye, poisoned preferably) or blades; expert 
Knowledge of poisons of her home era and later broadens this (liquids, powders, contact absorbed gels, 
weapon coatings, sprays, gases) 

 
Kemel         
Victoria's none too bright, and not at all mute, slave. 

Awareness 3    Coordination 3    Ingenuity 3    Presence 3    Resolve 4    Strength 5    (after the Doctor's 
'upgrade') 
 
Kemal 2.0 

Awareness 3    Coordination 4    Ingenuity 3    Presence 4    Resolve 5    Strength 7     (cybernetically 
augmented) 

Athletics 5, Fighting 5, Knowledge  2, Marksman 3, Subterfuge 3, Survival 2, Technology 1, Transport 1 
Brave, Tough, Devoted (Victoria, Major) 

Awareness  
X 

Coordination 
X 

Ingenuity  
X 

Presence  
X 

Resolve  
X 

Strength  
X 

Athletics 0 Convince 0 Craft 0 Fighting 0 Knowledge 0 Marksman 0 

Medicine 0 Science 0 Subterfuge 0 Survival 0 Technology 0 Transport 0 

Traits. 

Awareness  

X 

Coordination 

X 

Ingenuity  

X 

Presence  

X 

Resolve  

X 

Strength  

X 

Athletics 0 Convince 0 Craft 0 Fighting 0 Knowledge 0 Marksman 0 

Medicine 0 Science 0 Subterfuge 0 Survival 0 Technology 0 Transport 0 

Traits. 

Awareness  
X 

Coordination 
X 

Ingenuity  
X 

Presence  
X 

Resolve  
X 

Strength  
X 

Athletics 0 Convince 0 Craft 0 Fighting 0 Knowledge 0 Marksman 0 

Medicine 0 Science 0 Subterfuge 0 Survival 0 Technology 0 Transport 0 

Traits. 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 



Second eDoctor adventures. 
 
1. Power  
Still recovering from his regeneration (and companionless) the eDoctor's damaged TARDIS travels only a 

short distance in time and space (decades and billions of kilometres) to Vulcan, a human inhabitable 
satellite of the distant trans-Neptunian gas giant/brown dwarf Decimus. Vulcan is an important element in 
the nascent human extra-solar explorations, supporting a FTL research base in deep space. 
Venturing out while his TARDIS regenerates from the damage done at the end of the Tenth Planet the 
eDoctor finds a crashed ship from Earth carrying an Examiner (injured but alive) who 'recognises' the 
eDoctor as his superior (one Ramon Salamander, early in his career). The Examiner tells the eDoctor what 
he knows (including about the recent discovery of a crashed Dal ship), gives him access codes to the 
computers and is them murdered. The eDoctor impersonates the Examiner and stirs up trouble, ending in 
a small revolution. 

 Vulcan is not the 'tenth planet' in fact it's not a planet at all but a large, dense and volcanically 
active satellite of the gas giant Decimus (itself a brown dwarf of 60MJ about 8M light-seconds from 
Sol) 

 the eDoctor acquires his first Minion, eKatie a duplicitous security officer 
 
 
2. Highlanders 
Landing in the aftermath of the Battle of Culloden in 1746, the eDoctor acquires a Minion, the none too 
bright and easily hypnotised Highlander Jamie, while attempting to tamper with British history by 
controlling the Young Pretender. 
 
 
3. Atlantis 
Landing on a volcanic rock near the Azores in 1967 the eDoctor teams up with a former British fascist 

scientist to rule the last remnant of Atlantis, under the eastern Atlantic Ocean. However some of his 
former employers are also nearby investigating the potential of an alliance with Atlantic to prop up the 
crumbling regime. 

 The eDoctor acquires two new Minions, ePolly and eBen; one an underestimated secretary to the 
leader of the SSD team, the other a sailor on the run.  

 
 
4. Moonbase 
Jumping ahead a hundred years to escape the destruction of Atlantis (one of them anyway) the TARDIS 

lands on the moon and the party investigate the lunar weather control centre, where weather patterns on 
Earth are influenced by gravity pulses and a network of Earth orbit satellites. Together these have 
reversed the 'global heating' problems of earlier decades. 
Planning to use the Graviton for his own purposes the eDoctor and his minions find themselves arrested, 

suspected of poisoning members of the base's staff, and forced to prove their innocence. The contents of 
the eDoctor's poisons case not helping their protestations... 
Just in time the Cybermen take control of the base and, recognising the eDoctor from a previous 
encounter, plan to torture him and his minions for information and access to his TARDIS. However his 
minions save the day with some lateral thinking. 

 
 
5. Macra 
Landing in a seemingly quiet and peaceful human colony the eDoctor immediately notices signs of general 

mind control efforts by the administration. Investigating he discovers the humans are being manipulated 
by the crab like Macra to extract a toxic gas needed for their life-cycle. After being imprisoned and 
escaping he's sufficiently irritated to end the problem by killing most of the administrators and causing 
toxic oxygen to be pumped into the gas mines. 
 

 
6. Chameleons 
The eDoctor stumbles over the Chameleons plan to duplicate and replace humans in 1967 Britain, 
encounters the SSD (who impound his TARDIS), is saved and betrayed by ePolly, prevents the invasion, 

kills ePolly and leaves. All in less than a day.  
Meanwhile an antique shop owner with an impressive beard is watching him.... 
 
 
7. Evil  

Victorian scientists Wakefield and Maxtible develop a crude form of time travel and accidentally tap into 



an experimental Dal time corridor. The Dals know that the eDoctor will be on Earth and manage to capture 
the TARDIS, planning to use it to capture the eDoctor. 
However Wakefield and Maxtible (and especially Wakefield's manipulative daughter eVictoria) are out for 
themselves and the eDoctor manages to convince the peaceable Dals (who aren't familiar with his new 

appearance and puzzled by his efforts to stop the Chameleons, as witnessed by Maxtible) that he's not 
the Evil Doctor.  
 
Pretending to aid them in their plan to civilise the Thaleks, he conducts experiments on Thalek prisoners 
and develops a mind control technique that enables him to turn some of the Dals evil!  

However with so many factions in play it ends disastrously.  Goodbye eBen (expended to distract the 
Cybermen), hallo eVictoria and Kemal (not evil, just not very bright). 
 
 

8. Tomb  
The eDoctor and company attempt to open the tombs of the Cybermen on Telos and encounter an Earth 
expedition with a Dark Secret. Given the four factions in play it's no surprise that the plans interfere with 
each other and it ends with great slaughter. 

 The Tombs aren't just closed but demolished 
 The eDoctor continues his fascination with the potential for cybernetic augmentation of his minions 

 
 
9. Tibet 
The TARDIS lands in 1938 Tibet, after the eDoctor detects an alien signal. There they encounter Edward 
Travers, sole survivor of an expedition dispatched by the new government to examine routes between 
British India and the new Russian. Also in the region are the robotic servitors of the Great Intelligence, a 
disembodied entity that survived the end of the previous universe which wants the eDoctor's body and 
TARDIS. 

 
 
10. The Chase  
The Dals have become sufficiently irritated by the eDoctor's actions (and being played for fools) that one 
faction finally attempt to hunt his down, using the experimental Vortex Capsule. Mortimus also appears, 
causing further confusion.  
Finally the Dals 'kill' a duplicate eDoctor. 
 
 

11. Salamander  
Arriving on mid-twenty first century Earth the eDoctor attempts to use his resemblance to Ramon 
Salamander, now Secretary General of the World League to take over the planet. Unfortunately matters 
are complicated by Salamander's resistance to his hypnosis, several hidden plans the eDoctor doesn't 

know about and the existence of a group already planning to stop Salamander. 
 

 



 
12. Web  
The eDoctor returns to 1960's Earth, not entirely voluntarily as the Great Intelligence snares his TARDIS 
and drags it and its occupants there. He forms an uneasy alliance with a detachment of the Special 

Service Directorate of the RSF (commanded by Brigade Under-Leader Lethbridge-Stewart and assisted by 
Professor Edward Travers) who are attempting to deal with an extra-dimensional incursion. 
 
 
13. Deep Fury 

After-effects from the Great Intelligence's influence cause the TARDIS to reappear only a few months 
ahead in time and a few hundred kilometres away in space at an experimental network of gas drilling rigs 
off the Norfolk coast. Using the pass provided by Lethbridge-Stewart the eDoctor infiltrated the project 
while the TARDIS resets its systems. 

There he and his minions encounter a form of sea-weed with mutagenic and mind influencing properties. 
 
 
14. Wheel 
The still damaged TARDIS materialises on an abandoned space-transport close to The Wheel, and early 
human station. 

 In the twenty first century The Wheel is one of the triumphs of humanity's move into space. 
Originally a Stanford Torus design that would rotate to simulate internal gravity it was refitted with 
artificial gravity technology and force field defenses. It's in solar orbit between Venus and Earth.  

Forced to abandon the TARDIS due to toxic fumes (his latest efforts at repairs going awry again), the 
eDoctor and crew take refuge in the transport ship and are rescued by crew from The Wheel.  
There they stumble over a Cyberman plot to use The Wheel as a base for attacks on Earth's space 
infrastructure, using fore-knowledge acquired on the Moon the eDoctor frustrates their plan in order to 
return to his TARDIS. He also acquires a new minion, eZoe, the emotionally repressed product of a new 

system of education. 
 
 
15. Dominators 
Needing a rest the eDoctor successfully navigates the TARDIS to the quiet planet Dulkis. Just in time to 
get mixed up in an plan by the crew of Dominator scout ship to destroy the planet in order to create a 
black hole to use as a power source. 
 
 

16. Invasion  
Again the eDoctor navigates his TARDIS successfully and arrives near Earth in 1968, where his orbiting 
TARDIS is attacked and damaged. Materialising on Earth he seeks revenge, and assistance in repairs, thus 
becoming embroiled in a plan of the Cybermen.  

 
When the TARDIS is then stolen, he meets with Lethbridge-Stewart, now a Brigade Leader, and the RSF-
SSD who are also investigating. Together they discover there's a faction within the Republican 
government who have an uneasy) deal with the Cybermen against the EuroFed threat.  

 the SSD acquire some Cybertechnology, weapons, ships, cybernetic; they begin planning for 

cybernetic enhancement of some of their troops  
 the eDoctor also acquires a few items of Cybertechnology and upgrades a couple of minions; enter 

Jamie 2.0 and Kemal 2.0, 'better', stronger, faster 
 

 
17. Krotons 
Arriving on a planet too insignificant to even have a name, the TARDIS crew find a stray human colony 
being exploited by a small group of stranded crystalline aliens (Krotons) as a source of psionic energy. 
 

 
18. Seeds 
In the run up to the Thousand Day War in the early twenty-second century the eDoctor attempts to stir up  
war between Earth and Mars by assisting a xenophobic Martian faction to launch a pre-emptive strike on 

Earth with biological weapons. 
However an old enemy, the meddling time lord Mortimus, is nearby and frustrates the plan. 
 
 
19. Space Pirates 

Fleeing Mortimus the eDoctor's TARDIS materialises on a communications relay beacon in the mid 23rd 



century and becomes embroiled in a series of thefts of equipment from the beacon network. When the 
TARDIS is lost in the destruction of a beacon and swept up by the beacon pirates, the eDoctor and his 
minions hijack a mining scout-ship to flee the EarthGov forces and the pirates. 
Forced to solve the question of who is behind the piracy in order to recover his TARDIS the eDoctor must 

infiltrate a number of dubious planets and solve the conspiracy behind the thefts. 
 
 
20. War Games  
Receiving a message from another renegade Time Lord, the eDoctor agrees to join a plan for universal 

domination, assisted somewhat by eZoe and eVictoria (and their boy-toys). He and the War Lord teams up 
with the 'War Lords' to amass an army from across space and time. The eDoctor provides the War Lords 
with TL9 technology, time/space portals derived from a mix of Dal and Gallifreyan technology.  
 

However the "accidental" arrival of Mortimus sends the plan awry as he discovers what's going on and 
intervenes. He investigates and discovering the scope of the plan, summons Gallifreyan assistance.  
The eDoctor escapes (barely) with his TARDIS severely damaged, and is forced to regenerate after being 
shot by Mortimus (who's killed by eZoe). The War Lord is apparently killed and the War Lords trapped in a 
time loop. 

 Think Blake's 7 finale... 
 
 
 
 

Mortimus in disguise infiltrating the War Lord scheme. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
The crippled 
TARDIS makes 
one final trip 

and lands......  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Third eDoctor. 
 

Overview. 
Following the failure of his previous plan the 
eDoctor is forced to regenerate and becomes stuck 
in early 1970s Britain, thanks to a badly damaged 
TARDIS. 
 
Most of his adventures are Earthbound, eventually 
the eDoctor partially fixes the TARDIS and 
manages some limited journeys. 
 
Personality. 

Arrogant and aristocratic, blends in quite well to 
the Establishment society of early seventies 
Britain. 
 

Toys. 
The stick and pocket watch return; the former now 
includes a continuous beam laser, useful for 
cutting through barriers, or lopping off extremities 
if the eDoctor is bored, impatient or irritated. On 

lower intensity it can be used for leaving messages 
on walls (or again, on people who irritate him) 
He also carries the Mk III Burner, now with 
'detonate body' mode. Messy but useful for 

inspiring the troops... 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Background. 
No exile of course. The eDoctor was stranded on Earth following the failure of his alliance with the War 
Lords. The shoot-out in the TARDIS (collateral damage) and the strain of escaping the Time Lords attempt 

to capture both him and the War Lord. After landing on Earth he is picked up by the SSD and negotiates a 
(strained) alliance with the RSF, also using the threat of self-destructing his TARDIS.    
 
Why does Britain get so much alien attention? It seems to be the ideal target/bridgehead for alien 

invaders; it’s isolated and technologically rather backward, with an autocratic government (perfect for 
decapitation). Its neighbours are used to periodic violence, and thus battles against aliens may not garner 
the scrutiny they should.  
By the later '60s Britain and the Republic are on their last legs, and this shows; little international trade 
(lack of anything desired by others), inefficient manufacturing (and lack of investment), no financial 

sector, few allies. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Awareness  
4 

Coordination 
5 

Ingenuity  
7 

Presence  
5 

Resolve  
5 

Strength  
4 

Athletics 3 Convince 3 Craft 1 Fighting 3 Knowledge 4 Marksman 3 

Medicine 2 Science 5 Subterfuge 3 Survival 1 Technology 4 Transport 3 

Adversary (Dals, Mortimus, usually someone), Boffin, Charming, Eccentric, Epicurean Taste, Feel the Turn 
of the Universe,  Indomitable, Obsession (Escape/Conquer), Random Regenerator, Resourceful Pockets,  
Reverse the Polarity of the Neutron Flow,  Run for your Life  Selfish, Sesquipedalian, Technically Adept, 
Time Lord (Experienced x2),  Time Traveller, Voice of Authority, Vortex. 



General Themes.  
 No-one can be trusted. All organisations of any size, complexity and (especially) power contain 

multiple factions working to their own ends. 
 Recurring encounters with EuRO and LoNIG; elements of espionage and deceit. 

 The eDoctor frequently gets roped in to participate in numerous scientific programmes in Britain as 
an advisor. 

 Various attempt to develop new energy/food/material sources, sometime involving alien 
technology, and often risky. 

 Occasional use of nuclear or chemical weapons to deal with alien threats. Partially this is a 

holdover from the Eastern War, where a dozen or so crude nuclear bombs were employed. (There's 
a general consideration of nuclear weapons as tactical problem solvers rather than citybusters). 
Chemical weapons also far more accepted (also used extensively against the 'Russian Hordes'). 

 Social clashes between the young, encouraged by a degree of liberalisation; Britain swings a 

decade late and with far more caution.  
 Humans are expanding outward, into space and the previously unknown areas of the planet. 
 Faction fighting within the British government is endemic and dangerous to those enmeshed in it. 
 On the European side of the water there's a certain air of self-satisfied complacency, a general 

feeling that things are going the Right Way and that even those irritating Britons will eventually be 
encompassed by the spread of modern social democracy.  
After all it worked in Russia and America didn't it? This leads to complacency and a tendency to 
underestimate the British. 

 Britain is even more wedded to Imperial (i.e. non-decimal and non-metric) currency and units than 
historically; the stone, half-crown and gill live on. 

 Drabness and shortages. While there is no official system of rationing there are pretty much 
constant shortages of imported and luxury good. 

 People with skills are trying to leave Britain, despite strict border controls. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



The World. 
 The European Federation spans most of the continent, from Ukrania to Portugal, Sweden to 

Southern Italy (the Italian Civil War ended in a split) and is the major world power. It’s quite 
tightly integrated with a common currency and has abolished most passport and customs controls. 

 Internal EuroFed politics are complicated; the Franco-German axis has some strains and the 
French/German/Spanish block that led the fledging alliance in the Eastern War no longer 
dominates the Federation. Indeed many wonder if the multiple poles within the group can stay 
together in the long term. 

 The European Research Organisation (EuRO) was originally a coordinating body for scientific 

research and Federation wide projects (such as Antarctic, Space and Undersea exploration). It has 
a Directorate specialising in unusual threats that'll eventually be merged into LoNIG. 

 India is a republic, after a messy British disengagement, with the Princely States forcibly 
integrated; on the plus side Muslim/Hindu relations are quite good (common enemy) and the 

nascent Indian Federation is doing quite well, without partition. 
 Japan isn't interested in Britain any longer, and is rather busy with the running sore that is the 

occupation of parts of China; furthermore the new generation is interested in change and reacting 
against the militaristic society. It's neighbours (India, Australia and Iran mainly) are keeping a 
wary eye on Japan. 

 Australia is modernising, and hence wants to distance itself from the BR and its past. 
 The North American Federation is emerging as a major player, dominated by the long standing 

Canadian/Californian axis   
 There’s no UN (obviously); the League of Nations (formed after the abortive Great War of1914-15) 

is still going; member states treat it as a useful forum for debate and deal making. It has a covert 
special group dedicated to outré threats (LoNIG). 
 
    

League of Nations insignia and flag 

 
 
 
 
 The writing is on the wall for Britain and the smarter inhabitants see it; there's a steady trickle of 

people with skills and talent leaving; this is illegal of course. Clashes between the RBN and 
EuroNav over refugee boats are moderately common. [Think 1990 the series]   

 EuroFed especially keep an eye on Britain; cable taps, ElInt, satellites, overflights (too high and 

fast for the obsolete RBAF interceptors to catch) and agents (there's a fair amount of smuggling). 
 The 'Winter War' as the struggle between Briton, it's few allies and, well, pretty much everyone 

else, is called is a major ongoing event; both sides are eager for an advantage and willing to take 
risks. 

 An unexpected phenomenon, in Europe mainly, has been the rise in popularity of Esperanto as a 
second (or third, or fourth...) language. This took a lot of people (including governments) by 
surprise; generally this is considered a Good Thing, further increasing cohesion. By 1970 even 
major films have an Esperanto release.  
Of course there are conspiracy theories about the Esperanto Institute, painting it as some sinister 

body directing events around the world, but they're just nonsense of course... 
 Imperial Iran is a significant player, a regional power with global influence, that dominates the 

Persian Gulf region. 
 South America, without meddling from the north, is becoming more unified and developed. 

Currently it's dominated by a EuroFed aligned Brazil and a more neutral Argentine-Chilean block. 
 Russia remains split, a consequence of the Eastern War, and is surrounded by none too friendly 

neighbours allied to, or members of, EuroFed. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 



Minions. 
 
eShaw 
 

 
 
 
Elizabeth Shaw was 
initially a Platoon 

Leader with the 
Scientific Support unit 
of the SSD. She’s 
intelligent, controlled, 

ambitious and 
manipulative. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Equipment: pistol (.38 Webley, 2/5/7, 9rds) or a more compact .32 when not in uniform. Rarely an 

automatic rifle (.285 Enfield-47, 3/7/10, 30rds) or sub-machine gun (.38 Whiting machine carbine, 2/5/9, 
30rds). 
After her trip to Sol0s she carries a compact blaster (3/6/9 or stun) 
 

Awareness  
3 

Coordination 
4 

Ingenuity  
4 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
4 

Strength  
3 

Athletics 2 Convince 4 Craft 0 Fighting 2 Knowledge 4 Marksman 3 

Medicine 2 Science 3 Subterfuge 2 Survival 2 Technology 4 Transport 2 

Attractive, Brave, Friends, Quick Reflexes, Indomitable,  Military Rank, Obligation, Tough, Unadventurous, 
Voice of Authority 



eJo        
 
Josephine Grant is not part of the military, and is far more intelligent 
that she lets on, with good political connections (cabinet level). She 

was originally posted to the SSD to monitor it for her uncle's faction in 
the government, but grew to see an opportunity to serve her own 
interests. Personality wise she’s  conniving, sadistic and lecherous, she 
uses and dumps men (and possibly women). She’s also an expert, and 
enthusiastic, interrogation specialist; 'a true artist with the rubber 

truncheon' as eL-S admiringly describes her.  
 
She specialises in interrogations of witnesses to alien activity, even 
when not really necessary. She's also been known to ensure that 

those who annoy her are killed in action. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Equipment: many rings (often with gadgets such as lockpicks, wire, string saw, garrotte, poisons 
[injected, sprayed or dropped); one or two small handguns [.32, 2/4/6, or .25, 1/3/4], several knives or 
spikes (boot, arm, thigh et cetera). 

 
Her bag holds her 'kit' (scalpels, pliers, needles, drugs...), laser cutter (acquired on her travels), compact 
blaster [unless she's got it on her person; 3/6/9, ditto], a pistol [.32 or .38], rubber truncheon, gas spray, 
possibly a couple of grenades and is also booby trapped (poison needle, gas or electric shock depending). 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Awareness  

3 

Coordination 

4 

Ingenuity  

4 

Presence  

5 

Resolve  

5 

Strength  

2 

Athletics 2 Convince 5 Craft 0 Fighting 3 Knowledge 2 Marksman 3 

Medicine 1 [4] Science 2 Subterfuge 5 Survival 0 Technology 2 Transport 1 

Attractive, Quick Reflexes, Run for your Life,  Escapology, Resourceful Pockets, Selfish. 



Not quite minions - The Special Services Directorate. 
While the Republic Security Force handles ‘political’ crimes (along with alleged espionage, sedition and 
matters of national importance such as major crimes, rioting and civil unrest) and the National 
Constabulary handles ‘ordinary’ crime the weird stuff is handed off to the SSD. Often of course many such 

supposedly ‘alien’ incidents are nothing of the sort, most are dropped back to the ordinary RSF unless 
there’s an opportunity for empire building. 
 
Brigade Leader Lethbridge-Stewart 
Section Leader Benton    (Section UnderLeader in Invasion) 

Platoon Leader Shaw    (later promoted)    [scientific support] 
Company Leader Yates    (eventually turned and works for EuRO) 
Section Leader Osgood        [technical] 
Section UnderLeader Bell       [admin] 

Section UnderLeader Campbell        [supply] 
Section Leader Hart 
Company Leader Hawkins 
Company Leader Munro 
Group Leader Thatcher   the head of the SSD, rarely seen and politically active 
Company Leader Turner         heads the 'Broadsword' urban plainclothes units 
Battalion Under-leader Walton     heads the assault forces 
 
There’s a high turnover rate amongst staff. Some have had experimental cybernetic 'augmentation'. 
 
Between them eJo and eShaw soon effectively run the SSD, with a combination of organisational efficiency 
and manipulation of Lethbridge-Stewart. And fear of course. 
 
RSF ranks 

Team leader                 Lance Corporal 
Section Under-leader      Corporal 
Section Leader              Sergeant 
Platoon Under-leader      2nd Lieutenant 
Platoon Leader              1st Lieutenant 
Company Leader            Captain 
Battalion Under-leader     Major 
Battalion Leader             Lieutenant Colonel 
Brigade Under-leader       Colonel 

Brigade Leader               Brigadier 
Division Leader               Major General 
Group Under-leader         Lieutenant General 
Group Leader                 General 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



Third eDoctor adventures. 
 
1. Spearhead         
The Invading Nestene Consciousness seeks to take over the British Republic government, to give it a 

foothold for a general invasion of Earth; not everyone inside that government opposes this plan. 
Lethbridge-Stewart encounters a familiar red box and an unfamiliar face while investigating some odd 
meteorites. He and the eDoctor make a bargain, he’ll provide a sanctuary and base for the eDoctor while 
gaining scientific support.  

 The invasion itself is relatively covert, with duplication and infiltration of replicants, and control of 

plastics production (with the introduction of new technology), rather than overt conquest (which 
would probably trigger intervention by EuroFed and other powers). 

 
 
2. Reptilians         

An experimental fusion reactor could mean plentiful, desperately needed, energy; however there are 
complications… 

 Lots of complications; European spies, something nasty in the caves, a couple of opposing 
government factions, mysterious disappearances and more. 

Initially uninterested, the eDoctor is persuaded to assist with the investigation of strange energy losses 
and finds himself trying to cure a plague, after one Reptilian faction decides to end the Ape Problem using 
a bioengineered disease. The SSD struggles to contain and cover-up the deaths. With the eDoctor’s 
assistance the plague is defeated, though some of the infected are isolated for experimentation (you 
never know when a virulent biological weapon might come in handy). Finally the eDoctor arranges to have 

the Reptilians gassed, and them activating their lair's self-destruct in response. 
 EuRO learn of the Reptilians and start looking for enclaves in their territory 

 
 

3. Inferno         
A deep drilling project has produced sample of a useful material ('Crimson Hermes') and potentially may 
led to easy geothermal power production (and possibly an anti-EuroFed weapon). The drilling is being 
assisted by some unofficial aid from a North American corporation, something the Britons are eager to 
extend.  

 Crimson Hermes is of interest to numerous groups; it's got demonstrated super-conductive 
properties, a huge energy capacity (useful for building grenade sized nukes)and interesting plasma 
containment properties (useful in fusion and also RADAR stealth). It's the McGuffin everyone 
wants. 

 The strange mineral is residue from a alien vessel, deep within the Earth and the project leader, 



Dr. Stahlman has been assimilated by nanotech from the vessel and is pushing drilling dangerously 
fast.   

  
Again the eDoctor isn't particularly interested in the project, but does want to continue to use the project's 

facilities to try to repair his TARDIS and escape from Earth. His experiments go predictably wrong when a 
power surge activates some of the TARDIS’s systems and the disconnected console disappears.  
 
Meanwhile in an adjacent parallel universe, eDoctor3 meets Doctor3 (working for URIC) and finds himself 
fighting off possessed workers while trying to get home. 

 
 
4. Ambassadors     
A cabal of senior figures seeks to use the threat of an alien invasion to take over the Republic, and use 

them in a war against the EuroFed. 
 Much internal BR politics, running around and groups shooting at each other 

 
 
5. Return of the Autons          
They're back, using information from their previous attempt and infiltration pods. The basic Nestene plan 
is to start a civil war and take over in the confusion. Not exactly original but workable enough. 

 The arrival of eJo, who’s foisted on the eDoctor as his new ‘aide’. In fact she's been sent by one of 
the factions in the Republic government to monitor Lethbridge-Stewart and his ‘tame alien’ 
following the faction fight that resulted from their last outing. 

 The eDoctor attempts to bargain with the Nestene Consciousness, offering them Earth; luckily for 
him the SSD don't learn of his attempted treachery. 

 Lethbridge-Stewart prefers airstrikes and napalm. 
 

 
  

The eDoctor’s newly assigned assistant Josephine Grant  
 
  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
6. Mindwash. 
The SSD is running a test programme, ‘Project Mindwash’, on an experimental mind control device at 

Stagmoor prison. The eDoctor is sent by one faction to examine it and report on its potential. The ability 
to re-programme dissidents without losing their skills would be very useful…  
In the background is an international conference with the BR, Japanese Empire, North American 
Confederation, EuroFed, Chinese Republic, Russian Confederation and others attempting to calm 
international tensions. 

Meanwhile in the background is a striking man with a goatee. 



 The alien trapped in the machine has other plans; there's a prison break and 'crowd control' RSF 
style 

 First appearance of the eDoctor's nemesis, Koschei who observes without intervening. 
 

 
7. Axos             
An alien race contacts the BR and offers aid and an alliance, the government is eager to agree (and obtain 
advanced technology and access to resources) but the eDoctor has other plans... 
Which are basically to let them assimilate Britain (he knows about Axos’s true plans) in exchange for 

assistance; he'll even offer time travel to them and point them at Gallifrey 
 Alas, faction fights within the government over control of the new technology, and some discrete 

tampering by Koschei, frustrate his plan. And that of Axos. 
 

 
8. Colony         
The eDoctor experiments using Axon parts to repair his TARDIS, and it works!  
He and eJo visit a space colony in the twenty second century, in the years preceding the Thalek invasion.  
Discovering a long dormant Doomsday Weapon he tries to use it but intervention from Koschei (who's 
been warned by the Time Lords) frustrates him. The Fast Return Switch gets the eDoctor and eJo back to 
Earth. 

 
 
 
This is the first direct confrontation between Koschei and 
the eDoctor  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
9. Dæmon         

Back in England Koschei has set a trap for the eDoctor; he’s created a series of faked incidents suggestive 
of alien psionic activity in a small village to attract him there. He plans to either kill the eDoctor or bring 
him back to Gallifrey for trial. 
Unfortunately his psionic manifestations trigger the activation of dormant psionic talent in a local family of 
‘white witches’ who manage to read his mind, alerting the eDoctor. His plan a failure Koschei flees. 

 

 
 
 

10. Time of the Thaleks         
Desperate human guerrillas, from an alternate future where the Thalek Invasion was a complete success, 



travel back in time to stop the events that led to the success of the invasion. They attempt to attack the 
latest round of the international conference, guarded by the RSF, where delegates from Britain, the 
Japanese Empire, the North American Confederation, EuroFed, the Chinese Republic, the Russian 
Confederation and others are attempting to calm renewed international tensions. The odd events trigger 

the involvement of the SSD. 
 
Of course the intervention of the time travellers creates a temporal paradox, requiring covert action by 
Koschei (who’s part of the EuroFed group) to fix.  
 

The Dals also appear, intercepting the crude Thalek time corridor, and a multi-sided battle erupts in 
Wiltshire between warrior Dals, Thalek troops and their cybernetically controlled Z-men, future humans 
and SSD forces but the final explosion leaves few survivors.  

 The SSD acquire a stock of weapons from the future but are unable to replicate them 

 
 
11. Peladon          
The eDoctor uses parts from the Thalek/resistance time machines to temporarily fix the TARDIS and ends 
up on thirty-first century Peladon.   

 He was aiming at a more advanced planet which would have the resources for him to make better 
repairs to his TARDIS, but arrives on a primitive rockball. 

eJo impersonates royalty from the backward planet Earth and interferes with the accession talks 
surrounding Peladon's request for entry into the Galactic Federation, however she's not the only one with 
plans. 
 
 
12. Reptilians II         
A visit to the seaside to investigate mysterious incidents at coastal defense bases finds some amphibious 

Reptilians and EuRO involved. An old Sea Fort converted into RADAR facility has been taken over as a 
Reptilian base, and EuRO seems to know a lot of what the SSD does.  

 Much naval action involving small coastal craft and submarines 
 A mole hunt begins within the SSD. 

 
 
13. Mutants. 
More botched TARDIS repairs take eDoctor, eJo, and first time traveller eShaw, to visit the end of the Earth 
Empire. 

 eShaw hits it off with the Marshal, they have similar ideas about dealing with rebellion 
 
 
14. TOMITT         

A British government research project involving time travel is going well and the eDoctor wants to gain 
access to it. TOMITT uses recovered alien parts (Chrono-crystals), found in the nineteenth century, to 
manage crude temporal effects. Worried by these developments, Koschei allies with LoNIG to intervene 
and destroy the project.  

 Koschei starts working for the newly established LoNIG who absorb most of the old EuRO facilities 

and personnel. 



 
 
 
15. Frontier         
Mixing scavenged TOMITT parts and the TARDIS the eDoctor and eJo travel into the early Earth Empire 
period. There the eDoctor, his TARDIS impounded by Thaleks, foments trouble with the Draconians as part 
of a Thalek plan. Meanwhile Koschei has tracked the eDoctor's TARDIS and frantically tries to stop his 
warmongering plans and negotiate peace before the Empire is killed off in its infancy. 
 
 
16. Planet of the Thaleks 

After the failure of his alliance with the Thaleks, the eDoctor is stranded in the twenty-seventh century 
without his TARDIS. He and eJo must travel to a planet Spiridon, used by the Thaleks as a base for 
various experimental projects, to recover it.  
The Thaleks are experimenting with a rapid cloning system allowing them to create armies in weeks, time 

corridors, and other advancements. Detecting the experiments the Dals also turn up. 
 
 
17. Green Death     
Back 'home' (thanks to the Fast Return Switch) the eDoctor visits a secret research centre in deepest 

Wales and encounters one of the RSF's nastier biological experiments in induced mutations and also an 
experiment in Artificial Intelligence, constructed using elements recovered from WOTAN.  
After infective mutations escape and begin spreading to a local village Lethbridge-Stewart (newly returned 
to active duty with a replacement eye and arm after his injuries in battling the Thaleks) finally gets to use 

a nuke ("It's only Wales, no-one cares. At least no-one I care about cares".) 
 
 
18. Sontaren        
The eDoctor investigates mysterious disappearances of material and scientists at a secure work facility for 

unreliable researchers (safe from the prospect of emigration).  Of course he's only really interested in 
acquiring Sontaren time technology...   
He modifies the TARDIS to ride the osmic beam to the past, creating a chronon signature that worries 
Koschei, who follows in his TARDIS with aid from LoNIG sent along to assist.  

In the middle ages there's a multi-sided fight involving them, the eDoctor, the Sontaren scout Lynx and 
his local allies, Munro and the RSF, and a local landowner and his troops. 
 



 
 
 
19. Dinosaurs         

The eDoctor is under a cloud, nasty rumours about his reliability following that business in the Dark Ages. 
And that is not a good thing in the totalitarian Republic… 
Meanwhile a RSF research unit attempts to combine Sontaren osmic technology and some of the remains 
of TOMITT. They hope to allow reliable travel to the past, with the intention of modifying history to 

improve the Republic’s situation. To no-one's surprise it goes wrong. London is evacuated and the RSF go 
dino-hunting. 
The eDoctor redeems himself by reversing the effects but the effects of the time manipulation will 
propagate around London, into the past and future, creating a number of minor but persistent temporal 
anomalies. 

 
 
20. Plague 
Another one of the eDoctor's escape attempts goes wrong-ish. This time he, eJo and a squad of SSD 

mooks encounter humans (mid twenty-sixth century Imperial variety) and Thaleks seeking plant material 
on the jungle planet Exillon to produce a plague cure. 

 The Thaleks prepared properly and brought firearms, explosives and poison gas to control the 
locals and ‘recruit’ a workforce. 

They also attempt to intimidate the eDoctor by messily killing a minion; this doesn't work...   

The Thaleks originally created the plague but it got out of control and now effects them. Benton is 
promoted to Platoon Under-Leader as the sole survivor. Lethbridge-Stewart is irritated by the wastage 
(and the paperwork) so he doesn't plan to repeat the idea of an escort for the eDoctor... 
 

 
21. Spiders 
A British experimental programme investigating psionics is experiencing problems, including mysterious 
disappearances (and not the usual RSF kind of disappearances) and insanity.  
Giant, interplanetary teleporting, spiders feature... 

 Company Leader Yates is unmasked as a European spy and interrogated by eJo before a spider 
attack kills him. 

 
 

22. Peladon II 
Will psionically active blue crystals help fix the TARDIS's navigational systems? Nope, back to a familiar 
primitive rockball. 
Unfortunately for him, the eDoctor's previous meddling hasn't been forgotten, forcing him on the run in 
the mines, where he encounters some aliens with an agenda of their own.  eJo flirts with a reptile, and 

several humans, eventually almost becomes Queen of Peladon. However his ambitions are frustrated by 



the arrival of Federation troops in force and she and the eDoctor flee back to Earth. 
  
 
23. Robots 

After returning to Earth the eDoctor and minions are sent to audit another government research project; 
this one is going suspiciously well... Robotic war machines are being tested, intended to ‘police’ those 
hard to reach urban areas (like the restive bits of Scotland's cities). Meanwhile internal BR politics heat up 
and one faction attempt a coup, using those experimental robotic war machines....  
Lethbridge-Stewart is in his element, arresting people and having them shot, deploying tanks, ordering 

air-strikes, shouting at people and more.  
Then eShaw makes her move and shoots him.  The SSD experiences a certain amount of unnatural 
wastage in personnel. 
 

 
 
 

24. Alpha         
The ancient Time Lord Alpha, long ago stranded in negative matter universe following some problematic 
stellar engineering, attempts an escape and is drawn to Earth by signals from his Hand. The eDoctor 
attempts to tap his power in the guise of helping him.   

 Alpha is attracted by the echo of the Hand, actually moved (by a later eDoctor incarnation 
perhaps?) 

Lots of betrayals, and a standoff between the eDoctor and Koschei.   
Battalion Leader Shaw is still acting commander (replacement commanders seem very accident prone for 
some reason) and is busy with a little house cleaning. The tension between eShaw and eJo comes to a 

head.  Finally, his TARDIS restored to normal working again, the eDoctor leaves the ruins of the SSD 
headquarters, with eJo, to conquer the universe.  
 
He sardonically tells eShaw he won't bother sending her a xmas card; she responds by shooting him in the 

back and is in turn shot by eJo. The seriously wounded eDoctor stumbles into the TARDIS and starts to 
regenerate; eShaw is only slightly wounded also survives. For the moment... 
 
 
Epilogue. 

Of course as the eDoctor (and eJo) know, the Republic is doomed. It’ll be ending soon, hence her 
departure with the eDoctor. The violence in Glasgow and Aberdeen spreads, and the revolution begins in 
earnest a few months later. By xmas the old Republic has been overthrown. 
 eShaw dies in the lethal chamber, one of many RSF personnel executed for crimes against humanity by 

the Berwick Trials. 



Fourth eDoctor. 
 

 
 
 
Personality. 

 
 
 
 
In his fourth incarnation the 
eDoctor’s personality changes 
significantly; he’s less 
megalomaniacal and more openly 
chaotic; death and destruction for 
its own sake. Chaotic Neutral/Evil 
He's as likely to toss a coin to 
decide who to aid as think it out, 
and then laugh and attack both 
sides 
 
He’s also more fond of personal 
violence. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 



Equipment. 
Poisoned jelly babies, colour coded for knockout, irritant, quick or slow acting poison. He still carries the 
'burner' but uses it less, prefers to improvise or do his killing personally. The Technix Mk3 is used more 
often, with the usual settings; stun, pain and cut off extremity 

 

 
 
 

 

Awareness  
4 

Coordination 
4 

Ingenuity  
7 

Presence  
5 

Resolve  
4 

Strength  
5 

Athletics 3 Convince 4 Craft 1 Fighting 4 Knowledge 5 Marksman 4 

Medicine 2 Science 5 Subterfuge 3 Survival 2 Technology 4 Transport 4 

Adversary (Dals, Mortimus, usually someone), Boffin, Charming,  Distinctive,  Eccentric, Epicurean Taste, 

Feel the Turn of the Universe, Hypnosis,  Indomitable, Insatiable Curiosity, Psychic, Quick Reflexes,  
Random Regenerator, Resourceful Pockets,  Reverse the Polarity of the Neutron Flow,  Run for your Life  
Selfish, Sesquipedalian, Technically Adept, Time Lord (Experienced x2),  Time Traveller, Tough, Vortex. 



Minions.  
 
eSJ          

 
Sarah Jane Smith was an ambitious and amoral journalist in post-Revolution Britain (~1982). 

 
Equipment. 
Initially a compact .32 pistol, several notebooks, a camera and spare film cartridges, a micro-recorder and 
cassettes 

 
 
 

Awareness  

4 

Coordination 

3 

Ingenuity  

4 

Presence  

4 

Resolve  

5 

Strength  

2 

Athletics 2 Convince 4 Craft 1 Fighting 2 Knowledge 3 Marksman 3 

Medicine 1 Science 1 Subterfuge 4 Survival 1 Technology 2 Transport 2 

Attractive, Brave, Friends, Insatiable Curiousity, Run for your Life, Selfish. 



eHarry      
 
 
A former officer in the British Republican Navy who’d 

worked with the RSF who’s wanted for crimes committed 
under the Republic, including involvement in medical 
experiments on dissidents and organ harvesting. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Equipment:  

pistol, medical kit, false identity papers 
 
 

Awareness  
3 

Coordination 
3 

Ingenuity  
4 

Presence  
3 

Resolve  
4 

Strength  
3 

Athletics 2 Convince 1 Craft 0 Fighting 3 Knowledge 2 Marksman 3 

Medicine 4 Science 2 Subterfuge 3 Survival 2 Technology 2 Transport 2 

Brave, Clumsy, Face in the Crowd, Lucky, Tough, Unadventurous, Wanted 
 



 eK9/'Fang'      
 
 
 

After encountering the original, the 
eDoctor is inspired to construct his 
own robot dog; a superior model 
capable of limited vertical levitation 
and all terrain movement; armed 

with a disrupter and equipped with 
various gadgets (printer, small 
tractor beam, computer interface, 
nasal manipulator, light source, 

scanner, self-destruct...). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
Equipment: 
A fully sealed and waterproof armoured casing (Armour 5), a disrupter weapon, a. 

 
 
 

Awareness  

3 

Coordination 

2 

Ingenuity  

7 

Presence  

1 

Resolve  

4 

Strength  

3 

Athletics 1 Convince 1 Craft 0 Fighting 1 Knowledge 6 Marksman 2 

Medicine 3 Science 5 Subterfuge 1 Survival 1 Technology 6 Transport 2 

Boffin, Five Rounds Rapid, Natural Weapons, Photographic Memory, Robot [Gadget Traits: Open/Close, 

Scan. Restriction: Stairs], Technically Adept, Vortex, Obligation (Major), Slow (Minor) 



Polly       
 
 
 

Inspired by Fang and her encounter with the Polyphase 
Avatron eRomana constructed her own pet robot; a flying 
robotic hawk 
Armed with a disrupter and optional grenades; acts as a 
scout/strike drone; not as all round useful as a K9 but 

faster and more suited to aerial scouting. eRomana has a 
remote datalink and control device via which she can see 
through Polly's 'eyes' and give orders.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

Equipment: 
A fully sealed and waterproof armoured casing (Armour 5), a disrupter weapon, a. 
 
 

Awareness  
3 

Coordination 
4 

Ingenuity  
4 

Presence  
1 

Resolve  
4 

Strength  
1 

Athletics 4 Convince 0 Craft 0 Fighting 2 Knowledge 0 Marksman 4 

Medicine 0 Science 0 Subterfuge 3 Survival 0 Technology 0 Transport 0 

Five Rounds Rapid, Flight (Major), Natural Weapons, Photographic Memory, Robot, Obligation (Major). 



eNyder      
 
  
 

The former security chief to the Dalan Elite; cunning and 
devious, sneaky and manipulative 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Equipment: pistol (10.2mm Kaltan, 3/6/9, 11rds or 7.5mm Rokeller, 2/4/6, 9rds) or rifle (8.3mm semi-
automatic Elting, 3/7/10, 12rds or 6.2mm KT-11 assault rifle, 3/6/9, 40rds); truncheons (wood, metal, 
rubber, electrical), knife; probably more if he had time to pack; acquires more advanced weapons  
 

Awareness  
4 

Coordination 
4 

Ingenuity  
4 

Presence  
3 

Resolve  
5 

Strength  
3 

Athletics 2 Convince 4 Craft 2 Fighting 4 Knowledge 2 Marksman 4 

Medicine 1 Science 2 Subterfuge 4 Survival 2 Technology 3 Transport 2 

Indomitable, Quick Reflexes, Selfish, Technically Adept, Voice of Authority. 



eRomanaI      
 
An icy manipulator who left Gallifrey with a 
plan for universal domination. Slightly power-

crazed but very controlled. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Equipment: staser pistol (x2), pain wand, laser wand, Technix Mk4, personal energy shield, small tool and 
medical kits 
 

Awareness  
3 

Coordination  
3 

Ingenuity  
9 

Presence  
5 

Resolve  
5 

Strength  
2 

Athletics 2 Convince 2 Craft 2 Fighting 1 Knowledge 5 Marksman 2 

Medicine 2 Science 5 Subterfuge 2 Survival 1 Technology 5 Transport 2 

Attractive, Arrogant, Bio-Rhythmic Control, Boffin, Doctorates [Temporal Physics and Psychology], Feel 
the Turn of the Universe, Psychic, Technically Adept, Time Lord, Voice of Authority, Vortex, Cloistered, 
Distinctive, Sesquipedalian, Wanted [Minor]. 



eFibuli. 
 
 
Formerly the lackey of the captain of the Pirate Planet the 

technically skilled Fibuli left with the eDoctor and eRomana. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Equipment. 

Blaster pistol (usually concealed), holdout weapon, tool kit and additional technical equipment, small 
scanner. 

Awareness  
3 

Coordination 
4 

Ingenuity  
5 

Presence  
2 

Resolve  
2 

Strength  
3 

Athletics 1 Convince 1 Craft 4 Fighting 2 Knowledge 4 Marksman 2 

Medicine 2 Science 5 Subterfuge 0 Survival 0 Technology 5 Transport 3 

Boffin, Face in the Crowd, By The Book, Obligation (serve the Doctor), Technically Adept, Unadventurous 



eRomanaII      
 
 
Romana’s second incarnation is physically 

smaller, cuter and, bubbly; a flirty 
psychopath who'll smile while she carves 
you up.  
 
     "Twas the women, not the warriors, 

turned those stark enthusiasts pale" 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Equipment: staser pistol, pain wand, Burner II, holdout blaster, laser wand, plasma knife, Technix IV, 
personal energy shield, small tool and medical kits, drug/poison kit, a few compact grenades 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Awareness  
4 

Coordination  
3 

Ingenuity  
9 

Presence  
5 

Resolve  
5 

Strength  
2 

Athletics 3 Convince 4 Craft 2 Fighting 1 Knowledge 5 Marksman 2 

Medicine 2 Science 5 Subterfuge 3 Survival 1 Technology 5 Transport 2 

Attractive, Bio-Rhythmic Control, Boffin, Doctorates [Temporal Physics and Psychology], Feel the Turn of 
the Universe, Insatiable Curiousity, Psychic, Technically Adept, Time Lord, Voice of Authority, Vortex, 
Cloistered, Distinctive, Wanted [Minor] 



eDuggan 
 
 
A duplicitious, pistol wielding 

private detective, willing to go to 
almost any length if properly 
paid. 
What he lacks on subtlety he 
makes up for in lack of sublety. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Equipment:  

9mm pistol, baton, lockpicking and intrusion tools, compact camera, notebook. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Awareness  
3 

Coordination 
4 

Ingenuity  
4 

Presence  
3 

Resolve  
4 

Strength  
4 

Athletics 3 Convince 2 Craft 0 Fighting 3 Knowledge 2 Marksman 2 

Medicine 0 Science 1 Subterfuge 1 Survival 2 Technology 2 Transport 3 

Argumentative, Brave, Face in the Crowd, Impulsive, Quick Reflexes, Tough 



eNyssa      
 

 
 
'The destroyer of Traken'. Serious daddy issues, sociopathy and biochemical brilliance are a dangerous 
combination. 
 
 

 
Equipment: compact blaster, various small tools, scanner, computer, medical/science kit, 

drug/poison/pathogen kit 
 
 

Awareness  
3 

Coordination 
4 

Ingenuity  
6 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
5 

Strength  
3 

Athletics 1 Convince 3 Craft 3 Fighting 2 Knowledge 4 Marksman 2 

Medicine 3 [5] Science 4 Subterfuge 4 Survival 0 Technology 4 Transport 1 

Attractive, Biochemical Genius, Boffin, Technically Adept, Cloistered, Selfish, Silver Spoon. 



Fourth eDoctor adventures. 
 
1. Planet of Evil      
Their first trip in the now mostly functional TARDIS takes the eDoctor and eJo to a planet millions of 

parsecs from Earth in the far future, where they encounter human explorers from the Morestran Empire 
tampering with a portal to a negative matter universe.  
They escape unharmed, unlike the Morestrans who are exterminated by hybrid creatures spawned by the 
portal. 

 
 
2. Nightmare          
While relaxing on a luxury spaceliner the slightly bored eDoctor stirs up trouble after his TARDIS interferes 
with another device using extra-dimensional technology, causing portions of the stored planets to phase 

in and out of the ship. This is exacerbated when, due to this dimensional mucking about distorting local 
hyperspace, the liner collides with another starship, leaving it impaled "like a sausage on a stick".  
The eDoctor assists a scientist who's come up with a novel source of funding, to evade capture, and the 
adventure ends with the eDoctor laughing uproariously while the liner's passengers, high on Vrax, are 
pursued and eaten by Mandrils  

 
 
3. Rescue         
The eDoctor and eJo encounter a crashed Terran long range colonisation expedition with a badly 

malfunctioning AI computer. The eDoctor takes the opportunity to start a three way selective breeding 
programme to produce minions (Savages, Psis and Techs) and leaves them to develop for a while. 
 
 
4. Underworld          

The eDoctor and eJo  encounter the remnants of the Minyans, a race whose development was once 
tampered with by the Time Lords, and are captured by them (who better to trap a TARDIS). With his 
TARDIS impounded the eDoctor is forced to repair their ship and help in their quest; he gains his final 
revenge with the aid of a pocket sized mega-tonne converter bomb and the Minyan race is finally extinct 

 
 
5. Pyramids          
Trapped inside the grounds of a country house, isolated by a force field barrier and his TARDIS captured 
by an Osiran time corridor, the eDoctor must defeat Sutekh to escape with his life.  
The eDoctor acquires a few bits of Osiran tech, servitors and the time cabinets ("You never know when 



they'll come in handy"). Meanwhile eJo starts having second thoughts about travelling in the TARDIS 
 
 
6. Fendahl          

 
 
The eDoctor and eJo arrive on Earth in the mid 1980s and stumble on an attempt by former fascist 

scientists to control the lethal power of the Fendahl. They also encounter an inquisitive and ambitious 
journalist and an ex-RBN doctor with a nasty secret.    

 In fact they encounter them pointing pistols at each other... 
 

 eHarry is being blackmailed to work on a number of projects led 
by an insane scientist (Fendalman) with a number of other former RSF scientists. Fendalman worked with 

the SSD and has plans to use alien technology to gain power for himself. Having heard rumours of a 
network helping former fascists eSJ has been investigating the group.  
With the aid of a mish-mash alien technology the eDoctor ends the problem, leaving a rather large hole in 
the English countryside. 

 
eJo decides to remain behind; most of the heat is now off and she can establish a new life for herself. 
Aided of course by her acquired skills, some alien tech, the salvaged Fendalman files and a large bag of 
gemstones donated by the eDoctor. She plans to take over Fendalman's Odessa-like organisation.  
She'll be back... 

 eSJ and eHarry accompany the eDoctor 
 
 
7. Ark             

Thanks to eHarry's clumsiness the party arrives on Trojan space station in the far future; the TARDIS is 
accidentally transmatted to Earth and the eDoctor has to figure out how to get there and recover it, 



dealing with some Wirrn and a lot of overslept humans in the process. 
Irritated by his clumsiness, the eDoctor demonstrated to eHarry to subtleties in the meaning of 'pain' that 
even the RSF were unaware of 
 

 
8. Experiment         
The party travel to Earth via shuttle to recover the TARDIS, encountering a Sontaren scout party (who've 
got the TARDIS) and a human party (who are being picked off). 
The still irritated eDoctor uses the humans to defeat the Sontarens, with eHarry almost being killed in the 

crossfire. 
 
 
9. Revenge          

An accidental interaction between the TARDIS and the long-out-of-warranty transmat stage, causes the 
party to be sent to Nerva station far in its past. Separated from the TARDIS and involved in a Cyberman 
attack on the asteroid ship created from the remains of Voga, the eDoctor is forced to help defeat them so 
as to be on hand for the TARDIS's arrival. Kellman almost gets recruited as a minion ("He has a real gift 
for duplicity and backstabbing") but is killed. 

 A significant amount of gold is cached away in the TARDIS, along with a few Cyber-bombs 
 
 
10. Genesis           
For once the eDoctor formulates a plan; to travel to Skaro to meddle with the creation of the Dals and 
Thaleks, making them more suitable for his plans. However other factions are in play in the final days of 
the Forever War. 
 
Both sides in the war are developing their final master plans. Under the leadership of their genius 

geneticist Thala, the Tharons are planning extensive changes to their genome to resist the mutagenic 
conditions and produce better soldiers. While the rather insane (and far less photogenic) Kelek is 
developing travel machines to accommodate the irrevocably mutated Dalans, an planning genetic 
modifications of his own. 
Both sides are also preparing their final weapons; the Tharons have developed a rapidly mutating 
biological weapon that will eliminate all Dalans (and, unknown to all but Thala's inner circle, most of the 
Tharons too). The Dalans have constructed a armoured sub-orbital missile, resistant to defensive laser 
fire, to deliver their amassed stock of dirty nuclear weapons. 
 

eHarry is killed, stumbling onto a land mine ("I said his clumsiness would be the death of him") and the 
eDoctor's plan fails, aided by some subtle meddling by Koschei. The Dal cyborgs retain their free will; 
most of the Dalans and Tharons die in a biological and radiological holocaust. 
 

 
 
The eDoctor does acquire a new Minion, Nyder, security chief and 
principal lackey to Kerek 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
11. Androids          
A survivor from a fascist British deep space expedition, abandoned during the Revolution, allies with the 

Kraals to invade Earth in the early 1980s. eSJ assists the eDoctor and almost meets herself.  
The eDoctor acquires a number of android duplicates, including himself and his current minions, also a few 
Kraal neutron-disruption blasters 



 
 

 
12. Face of Evil          
The eDoctor returns to check on his Xoanon experiment on Mordee but finds the three factions hostile to 
him. His efforts are frustrated when the controlling AI computer unites them against the eDoctor.   
All is not lost, eDoctor acquires a new minion, eLeela, a primitive, violent, and possibly psychotic, warrior 

with a taste for inflicting pain. 
 

 
 
 

 
13. Morbius          



The eDoctor and minions land, unwillingly, on the planet Karn and discover that the renegade Time Lord 
leader Morbius is still alive (for certain values of alive). A scientists and follower of Morbius named Solon 
is attempting to upload the mind of Morbius into an android body, built from parts scavenged from the 
crashed spaceships by his minions (he can't get off-planet and not even Planet Express will deliver to 

Karn). 
 The TARDIS was dragged to Karn by the Sisterhood and the eDoctor is forced to make a deal with 

them to leave.  
 
Morbius, the upload of his mind finished and his android body completed with Kraal parts, leads a group of 

other androids to attack the Sisterhood; their robotic bodies mostly immune to psionic attacks.  
The eDoctor and co assist with a psi-jammer (from Mordee), poison gas, eLeela's ferocity and eNyder's 
sneakiness; they then leave before Morbius can commandeer the TARDIS. 
 

Morbius leaves, in an android body that's a near double of the eDoctor, to continue his schemes for 
universal domination. 
 
 
14. Assassin          
In the aftermath of the Morbius affair the eDoctor meets High Cardinal Goth, who's been sent to 
investigate by the High Council, on Sarn and the two formulate a plan to control Gallifrey using the threat 
posed by the return of Morbius to disrupt the High Council. 
 
With Goth's assistance the eDoctor returns to Gallifrey and attempts to assassinate the outgoing 
President, having lured Koschei back to Gallifrey as a scapegoat. However Koschei, aided to an extent by 
High Cardinal Borusa and Castellan Spandrell, foil the plan but fail to expose Goth. Borusa becomes 
President, the 'heroic' Goth becomes Chancellor. 
In the shadows a Time Lady watches events and plans... 

 
 
15. Sun Makers          
With the TARDIS malfunctioning after a hasty departure from Gallifrey, the eDoctor and minions arrive on 
Vulcan, now a colony housing the remnants of humanity who fled the solar flares that devastated the 
inner solar system. 
The time travellers infiltrate the planet's society and, after establishing that it offers few opportunities, the 
eDoctor stirs up trouble and revolution, ably aided by eSJ (propaganda), eNyder (subversion) and eLeela 
(violence).  

The eDoctor suggests some suitable methods of execution for former executives 
 

 
 

 
 
Leela’s skill with violence has expanded to 
include energy weapons. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
16. Invisible Enemy     

Having returned to Spiridon the Thaleks are again attempting to discover the secret of invisibility, this 



time in conjunction with a ruthless IMC subsidiary specialising in biotechnology. 
The eDoctor encounters K9 (and is stunned by him in more than one way); eLeela demonstrates to some 
Thaleks the interesting skills she's mastered with her knives and eNyder is killed after accidentally 
releasing a biological weapon  

 
 
17. Weng-Chiang      
During a visit to London in 1889 the eDoctor, eSJ and eLeela encounter a refugee from the fifty first 
century 

The eDoctor offers to aid Greel ("I'm a huge fan of your work, how you dealt with the rebels in Brisbane 
was inspired") but is instead shot by the paranoid Greel, so eLeela again demonstrates her knowledge of 
anatomy, leaving a puzzle for the pathologist. 
 

 
18. Domination of Time    
When the TARDIS is knocked off course by another vehicle passing through the Vortex, the eDoctor (his 
ego, and body, bruised) vows horrible revenge. Especially when he discovers a multi-megatonne Minyan 
converter bomb still in his coat pocket. 
The Dominators are experimenting with time travel, crude but functional Vortex Capsules and the eDoctor 
decides to stop them. eLeela learns that it's unwise to underestimate the Quarks and gets pulverised. 
 
 
19. Meglos          
The eDoctor (and eSJ) attempt to gain control of a powerful weapon, allied to a megalomaniacal cactus 
and some low budget mercenaries. Meglos impersonates Koschei to infiltrate Tigella. 
Alas the inevitable three-way backstab goes messily wrong leaving the Gaztaks, Meglos and eSJ dead, 
Zolfa-Thura fried and Tigella without its primary energy source and facing a civil war 

 
 
20. Invasion           
The eDoctor is contacted again by Chancellor Goth and they formulate a complex plan to depose Borusa 
using the threat of Morbius and an army of Vardans to attempt to invade Gallifrey.              
The eDoctor's Matrix datafile is corrupted, erasing the evidence of his crimes and he inadvertently 
becomes President; however Borusa, who knows him of old, suggests he leave. Quickly. 
 
 

The Key to Time sequence. 
With the powerful renegade Time Lord Morbius reborn, albeit in an android body, and busy destabilising 
reality, the White Guardian needs to reassemble the fabled Key to Time to repair the damage to reality. 
However the hunt for the six segments will be complicated by four groups pursuing them. 

 Summoned by the White Guardian, Koschei and his Gallifreyan companion Alia have been enlisted 
to find the Key; they're assisted by a couple of human companions. 

 Morbius has also learned of the Key and sets out in pursuit, equipped with a stolen TARDIS of 
advanced design and accompanied by various expendable minions 

 The Black Guardian is also involved, though his plans are unknown 

 On Gallifrey a renegade Time Lady has stolen a Locator-mutor from Alia and teams up with the 
eDoctor (eRomana had planned to steal a TARDIS and recover the Key to Time on her own but this 
plan is frustrated by improved security, stealing a TARDIS isn't as easy as it used to be). 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The eDoctor’s latest minion, the Time Lady Romanadvoratrelundar. Of course she 
doesn’t see herself as anyone’s minion 

 
 
 
 
 

 



21. The Ribos Scheme.  
 

 
The first segment is on the primitive (and extremely cold) planet Ribos. The segment is relatively easy to 

locate (disguised as the Great Sceptre) but difficult to retrieve, given the presence of an evaluation party 
from the Galactic Federation in addition to the local security. In the end Morbius storms the Old Palace 
and steals the sceptre only to have a pair of confidence tricksters abstract it from him. 
Score: eDoctor & eRomana  0 Morbius 0       Koschei & Alia  1 

 
 
22. Tara  
The second segment is on the anachronism loving, human settled, planet of Tara; between human and 
android doubles in play thing get rather complicated.  The eDoctor acquire a number of android duplicates 

("You never know when they'll come in handy"). Fang saves the day and the eDoctor escapes, but Morbius 
captures the segment. 
Score: eDoctor & eRomana 0  Morbius 1        Koschei & Alia 1 
 

 
23. The Planet Pirates 
The third segment is on the planet Calufrax, but where the hell is Calufrax? Another mobile planet, again 
using scavenged Osiran technology to move and crush planets for their mineral content. After killing the 
pirate planet's captain the eDoctor acquires a new Minion, the technically skilled Fibuli, with whose aid 

they actually capture one of the segments and eRomana is inspired to construct a new pet, Polly, with his 
aid. 
Score: eDoctor & eRomana  1 Morbius 1       Koschei & Alia  1 
 

 
24. Stones of Blood  
An alien criminal with advanced technology is hiding out in eighties Britain, along with some mobile rocks. 
Morbius is severely damaged by a falling Ogri and Koschei and Alia frustrate the plans of pretty much 
everyone and leave with the segment. 

Score: eDoctor & eRomana  1 Morbius 1        Koschei & Alia  2 
 
 
25. Kroll  

On the swampy satellite of a gas giant a small team from a nearby human colony harvest plankton and 
other organic material for processing into food to feed their growing population. The local 'swampies', 
humans genetically modified to survive on the satellite as part of an earlier colonisation plan, object to the 
pillaging of their home. And they have some sympathisers.  

 The harvesting is done from huge, fusion powered and heavily automated, mobile factory craft that 

suck up the soupy water, extract the useful organics and dump the waste water. 
 
The eDoctor becomes involved in a spot of gun-running ("Hmm, these rifles have been sabotaged. Let me 
fix them for you"), Koschei and Alia are captured by swampies, Morbius is eaten by a giant squid (and has 

his segment stolen by one of Koschei's human companions) but eRomana finds the segment  
Score: eDoctor & eRomana  2 Morbius 0       Koschei & Alia 3 



 
 
26. Armageddon  
In an obscure star system on the edge of a galaxy two human settled planets have been at war for 

decades. Now the final piece of the Key to Time is in play there. 
 The Black Guardian has a plan; to obtain all six segments, and capture the eDoctor and Koschei for 

an eternity of torture. 
 The eDoctor has a plan; to obtain all six segments and rule the universe like a god!!!  
 Koschei has a plan; to obtain the sixth segment, defeat the eDoctor and get his two segments, 

assemble the Key and take a long holiday. 
 eRomana has a plan; to obtain all six segments and rule the universe like a goddess. Without the 

eDoctor.  
 The Marshal of Atrios has a plan; to finally destroy the Zeons, usurp the crown of Atrios and rule 

the system as a base for even greater conquest. 
 The Shadow has a plan; to obtain the Key and usurp the Black Guardian. 
 Morbius has a plan; kill the eDoctor and take his segments, kill Koschei (and torture a certain 

human companion) and take his segments, assemble the Key and rule the universe like a god!!! 
What can it possibly go wrong? Everything. Catastrophically.  
 
eRomana is severely injured by Koschei's companion Alia (payback for that incident on Gallifrey) and 
regenerates; Fibuli is killed and K9 is converted into a walking bomb that fails to destroy Koschei but 
obliterates the Shadow's asteroid base. Morbius's attempt to suborn the supercomputer that runs Zeos 
fails and his android body is seemingly killed. Koschei assembles the Key and then fragments it again. 
 
Fearing vengeance from both the Guardians and Koschei, the eDoctor installs a Randomiser to foil pursuit 
after his failure to obtain the Key to Time. 
 
eRomana regenerates; eRomanaII has a less aristocratic persona. This one will smile pleasantly while she 
eviscerates you. 
 

 
 
 
27. City of Death  
While attempting to avoid attention the eDoctor is drawn to crude time travel experiments in late 1980s 

Paris. When he and  eRomanaII investigate they find that LoNIG has also tracked the temporal distortions. 
And they are watching for a red police box, even one disguised as an art exhibit. 
eRomanaII acquires a minion of her own, an unscrupulous private detective named Duggan, Paris is swept 
by waves of temporal distortion (attracting the attention of Koschei) and Scaroth is killed by his wife. 
Koschei is too busy trying to fix reality to pursue the eDoctor. 

 The TARDIS art gallery gets a selection of new additions 
 
 
28. Sandminer 
Deciding that keeping on the move is a good idea, just in case, the eDoctor and eRomanaII land on a huge 
fusion powered hovercraft mining the mineral rich sand of a gas giant satellite, just in time to get involved 
in a madman's plans for revenge.   
The eDoctor demonstrates some uses of the Laseron probe to eRomanaII, including its ability to flense the 
skin from a person millimetre by millimetre ("Ooo, I want one. But smaller.") 

 



 
29. The Pit 
When she detects a distress beacon eRomanaII persuades the eDoctor to investigate (“Someone’s in 
distress. It’ll be fun”). After encounters with incompetent bandits, a vicious queen, unpleasant flora and a 

gelatinous blob they park the TARDIS and watch as a sun is destroyed, and it's planets boiled, by a 
wormhole deployed neutron star. Even the eDoctor is impressed. 

 The eDoctor adds some wolf-weeds to the TARDIS garden 
 
 

30. The Great Journey 
"I remember when you could navigate the Vortex in peace, none of these damn tunnels people keep 
building". Annoyed by encountering another time corridor in the Vortex the eDoctor insists in 
remonstrating with whoever built it ("Now where did I put those Cyber-bombs"?) and interrupted his 

flight. One planet (Crinoth) is destroyed, another (Skonnos) devastated and the Great Journey of Life 
ends, at least for one group of Nimon. 

 eRomanaII instructs a fake "prince" in the fine arts of world conquest, political manipulation and 
harem building 

 
 
31. Mandragora 
Seeking to control the power of the Mandragora Helix the eDoctor accidentally looses it on Renaissance 
Italy. He's nearly killed by it, and by Koschei who's finally tracked him. However eDuggan proves a useful 
sacrificial pawn. 

 eRomanaII is unimpressed by the locals' torture techniques and stops to give them some pointers 
 
 
32. Hive  

Evading Koschei, the TARDIS lands on Argolis where they hope the inhabitants' experimentation with 
tachyons will foil tracking. There they get embroiled with virtual reality experiments, time manipulations, 
organised crime, the bitterness remaining from a nuclear war, and the Foamasi. 
eRomana II is underwhelmed by the locals sticky foam grenades, considering they'd be vastly improved 
with acid, incendiaries or flesh dissolving toxins. She spends some time in the labs... 
 
 
33. Seeds 
Landing on Earth in the 1990s the eDoctor is actually delighted to be contacted by eJo and her 

organisation of former fascists. He agrees to do them a favour and investigate some seed pods that 
they've learned LoNIG has found in the Antarctic. Meanwhile LoNIG have contacted their own alien 
consultant, Koschei. 
The three Time Lords spend so much time fighting each other the Krinoid seed pods are stolen by a plant 

obsessed American billionaire and almost get the chance to spread. Eventually LoNIG demonstrate the 
usefulness of airstrikes as a defoliant.  
 

 
 
 



34. Fang 
Bored by hiding out from Koschei the eDoctor finally replaces his K9 unit (FangII) and seeks a respite from 
the pursuit. He takes the TARDIS and eRomanaII to visit Edwardian Brighton, only misses by a few 
kilometres. They materialise on a small and bleak island in the English Channel. There the TARDIS 

disappears and they have to fight off a Rutan scout to recover it, while coping with a none too bright (and 
highly superstitious) pair of lighthouse keepers and a party of stranded local gentry, led by a corrupt 
aristocrat and a marginally less corrupt politician. 
 
 

35. Destinies. 
The Thaleks return to Skaro to recover Thala and the other Tharon geneticists who created them, seeking 
a cure for the damage to their genome. Their plague has recurred, causing subtle genetic damage. When 
the randomly travelling TARDIS lands they remember the eDoctor and capture his TARDIS as a bargaining 

chip.  
Naturally the Dals also turn up, and a brief and uneasy alliance is formed with the eDoctor; it doesn't last 
and they summon a vortex craft to again pursue the TARDIS 
 
 
35. Full Circle  
Attempting to evade the pursuing Dal vortex craft the eDoctor pilots the TARDIS into a wormhole and 
accidentally into an adjacent pocket universe. With the TARDIS's navigational systems effectively screwed 
they land on the first planet that shows signs of life and technology to scout. eRomanaII is bitten by a 
mutagenic spider and becomes even more than usually vicious, as a gang of teenage 'Outlers' [Adric, 
Varsh, Keara and Tylos] discover to their cost.  

 The eDoctor is irritated by the mess. 
In the end the eDoctor pillages the crashed ship for navigational data and they depart, dumping the 
corpses before they go 

 
 
36. Decay  
Another landing in the pocket universe find the eDoctor and eRomanaII on a seemingly medieval world 
settled by a crashed human colony expedition that's ruled by a caste assimilated by ancient alien 
nanotech. Their TARDIS is locked out by the alien technology, forcing the travellers to flee and join with 
the resistance movement, who have a stockpile of advanced technology. Examining the records and some 
of the ancient artefacts the eDoctor learns of a possible way out of the pocket universe, and helps 
overthrow the local rulers to regain access to his TARDIS. 

 
 
37. Gate  

 



Based on the information he acquired the eDoctor believe he's finally discovered a portal back to the main 
universe; unfortunately the TARDIS can't navigate it without assistance... 
 
Making a deal with some stranded slavers they acquire a Vortex sensitive Tharil slave, who is 'persuaded' 

to bring the TARDIS to the portal, but accidentally unleashes some ancient genocidally inclined robots in 
trying to free his people.  

 The irritated eDoctor instructs the slavers on how to efficiently shield against the Tharil Vortex 
manipulation abilities in future. 

 

Using the portal requires two people, and while the eDoctor pilots the TARDIS, eRomanaII and FangII 
synchronise the portal. When they're attacked by the Gundan robots the eDoctor abandons them and 
leaves for his home universe alone. Sans eRomanaII… 

 eRomana II is left for dead as he escapes; but did she survive? (Yes of course she did, and she'll be 

back) 
 
 
38. Traken  
A message, of unknown origin, brings the eDoctor to Traken. The Keeper is dying, a power struggle is 
underway to replace him and it's the perfect opportunity to gain control of the power of the Traken Union. 
The eDoctor is naturally suspicious but intrigued enough to go along with it. 
 
On Traken he uses the supplied information to impersonate a Time Lord Cardinal, there to represent 
Gallifrey at the handover of power. Meanwhile the factions jockey for influence and standing in an attempt 
to get their representative named the new Keeper. 
 
In the background is Tremas's meek, studious biochemist daughter Nyssa. Who's quietly amassed her 
own faction from the disaffected young people of the Traken Union.  

 With some biochemical assistance. And who's got something *really* nasty up her sleeve in case 
things don't go her way.   

The politics suddenly turn deadly, leaving even the eDoctor unaware just who's pulling the strings. And 
why. 

 "I am Nyssa, the Destroyer of Traken". "Oh well, there are other planets. Lots of them in fact. " 
 
 

 
 

  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
39. Loch Ness 
A request for help from eJo brings the eDoctor and eNyssa to 1990s Earth where her negotiations with a 
shipload of stranded Zygons could do with some assistance. She plans to use them to control the 
independent Scottish Republic. 

Of course the Zygons betray her, but eNyssa is ready with a flesh dissolving virus. 
 
 
40.  Logopolis  

Having learned on Traken, from the Keeper's secret files, of the Logopolis project and its potential to 
rewrite the universe, the eDoctor attempts to usurp it. Koschei, who's back on the eDoctor's trail after the 
destruction of Traken, objects to this and a running battle through the streets of Logopolis ensues. 
Realising that they've done too much damage, and doomed the universe, the eDoctor and Koschei have to 
work together to save it. 



In his final betrayal the eDoctor shoots Koschei, but wastes too much time gloating and is grappled away 
from the controls. The two struggle and fall from the radio-telescope tower together...  

 Shades of Reichenbach. 
 

 
 
 
 



Fifth eDoctor. 
 

 
Personality. 

Pleasant and charming, but cruel 
and callous, rather mercurial, 
capable of segueing rapidly from 
smiling and cheerful to vicious 

and sadistic.  
 
He seems to have lost his 
enthusiasm for large scale death, 
destruction and conquest 

compared to previously. Also 
he's more easily manipulated by 
his minions, less arrogantly self 
confident. 

Alignment-wise he's more 
Neutral Evil shading toward 
Neutral 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
He’s also developed a taste for dressing up. 
Sometimes he even dresses appropriately 
for the period and place. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
But more often he does not. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 



Equipment. 
Technix Mk3, some sort of weapon (usually) but it could be anything from the burner to a more 
conventional staser/blaster/disrupter pistol. 
 

 

 
 
 

Awareness  
X 

Coordination 
X 

Ingenuity  
X 

Presence  
X 

Resolve  
X 

Strength  
X 

Athletics 0 Convince 0 Craft 0 Fighting 0 Knowledge 0 Marksman 0 

Medicine 0 Science 0 Subterfuge 0 Survival 0 Technology 0 Transport 0 

Traits. 



The Moiralith.     
A masterpiece of probabilistic tachyonic cybernetics but small enough to fit in a humanoid hand. 
This artefact was 'left over' from the previous universe, on the Terminus station initially. It's capable of 
transferring data through time, including retrieving data from its own future, and has effectively infinite 

storage and processing capacity.  
 
It has collected vast amounts of data, about this universe and several 'adjacent' alternates. It's capable of 
connecting automatically to almost any computer system within a range of several hundred metres, and 
via datalinks to anything connected to that network. It can download a planetary internet in minutes, 

defeating almost any security. 
 
The Moiralith communicates, vocally or otherwise, in a passive, dry, neutral tone; it refers to itself as 'this 
device' (or a similar term in the users language); it can also output data is via projected 2D or 3D images 

up to 12m² or 80m³ or directly into the user's brain (this requires contact until a user has become 
attuned, then it can be done at a range of a few metres). 
 
Initially it will allow anyone who touches it to access its stored information and answer their questions, 
though with some restrictions ('that information is not currently available') regarding material that could 
lead to a temporal paradox and data regarding its own origins.  
With extended use, or via reference data, a user learns that above this 'guest' level of access are two 
higher levels, authorised user and controller. 
 
It cannot directly manipulate any object, so it cannot use its knowledge to build advanced technology, but 
it can instruct a user in such, from making fire and alloying bronze, to separating uranium isotopes and 
building a time ship. 
 
Physically it's a truncated sphere approximately 95 x 75mm, with a flat top and bottom, constructed of 

some hard material dark material (people find it difficult to state exactly what colour it is beyond "sort of 
a metallic dark blueish grey-black"), weighing about half a kilogramme. 
 
If threatened with force, i.e. being hit with a large object, shot, et cetera, the Moiralith will simply leave; 
transmatting itself through the Vortex to another place and time. If it has an user who's established 
authority over it then it will return in a few hours. Otherwise it will need to be found. 
 
There are species that would pulverise entire planets and sift their dust for even a chance of gaining 
control of this device. Thankfully few know about it, and many of those that have had contact with it tend 

to forget about it afterwards (perhaps an effect of its extra-universal nature. 
 
It may well have other capabilities.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



Minions. 
 
eNyssa   

   
Pretty much as before, has gained some skills and experience. 

 
Equipment. 
A compact blaster, an assortment of small tools, a general purpose scanner and various items of medical 

and scientific equipment, including a range of drugs, toxins and pathogens. 
 
 
 

Awareness  
X 

Coordination 
X 

Ingenuity  
X 

Presence  
X 

Resolve  
X 

Strength  
X 

Athletics 0 Convince 0 Craft 0 Fighting 0 Knowledge 0 Marksman 0 

Medicine 0 Science 0 Subterfuge 0 Survival 0 Technology 0 Transport 0 

Traits. 



ePeri 
         
Perpugilliam Brown was a damaged human 
being, who in her early teens killed the father 

who'd been sexually abusing her and took up 
manipulating people, especially men, for 
amusement and profit.  
 
She joined the eDoctor after her step-father 

'accidentally' drowned following his voicing some 
objections to her lifestyle, and after the two boys 
she'd been manipulating fatally injured each in a 
fight. 

 
Originally from the Republic of California (one of 
the major post-breakup North American nations), 
slight 'American' accent. 
 
 
 

 

 
Equipment. 
Initially not much except some wet clothes but she soon carries more, including various weapons.  

She learns the benefits of being better armed than the locals. 
 
 

Awareness  

3 

Coordination 

3 

Ingenuity  

4 

Presence  

4 

Resolve  

4 

Strength  

2 

Athletics 3 Convince 4 Craft 1 Fighting 2 Knowledge 3 Marksman 2 

Medicine 1 [4] Science 3 Subterfuge 2 Survival 1 Technology 2 Transport 1 

Attractive, Charming, Impulsive, Lucky, Screamer, Selfish 



eTurlough     
 
 An manipulative humanoid alien exiled a 
couple of years prior to his meeting with the 
eDoctor, after his family's brutal regime on 
Trion was overthrown. He wanted off Earth 
but soon isn't so sure that the eDoctor was a 
good choice for this.  
Actually one of the eDoctor's more pleasant 

minions, he’s unlikely to actively start 
trouble off his own bat. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Equipment. 
Nothing much to start with, acquires pretty much anything not nailed down on his travels; usually carries 
a weapon or two (something concealable like a pocket or holdout blaster or a compact stunner), a few 

tools (especially those suited to escaping and intrusion) and some medical gear. 
 
 

Awareness  

3 

Coordination  

3 

Ingenuity  

5 

Presence  

4 

Resolve  

5 

Strength  

3 

Athletics 2 Convince 5 Craft 1 Fighting 2 Knowledge 3 Marksman 2 

Medicine 1 Science 3 Subterfuge 4 Survival 1 Technology 4 Transport 1 

Charming, Coward, Lucky, Outcast, Selfish, Technically Adept, Unadventurous, Vortex 
 



eAdam         
A time traveller from the twenty first century (~2025) in a stolen vortex craft from the far future (owner 
deceased).  An intelligent, cautious, adaptive sociopath with a good grasp of technology and a detailed 
knowledge of recent history. Tends to hang back and observe 

 

 
Equipment. 
Local clothes and papers, plentiful money, holdout blaster (4/8/12, can stun) or perhaps more than one), 
concealed stunners, hypnagogic inducer, shimmer knife, pocket scanner, doorknob, concealable armour 
(Armour 2, 4 against projectiles), tools, medical kit. 
If expecting trouble he wears better armour (Armour 5, difficult to conceal) and carries a disrupter pistol, 
grenades and more. 
 
His Vortex Capsule is smallish, similar to the Kartz-Reimer or Time Cabinet designs but a little larger; 
holds one person (two with a very tight squeeze and problems operating the controls). It's fairly short 
ranged but otherwise functions well. It resembles a cuboid with a slightly taper in the top section, about 
2m x 2m x 2.4m, and lacks any camouflage system. It has limited cargo space and his usual MO is to 
establish a base and set up is gear (including an advanced nanotech fabricator) there. 
It's main security feature is the ability to 'rotate' out of phase with normal time, requiring a 'doorknob' 
device to retrieve it. eAdam has improved its security with sleep gas, poison needles, neural shocker 

linked to the controls and more. He may also boobytrap the location he parks it, force field, sentry guns, 
mines, paralysis grid, poisoned surfaces, hypnotised guards... 
 
After joining the eDoctor he parks it aboard the TARDIS and works on upgrading its systems, though he 

generally keeps it in operating condition, just in case a hurried departure is needed. 
 
 

Awareness  
4 

Coordination 
5 

Ingenuity  
6 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
5 

Strength  
3 

Athletics 2 Convince 5 Craft 1 Fighting 3 Knowledge 4 Marksman 3 

Medicine 2 Science 4 Subterfuge 4 Survival 2 Technology 4 Transport 2 

Charming, Insatiable Curiosity, Lucky, Quick Reflexes, Ruthless, Selfish, Technically Adept, Time Traveller 
(5-8), Vortex 



Fifth eDoctor adventures. 
 
1. Black Orchid          
The eDoctor is a little stressed from his regeneration, and the battle with Koschei, and fancies a break 

from his hectic schedule of death and destruction. A nice holiday in 1920's England will be the perfect 
thing for some peace and quiet. Unfortunately he doesn't get it thanks to a couple of murders, a double of 
eNyssa and some Amazonian flowers with strange properties... 
eNyssa's been reading some of the period literature and amuses herself with a little flirting, making use of 
her resemblance to Ann, and teaches the latter some interesting toxicological tricks with common 

materials. 
 
 
2. Doomsday      

The eDoctor's thinking about a visit to eJo (he's still got a bit of a soft spot for her) but a navigational error 
causes him to materialise some distance from Earth, discovering a asteroid ship on course towards the 
planet. Investigating the eDoctor discovers a Sinister Plot, which he frustrates ("You can't take over Earth 
and eliminate humanity, I have plans for them"). eNyssa picks up some interesting additions to her 
collection of bio-toxins and the eDoctor sends the ship, and it's billions of androids, on a collision course 
with Jupiter 
 
 
3. Kinda          
The TARDIS's navigational systems are on the blink again, so the eDoctor stops off for some repairs on a 
planet being scouted by the Terran Empire (in one of its occasional expansionist phases) for colonisation. 
When the locals try using their psionic abilities on them, the eDoctor and eNyssa assist the Imperials in 
resisting them.  
eNyssa lives up to her nickname and develops a bio-weapon capable of eliminating the native population 

leaving the planet ready for colonisation.  
 If she's ever on Capital there's a medal for her. Or possibly a trial for genocide, depending on 

when she arrives there... 

 
 
 

4. The Visitation     
eNyssa is interested in studying Terran pandemics and their effects on the human population, so the 
eDoctor agrees to a field trip to sixteenth century England ("Far more pleasant era than the Okie flu"), 
where they find some aliens have also landed.  



After they attempt to hijack his TARDIS the eDoctor exterminates the Terrileptil party, obliterating a 
manor house and starting a fire in London to destroy their bases. 

 eNyssa is happy, she saves the selection of bio-engineered diseases the Terrileptil had created to 
amuse herself with. 

 
 
5. Mawdryn          
Attempting that delayed visit to see eJo another encounter with temporal interference diverts the TARDIS, 
this time to late eighties England. 

In a down-market public school several veterans of the SSD are living under new identities; one of the 
pupils is an alien; there's a mysterious capsule in the woods, another in the nearby town and a transmat 
pad in the school's cellar. 
 

The primitive time travel experiments of 'Mawdryn' have attracted not one but two other temporal craft. 
 Brendon school is part of eJo's growing 'Kameradenwerk' network of aid, support and concealment 

for former RSF personnel (at least the ones who may be useful to her plans and acknowledge her 
authority).  

 
All this mucking about with time travel and the Vortex triggers a time-slip when the eDoctor's TARDIS 
materialises, causing it materialise twice, six years apart, duplicating the eDoctor and eNyssa.  
 
Of course eJo was there for both arrivals so the later version is aware of the problem; with her aid  they 
find their way to a timeship that's been trapped in the Vortex for millennia 
Unfortunately the LoNIG also arrives and it's up to eJo to save the eDoctor, assuming she wants to, with 
the aid of a dangerous time traveller named Adam and an odd schoolboy named Turlough. 
 
 

6. Earthshock          
Getting away from the twentieth century at least, the now four strong TARDIS party, arrives in the thirty 
second century on Earth, where the eDoctor's TARDIS is stolen by Cybermen. 

 It's as if they were expecting him... 
They also find a planet-buster gravitic bomb (which the eDoctor disarms and squirrels away for future 
use), make the acquaintance of some Federation troops and fight a group of android guardians. Tracking 
the Cybermen the troops' leader commandeers a shuttle and they covertly board a freighter in deep 
space. 

 Which is not carrying an army of Cybermen; why would any rational species do so when they plan 

to crash it into a planet? 
The eDoctor attempts to retrieve his stolen TARDIS while avoiding a running battle between the 
Federation troops and the Cybermen. 
 

 
 



 
7. Time-Flight         
A spatial fluctuation causes the TARDIS materialises in the first-class lounge on a 1990s airliner, causing 
some consternation, at least until the eDoctor and eAdam make use of their abilities with hypnosis (and 
eNyssa with chemicals). The plane is being transported to a planet in an adjacent bubble universe by the 
Cholse, an inquisitive and very alien species studying humanity. They have created a simulation of a 
"typical" Earth city and plan to test the humans' reactions. 
The eDoctor and minions have to search the simulacrum city for the systems blocking their TARDIS from 
leaving 

In a good mood for once the eDoctor agrees to drop the stranded passengers back on Earth 
 
 
8. Arc of Infinity      

The ancient Gallifreyan hero Alpha again seeks a path into our universe but this time he's got help. The 
renegade Time Lord eRomanaIII is assisting him. 

 Yes eRomana survived (and regenerated), and she's pissed; being left for dead and spending a 
couple of centuries escaping a bubble universe has that effect. 

 Her third incarnation is more focussed, unfortunately for the eDoctor she's focussed on vengeance 
against him. A painful and prolonged vengeance. 

A portal to Alpha's universe is ripped through the dimensions from Amsterdam, attracting attention from 
LoNIG who deploy troops and attempt to send a team through the portal. 
His TARDIS disabled by Alpha and eRomanaIII the eDoctor is forced to call for help from an old enemy... 
 
 
9. Snakedance         
The Mara, the extra-dimensional creature worshipped on Deva Loka, seeks revenge for the genocide of its 
worshippers 

Just how do you fight something with no permanent presence in this universe? Answer, you persuade it to 
manifest by dangling some bait and blow up the planet. Now where is that planet-buster Cyberbomb? 
 
 
10. Terminus        
Discovering a wormhole connecting the mathematical centre of the universe to a huge spacecraft orbiting 
in extra-galactic space the eDoctor lands the TARDIS to investigate, and finds things leaking in from other 
universes, a sinister corporation using it to develop and cure diseases and some space pirates.  
eNyssa finds a place for herself, complete with advanced technology, an income stream, and a source of 

victims test subjects. Plus some loyal (drug dependent) minions. 
 
 
11. Enlightenment     
eAdam decodes one of the data crystals found on the Terminus station and the eDoctor learns of a 
potentially invaluable artefact, the Moiralith.  

 A tachyonic computer potentially as full of information as the Gallifreyan Matrix and able to 
forecast the results of changes in time as well as transfer information through time. 

They track the device, via it's tachyonic signature, to a solar sailing race taking place in the Sol system in 

the mid thirty-fourth century and attempt to locate and 'acquire' it. Unfortunately the eDoctor 
inadvertently activates it's security programme and it jumps through time.   

 I deny you the Scarabeus Moiralith.... 
 

 
12. King's Demon     
Pursuing the Moiralith through time to thirteenth century England the eDoctor encounters eRomanaIII who's 
been setting a trap for him. Koschei has also arrived, intrigued by all the activity.  

 eRomana has acquired a shapeshifting android minion. 

Koschei and his companions have their work cut out attempting to frustrate the plans of the both the 
eDoctor and eRomanaIII and trying to preserve history more-or-less intact. 
After falling off the battlements of a castle, in the arms of a thief, the Moiralith again activates it's 
emergency shift and disappears. 

 
 
13. Warriors No More     
In the late twenty first century Humanity and Reptilian are about to sign a formal treaty of peace and 
recognition, but can the peace overtures survive the arrival of the Moiralith obsessed eDoctor? 

Managing to beat eRomanaIII, the eDoctor arrives on the sea base near the Azores housing the talks; 



unfortunately some of the Reptilians present are familiar with his TARDIS and he's arrested and 
imprisoned.  

 A small matter of mass murder... 
 

This leaved the somewhat unreliable eTurlough and the possibly duplicitous eAdam to hunt for the 
Moiralith, in the face of human and Reptilian factions supporting and opposing the treaty, and Koschei. 
As it turns out eTurlough's combination of natural sneakiness veneered with the charm and 
obsequiousness of the English public school system prove quite useful, allied to eAdam's ruthlessness and 
facility with hypnosis. Not only do they find the artefact but they rescue the eDoctor too. 

Who then spoils the victory by gloating, allowing the desperate Koschei to shoot the Moiralith with a 
struptor, sending it through careening through time and space again... 
 
 

14. The Awakening     
The Moiralith is tracked to England, first in the 1640s and then, oddly, the 1990s. But this time it's 
brought a hitchhiker... Something nasty has invaded a small rural village, and that's before a red police 
box materialises. 
Sensing its power, the extra-dimensional Malus has used the Moiralith to carry it through time and now 
seeks human hosts. 
 
 
15. Resurrection     
Pulled off course by a Thalek time corridor the TARDIS materialises in mid-nineties London, amongst a 
cluster of docklands buildings being demolished as part of a new round of urban renewal. The eDoctor is 
furious at the disruption to his plans but needs to disable the corridor to pursue the Moiralith, and for that 
he needs to find it. 
The Thaleks have established a bridgehead on Earth and are experimenting with biological duplication to 

restore their plague depleted numbers.  
 So desperate are they, that they're even hired human mercenaries led by the ruthless and capable 

Lytton 
Of course time corridors also tend to attract other time travellers, in this case a Dal timeship. 
 
 
16. Frontios         
By now there are multiple factions seeking the Moiralith, which re-appears on as struggling human 
frontier colony. 

 As do the eDoctor, Koschei and eRomanaIII. This does not bode well for the small colony... 
After a burst of killing, backstabbing, making and breaking of alliances with the locals, the Moiralith again 
dematerialises 
After it disappears none of the Time Lords can track the Moiralith, it appears to have been destroyed...  

Or just gone quiet for a while. 
 



 
17. Planet of Fire     

 
Of course the Moiralith wasn't actually destroyed, it appeared on Bronze Age Earth in the Mediterranean 
and was buried deep underground by a volcanic eruption, until millennia later archaeological digging in 

Lanzarote unearthed it. 
Meanwhile a bored Californian girl is inciting two boys to fight over her, her step-father doesn't approve 
but he's having some odd health problems (dry mouth, blurred vision, heart palpitations and 
disorientation). 

Coincidentally the eDoctor, eAdam and eTurlough arrive for a rest after their struggles, encounter ePeri 
escaping her 
hallucinating step-father (eTurlough doesn't bother rescuing him and he drowns).  
But Koschei also tracked the Moiralith and calculated where it would be found, and a conflict erupts 
between the two Time Lords, leaving Lanzarote rather less popular as a tourist destination. 

 ePeri persuades the eDoctor to take her, there's that slight misunderstanding with the Guardia Civil 
regarding her father's death).  

The Moiralith again disappears. 
 

 
18. Stormriders    
The eDoctor and company go shopping (guess whose idea that was) and visit an Earth colony on a gas 
giant satellite, and get involved in a complex Sontaren operation to scavenge Tzun technology and deal a 
serious blow against the Rutan Collective. Using a recovered Tzun gravity generator they plan to 'ignite' a 

gas giant, trapping and destroying a major Rutan fleet. His TARDIS taken by the Sontarens the eDoctor 
helps the humans defeat the Sontarens.  

 ePeri flirts with a variety of humans but not the Sontarens ("Like ewwww")  
 She helps the others do some 'shopping' in a Sontaren armoury ("A girl needs to be prepared") 



 
 
19.  Academy         
Landing on Earth in the late 1990s the eDoctor and minions visit the Overten Academy, an elite private 

school and the centrepiece of eJo's schemes involving the 'Kameradenwerk' and the base for a plan to 
recover a cache of captured alien technology dating to the early days of the Republic. However not all her 
comrades accept her leadership. 

 ePeri contributes to the social education of a number of (male) pupils...  
And in the background is a quiet new girl, a young teenager named Acacia. 

 
 
20. Corridor  
Another day, another time corridor. This one drags the TARDIS to early 1930s Brighton, and involves 

them in a complex and paradoxical plan by one of Mawdryn fellow scientists to escape her fate. Also 
involved are a number of temporal 
exiles from the far future, who've retired via the one-way corridor to a more peaceful era. 

 Which suggests either their historical records are sadly lacking or their home era is a hellhole. 
ePeri imitates an American ("Wow, the USA still exists?"), embraces the social whirl, flirts with many, 
many, humans and experiments with arsenic as an additive to tea. 
 
 
21. Exhibitionist 
Taking that long delayed holiday the party travel to see the Great Exhibition of 1851, witnessing the 
assassination of  
Queen Victoria, an event that even ePeri is reasonably sure didn't happen. Investigating they find 
numerous human disappearances at the exhibition, a recurrence of Spring Heeled Jack and even more 
oddness. 

Magnus Greel wasn't the only war criminal to escape the justice of the Icelandic Alliance via time 
travel...       

 ePeri imitates an American again, shocks Victorian sensibilities and continues her experiments in 
applied toxicology 

 
22. Ears of Fear 
ePeri is curious about the future of Earth and nags the eDoctor into showing her the 2000s. There they find 
a group of aliens attempting to manipulate humans via pop music. eAdam is actually relieved ("At least 
humans weren't responsible for that awful music"). He also suggests the eDoctor better secure the 

TARDIS after it's stolen again.  
 ePeri flirts with, well, practically everyone. 

 
 

23. Androzani         
Pursuing a faint echo of the Moiralith the eDoctor drags his minions through muddy caves, encounters with 
androids, soldiers and gun-runners, to a masked villain controlling the supply of a longevity drug, plus an 
artefact that could help control the universe...  
The eDoctor and eTurlough are both poisoned; however someone remembered to pack a decent medical 

kit so they avoid painful death (ePeri adds Spectrox to her growing collection of poisons though).  
 ePeri flirts with a Phantom of the Opera imitator, and they travellers acquire a set of android 

duplicates of themselves 
 

 
24. Time and Romana 
eRomanaIII hatches her plan for revenge on the eDoctor. She allies with another renegade Time Lord, 
Raniluntival, and using the Moiralith they entice the eDoctor into a trap on the planet Tarvall. eAdam 
demonstrates his loyalty by not betraying the eDoctor when presented with the option ("Better the 

megalomaniac you know")  but does use eTurlough for mine clearance (though only after running out of 
natives). 
 
Unfortunately for eRomanaIII Koschei is also monitoring for traces of the Moiralith and arrives also. While 

the others are fighting each other, he traps the Moiralith in a chronon cage and sends it to Gallifrey, for 
"safe keeping". 
eRomanaIII has her revenge to a degree, the eDoctor is killed by one of her traps, but manages to begin 
regenerating. .  

 ePeri finds the opportunities for flirtation sadly lacking on Tarvall 

 



Sixth eDoctor.  
 

 
 
General. 

Personality-wise the sixth eDoctor is far more cruel and callous than previously, also mercurial and 
possibly insane after eRomana's rather nasty execution of his previous incarnation.  
Physically he's large and strong but less nimble that previously. Even more prone to resort to violence as 
a first option than previously, he also tends to meddle to satisfy his curiosity. 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Equipment. 
Gravity wand:  
Similar to the burner this device projects a laser like focused gravity beam, capable of lifting objects as a 
tractor beam, knocking people back with a force pulse or ripping them apart; at close range it can 

selectively crush flesh and grind bones. 
 
The burner also returns and is used freely as are various other weapons. 
 

 
 

Awareness  
4 

Coordination 
4 

Ingenuity  
7 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
5 

Strength  
X 

Athletics 3 Convince 4 Craft 2 Fighting 4 Knowledge 4 Marksman 4 

Medicine 3 Science 5 Subterfuge 3 Survival 2 Technology 5 Transport 2 

Adversary (numerous and varied),  Argumentative, Boffin, Brave, Distinctive, Eccentric, Feel the Turn of 
the Universe, Hypnosis (Minor), Impulsive, Indomitable, Insatiable Curiosity, Loud (Minor), Psychic,  
Random Regenerator, Resourceful Pockets, Ruthless, Sesquipedalian, Technically Adept, Time Lord, Time 
Traveller, Tough, Vortex 



Minions. 
 
ePeri         

 
 
Now with added self confidence 

    Awareness 3        Coordination 3        Ingenuity 5  Presence 4        Resolve 5  Strength 2 
Athletics 3, Convince 5 [+1], Craft 2 [+1], Fighting 3 [+1], Knowledge  3, Marksman 3 [+1], Medicine 1 
[+1], Science 3, Subterfuge 4 [+2], Survival 3 [+2], Technology 2, Transport 2 
    Attractive, Charming, Impulsive, Lucky, Run for your Life, Screamer, Selfish, Resourceful Pockets 

 
Equipment:  
This depends on what she's wearing; usually a couple of compact concealed weapons (snub pistol, 
derringer, holdout blaster [3/6/9], knife, contact stunner, gas spray, flame tube) at least, some escape 
tools (laser cutter, rake, wire saw, soft-key...), money or valuables, cosmetics (including a pheromone 

spray), camera, medical gear, and possibly something to create a diversion (smoke or stun grenade) 
If she's carrying her bag (Resourceful Pockets) then probably more along the same lines. If she's got a 
Slab or two along as pack mule then probably a second level of Resourceful Pockets is justified. 
 

 
Slab         
ePeri ‘s mentally conditioned Toros Alphan slaves, obedient, decorative and useful. Very expendable. 
 

 
Equipment: blaster pistol [3/6/9], knife and/or stun-stick [4S/8S/12S]; possibly light body armour [2]; 
whatever else ePeri's assigned them to carry; clothing optional 

Possibly other weapons, usually only if expecting/planning serious trouble;  heavier blaster [4/8/12 or 

Awareness  
X 

Coordination 
X 

Ingenuity  
X 

Presence  
X 

Resolve  
X 

Strength  
X 

Athletics 0 Convince 0 Craft 0 Fighting 0 Knowledge 0 Marksman 0 

Medicine 0 Science 0 Subterfuge 0 Survival 0 Technology 0 Transport 0 

Traits. 

Awareness  
3 

Coordination 
3 

Ingenuity  
3 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
2 

Strength  
4 

Athletics 3 Convince 0 Craft 0 Fighting 3 Knowledge 0 Marksman 3 

Medicine 0 Science 0 Subterfuge 0 Survival 0 Technology 1 Transport 2 

Attractive, Enslaved, Tough 



5/10/15 for rifle], grenades [8/16/24 for explosive grenade], sword, machine pistol 
 
 
eAdam         

Pretty much the same, some growth in attributes and skills. 
 

         
Equipment:  
eAdam tries to prepare for the location, with appropriate clothes, papers and currency where possible. 
Otherwise the usual mix of concealable weapons, tools and other odds. Keeps a set of 'go-bags' to hand, 
packed for various environments/situations. 
 
He constructs a remote for his capsule that's capable of summoning it remotely in time and space (much 
to the eDoctor's annoyance) including from inside the TARDIS. However it can't re-enter the TARDIS 
unless the latter's defenses are deactivated, or it's brought in the doors. 
He also fits it with a force shield capable of resisting weapons fire, explosions and building collapses. 
 
 
 

Awareness  
4 

Coordination 
5 

Ingenuity  
7 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
5 

Strength  
3 

Athletics 1 Convince 5 Craft 2 Fighting 4 Knowledge 3 Marksman 4 

Medicine 2 [4] Science 5 Subterfuge 5 Survival 2 Technology 5 Transport 2 

Charming, Insatiable Curiosity, Lucky, Quick Reflexes, Resourceful Pockets, Ruthless, Selfish, Technically 
Adept, Time Traveller (5-8) Vortex. 



Foes. 
Five other renegade Time Lords turn up (not all survive their meetings with the eDoctor). Also appearing 
are several groups seeking access to time travel capacity, usually hoping to make use of the eDoctor in 
some way in their plans. 

 
Sil (and other similar Mentors) 
 

 
Equipment: small hover chair with life support (water spray), computer and communications Equipment, 

concealed weapons and other equipment. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Awareness  

4 

Coordination 

3 

Ingenuity  

5 

Presence  

3 

Resolve  

6 

Strength  

2 

Athletics 0 Convince 5 Craft 0 Fighting 2 Knowledge 4 
[Commerce] 

Marksman 2 

Medicine 0 Science 0 Subterfuge 5 Survival 0 Technology 4 Transport 2 

Alien, Alien Appearance, Cowardly, Environmental (Water), Keen Senses, Ruthless, Selfish, Size (Tiny), 
Slow 
 



Sixth eDoctor adventures. 
 
1. The Twin Dilemma      
The newly regenerated, and extra unstable, eDoctor receives a message from a old 'friend', Azmael, in the 

thirty-fifth century requesting his assistance. 
The eDoctor, eAdam and ePeri are trapped by some oversized slugs and a mind controlled renegade Time 
Lord, but assisted to a degree by a Federation Special Investigations commander. 
 
The eDoctor tricks Azmael and entices Mentor into possessing his body, he then fries Azmael, and quite a 

few other slugs along the way; annoyed by being tricked he also engages in a spot of genocide against 
the slugs' eggs 

 ePeri flirts with a large slug and also with the FSI officer 
 eAdam considers departing, given the eDoctor's drastic change in personality and seemingly 

diminished competence but decides to remain for the moment. He also loots some of Azmael's 
advanced technology 

 
2. Attack          
Fiddling with the TARDIS systems the  eDoctor not only manages to 'fix' the Chameleon system but also 
return the TARDIS to a familiar place on Earth again; Shoreditch in London in the late 1990s. There he 
discovers some temporal disturbance and decides to investigate. Tracking an alien signal they stumbles 
upon a plan involving Cybermen, the alien mercenary Lytton (and a couple of Dalek duplicate policemen), 
a human time machine from the far future, Cryons and more. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Despite his attempt to blend in, the eDoctor 
experiences problems with local police, 
both real and fake. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

The  eDoctor is captured and forced to travel to Telos; there he, his minions and some human criminals 
escape and frustrate the Cybermen's plan (more from annoyance at being kidnapped than any real 
interest in saving Earth) 

 



Lytton, his duplicates and his human criminal sidekick Griffiths escape with the time machine, will they 
return? 

 ePeri flirts with a number of humans and accumulates a not so small arsenal (several handguns, 
knives, grenades, mace, batons, Cyberweapons et cetera); and a very large bag of diamonds. 

 eAdam decides it's time to upgrade his own transport and begins integrating the technology he 
recovered from Azmael. Meanwhile he grabs the Cryon diamond fabricator (they're only carbon  
after all) and experiments with stabilising Vastial to produce a more useful explosive, 

 
 

3. Varos         
The eDoctor needs some Zeiton7 to help recover from his 'repairs' to the TARDIS 

 Zeiton7 is a rare mineral produced by the interaction of extreme gravity fields that twist 
conventional atoms through the higher dimensions; primitive cultures used it as an exciter for 

hyperspatial propulsion, long range transmats and similar devices; more advanced cultures (TL8+) 
understand its true value in constructing time travel devices. It was even used in older model 
TARDISes (With Gallifreyan technology synthesising the stuff is easy of course). 

 
Things go surprisingly well, when, stopping to watch the inventively slow and painful death of a prisoner, 
they're mistaken for torture connoisseurs, agents of an off-planet group purchasing Varos's recordings for 
broadcast. 
The  eDoctor's attempts to purchase some  Zeiton7 is frustrated by the Galatron Mining Corporation's 
exclusive arrangement, however the planet's Governor offers him a deal, he needs a small favour... 
 
Finally, annoyed at Sil, the eDoctor informs the isolated Varosians about the true value of Zeiton7 to the 
galaxy at large and starts a bidding war with other mining companies 

 ePeri flirts with a different slug and she and eAdam introduce him to poker, acquiring rather a lot of 
money, a quartet of under-dressed boy-toys and a disturbingly vast collection of torture porn... 

 
 
4. Marks of the Rani     

  
 
Temporarily bored with her new toys, ePeri nags the eDoctor into taking her to a Regency ball. Alas her 
flirting opportunities will be limited when they're dragged off course to land in a small northern English 

mine/mill town, along with Koschei and another renegade Gallifreyan, Raniluntival, now calling herself The 
Rani. 
Also present are a number of Luddite rioters, to whom ePeri imparts an important lesson in the value of 
progress, and the danger of ignorance regarding advanced technology; she massacres them with firearms 
from 160 years in their future. 

 



The eDoctor sees the opportunity for meddling with the Industrial Revolution in the presence of a group of 
industrialists and engineers. Of course the scenario is a trap; rather unstable after his last regeneration 
Koschei has brought the eDoctor here to kill him once and for all. He and the Rani form an uneasy alliance 
to eliminate the eDoctor. However they underestimate his minions, especially ePeri, who's so annoyed 

when her latest boy-toy, Luke, is treed that she shoots both of them. 
 eAdam acquires a number of interesting chemicals, drugs, organisms, implants and poisons from 

the Rani's collection and pauses his work on his capsule to explore the possibilities... 
 ePeri sulks after Luke is turned into a tree 
 The eDoctor 'borrows' some parts from the Rani's TARDIS 

 
 
5. Androgums.    
Seeking assistance in repairing his malfunctioning TARDIS the eDoctor travels to the advanced Third Zone 

and contacts an old acquaintance Dastari, the head of a scientific research 'Think Tank'. The eDoctor 
knows they are interested in time travel, he offers to help them in exchange for facilities and equipment. 
Unfortunately Dastari does a deal with the Sontarens and betrays the eDoctor; he's seized and taken to 
Earth (the early twenty-first century) for vivisection, along with his TARDIS (which they can't open).  
 
However ePeri and eAdam were inside, ePeri sulking and passing the time with her somewhat diminished 
collection of boy-toys and eAdam fiddling with his own time-machine. Learning of the Sontaren plan via 
the Scanner the minions hide out until the Sontaren ship arrives on Earth; luckily there are some Coronic 
acid grenades in the TARDIS armoury and only a dozen or so Sontarens, plus a few humanoid scientists 
and technicians. 
A multi-sided fight, with added betrayals, ensues, assisted by some work on ePeri and eAdam’s parts (all 
humans look the same to Sontarens); the body count is high. 

 The eDoctor samples human flesh ("Piquant. I must try it again".) 
 ePeri annoyed by her lack of replacement boy-toys ("Hey Doc, you know any good slave markets 

around here?") and her lack of success flirting with an Androgum 
 The eDoctor acquires the Kartz-Reimer module and eAdam starts integrating some of the 

equipment with his capsule 
 The Spanish countryside acquires a large crater from a self-destructing Sontaren scoutship 

 
 
6. Timelash         

 Dragged to the planet 
Karfel by a time corridor the eDoctor is slightly injured and very annoyed. Boradtildenkar, a mutated Time 
Lord who'd been following the first eDoctor's experiments at 'augmenting' Gallifreyan genetics, is 
experimenting with acquired Thalek time corridor technology, forced growth cloning, advanced robotics, 
mutations and other matters 

He's also trying to fix his own genetic damage, which render him unable to regenerate; perhaps a 



transplant from another Time Lord would help? 
 
 
7. Revelation          

Summoned to Morphos by a notification about the death of someone he's sure he’s never met, the 
eDoctor finds a trap waiting for him. Luckily his minions are prepared. 
Thala, the geneticist who created the Thaleks is now meddling again, this time mutating human/Thal 
hybrids and placing them in modified Dal cases to create her own slave race! 
She's using the cover of an advanced hospital/stasis facility as cover and funding for her researches but 

would like a Time Lord test subject, so she's created the elaborate plan to pique the  eDoctor's interest 
and ego 
 
Quite a lot of people object to this plan, starting with the Dals and the Thaleks, relatives of her test 

subjects and others; then there's her duplicitous business partner who's hired a highly skilled assassin 
with a cybernetically augmented sidekick 
 
 
8. A Mysterious Planet     
Responding to an offer from the advanced Andromedan human colonies, millennia in the future, for aid in 
exchange for his help is accessing the Matrix, the eDoctor follows a transmitted flight plan land on what 
might be Earth. 

 Actually it's not Earth but rather another one of the Osiran created duplicates (like Mondas), which 
was devastated by a series of solar flares, leaving a few human survivors living deep underground 
or in scattered tribes on the surface. 

A pair of "adventurers" named Glitz and Dibbler, along with some heavily armed (but highly expendable) 
muscle, are also on-planet to loot research the Osiran artefacts. The Andromedans have found an Osiran 
base with evidence that they'd tapped into the Gallifreyan Matrix and want the eDoctor to help them 

access the data. 
Unfortunately for them not all the Osiran systems are dormant o harmless and a running battle with 
advanced Servitor robots and human troglodytes ensues. 

 ePeri flirts with Glitz and Dibbler, and much to Glitz's astonishment, betrays them first. Impressed 
he offers her a place with his crew. 

 An ill-advised attempt to activate the pseudo-Earth's 'God Engine' planetary drive fails, and 
triggers geological spasm that wreck the planet, probably killing off all the remaining humans. 

Many questions are left unanswered; Can the Andromedans be trusted? Did the Osiran base survive? Why 
did the Osirans create duplicate Earths? What do the Time Lords know about all this? 

 
 
 

9. Mindwarp         



The avaricious Mentors attempt to strike a deal with the eDoctor; of course they plan to betray him and 
steal his TARDIS. But then the eDoctor plans to betray them, so that's to be expected. They offer 
advanced duplication and mind transfer technology, in exchange for assistance with their time travel 
experiments. 

The Mentors have been experimenting with time travel, made more difficult by those problems with the 
Zeiton7 supply. 
 
Sil tortures ePeri, eAdam hides out and raises a rebel army (some of whom survive). Later ePeri tests 
whether large slugs are also effected by a dose of salt...  

 They're not, but sulphuric acid does work. Sil's death is...messy. 
Sil's boss, Kif, is a biologically augmented Mentor suffering the side effects of the processes used; irritated 
by being beaten to the betrayal the eDoctor lowers him into an acid bath too. 

 ePeri replenishes her supply of Slabs. eAdam vows never to leave the TARDIS again without the 

remote control for his capsule. 
 
 
10. The Targolan Affair 
ePeri nags the eDoctor into taking her on a holiday. On a luxury spaceliner what could possibly go wrong? 
Let us count the ways;  

 Smugglers: three, a nervous spacer hiding drugs, an 'archaeologist' with dangerous alien tech and 
a twitchy corporate salarywoman fleeing with stolen commercial data and a blaster.  

 Contacts and competitors for the above.  
 Assassins: two, one disguised as an environment suited alien and Nana, a kindly grandmother 

complete with knitting and a cybernetically enhanced granddaughter capable of tearing a 
Cyberman apart.  

 Hijackers: two, one wanting to divert the ship and hold passengers for ransom, another group 
trying to steal valuable cargo.  

 Saboteurs: two, a killer trying to alter the ship's computer to cover up her crime and a religious 
zealot who wants to sacrifice the ship to the god living in a black hole 

 People the eDoctor has previously screwed over; four, including one woman seeking revenge for 
the death of her parents in his personal future ("Madam I am not responsible for your parents' 
deaths'. Yet. You may be sure that I will be.) 

A running battle ensues while the ship's crew attempt to maintain order and standards.  
 "I need a holiday to get over this holiday". 

 
 

11. Andromeda. 
The Andromedans again contact the eDoctor to elicit his aid. Agreeing to a meeting, he's captured by Dals. 
But they're not the usual Dals, these are the remnants of Thala's experiments, who want him to transport 
them back in time to save her. The eDoctor assists them, while planning to betray them of course. He 

discretely sends eAdam to alert the Dals. Who ambush and kill them all, including the eDoctor.  
 Having an android duplicate around can be very handy.  
 Fitting it with a gigatonne revenge bomb even better... 

 
 

12. Killing Time. 
Within minutes of landing on a remote human colony in the early twenty-second century the eDoctor and 
his TARDIS are captured by human Overseers serving the Cybermen. The planet is used as a breeding 
planet for the Cybermen, supplying humans to replenish their numbers. A group of rebels have embraced 

cybernetics to beat their conquerors and are producing their own crude cyborgs using stolen 
Cybertechnology. The Cybermen have foreknowledge of the eDoctor's arrival, but not of all his minions, 
ePeri and eAdam escape and aid the rebels. 
The eDoctor is forced to help the rebels and defeat the Cybermen to gain his freedom and TARDIS. 
 

 
13. Gentlemen. 
Landing in Edwardian Britain the eDoctor and co meet one Winston Churchill. But what's he doing in 1913, 
alive, and serving as First Lord of the Admiralty, instead of being safely dead and buried?  

Someone else is meddling with history and the eDoctor doesn't like being cast as a pawn in their plan. 
 
Annoyed the eDoctor drags his minions off to backtrack Churchill's life, to eliminate those helping him and 
ensuring he dies on schedule on the third of January 1911, even if they have to do it themselves.  

 ePeri's ability to impersonate an American has improved from her previous attempt; however she's 

too "forward" with her flirtations. Of course with the aid of her pheromone spray she still has the 



noblemen of London crowding around like moths to a bug-zapper. Her jewellery collection 
improves immensely.  

 eAdam's vortex capsule is employed to travel in time while the eDoctor uses the TARDIS to distract 
the mysterious 'Players'. ePeri is not happy at its crampedness ("I'm not sitting on your lap". "Fine 

you can kneel between my legs, I'm sure you're used to that position".) 
 
The eDoctor wonders what things would be like if Churchill survived, "Probably much the same, just 
another politician".  

 In the end ePeri and eAdam end up inside 100 Sidney Street, hoping the eDoctor arrives in time 

 
 
14. Changes         
Wrenched from normal space-time, the eDoctor encounters what appears to be a copy of Earth in a bubble 

universe, complete with steam-tech Romans, monsters and a familiar figure lurking in the background. 
The eDoctor evicts the Rani and establishes a base for future operations. ePeri becomes a Queen (but 
doesn't stay). And eAdam impersonates a god. 
 
 
15. Church & Crown    
Visiting a twenty-first century art gallery the eDoctor discovers that ePeri is physically identical to Queen 
Anne of France, and he comes up with a plot. However Koschei is also in town, as are a trio of 52nd 
century historians. 
ePeri should have paid more attention in history class and less to Dumas, she doesn't understand the real 
Cardinal Richelieu. 

 ePeri flirts with a King, a Cardinal, a Duke, several Musketeers and a significant portion of the 
population of 1620s Paris, possibly including her own double...  

 eAdam demonstrates to the Musketeers the superiority of semi-automatic firearms over wheel-

locks. 
 
 
16. Inadvisable Actions. 
A quartet of Dominator assassins materialise inside the TARDIS, something that should be utterly 
impossible for their species. So where did they get the technology and why are they trying to kill the 
eDoctor? 
Well the second part is easy, a small matter of a previous incarnation obliterating their time travel 
experiments. But who's backing them? And why?  

 ePeri flirts with some large humanoids, "So you're the Dominators are you?". Unfortunately they 
utter lack both a sex drive and a sense of humour. 

 
 

17. The Revenge of Sil        
Sil's brood brother, Lej, seeks revenge for his brother's death at the hand of the eDoctor. 

 Actually it was at the hands of ePeri, with a large carboy of sulphuric acid. Something she'd be 
happy to repeat.  

However the trio are pursued by Lej's time travelling assassins in a stolen time-machine.   

 Stolen from the Dals. Who object. Strenuously.  
ePeri doesn't bother flirting with this slug, but her knowledge of cosmetics proves useful and she 
demonstrates Lej's choice of skin moisturiser is inadvisably flammable...  

 "Eww, it stinks". "Now Peri roast slug is a delicacy on some worlds". "Please warn me if we ever 

visit any of them". 
 
 
18. The Right to Bear Arms 
Scouting a primitive planet as a possible base the eDoctor is shot by one of the locals, with a weapon they 

shouldn't be able to construct for centuries. Sending his minions to investigate, while he recovers in the 
TARDIS' 
medical bay, they find that an off-world group is supplying the weapons to enable one tribe to conquer 
the planet, preparing it for exploitation for its mineral wealth.  

The eDoctor's minions, "aided" by his remote commentary, create an alliance to frustrate the plan, 
overpower the off-worlders and find out who's behind it all.  

 ePeri's flirtatious inclinations are dissuaded by the locals' hygiene standards. Or lack of them. 
("Forget guns, introduce bathing. And soap".) 

 eAdam stages a brief "War of the Gods" and eliminates the alien scout party. 



 
 
19. The Wages of Annoyance. 
Annoying the eDoctor can be bad for your health, causing him to be shot can be bad for your planet and 

terminal for your corporation. Especially if it's run by a bunch of slugs with poor interpersonal skills.  
 ePeri finally finds a well-stocked slave market ("Oooh, I'll have one of him, one of each of them, 

and three of him") 
 
 

20. The Horde 
Another one of ePeri's shopping trips goes wrong. Impulsively trying to prevent a robbery the eDoctor ends 
up prime suspect for a murder, one he didn't actually commit!  

 And the only person who heard the victim's dying words (a set of spatial coordinates).  

Disarmed by the local constabulary and with his TARDIS impounded the eDoctor must demonstrate his 
innocence (of this crime at least).  
 
Thanks to eAdam's efforts a different (if also innocent) suspect is found. Freed he decides to visit the 
coordinates and finds himself embroiled in a race with criminals, a duplicitous journalist, and several 
people he's met before; the con-man Garron and his sidekick Unstoffe, the "adventurers" Glitz and 
Dibbler,  Nana and her grand-daughter plus Lytton and his crew.  
All seeking an example of Osiran technology that rivals even that of the Time Lords. 
 
 
21. Schooldays         
ePeri nags the eDoctor into showing her some of her future, so they visit the Californian Republic in 2016 
to relax. While the eDoctor and eAdam work on their time machines, ePeri impulsively amuses herself by 
enrolling in the local high school and flirting with the male population.  

 However this school has a nasty secret in its basement.  
While ePeri's causing trouble with the teenagers someone's got his eye on her. Not every threat is alien. 
Some are closer to home... 

 "Come on Peri, time to go". "Awww, but Doc I've got two boys scheduled to slash each other to 
ribbons for my amusement in twenty minutes". 

 
 
22. A Day in Summer 
Bored, the eDoctor takes ePeri and eAdam to Vienna watch the events of Thursday the 4th of June 1914, 

the spark that started the Great War ("It's not every day you see an Emperor blown to bits").  
As they watch Franz Josef's carriage pass by.....nothing happens.  
 
As the eDoctor wonders who's responsible for this tampering, he and several other time travellers who'd 

come to witness the assassination, decide to investigate and remedy the change.  
The travellers have to double-back and stop the group stopping the bombing.  

 ePeri finds Austria-Hungary stiflingly boring. eAdam find it both boring and hot. Plus eDoctor doesn't 
let him indulge his hobby.. ("Mutilated corpses would complicate things. Plus we have thing to 
do".) 

 The eDoctor muses on the Great War; "Pity it fizzled out after less than a year and half. That war 
had potential." 

 
 

23. Merrie Old England. 
Tracking the signatures of the same time machines they encountered in 1914 to some odd temporal 
activity in Earth's history the eDoctor and company visit London in 1648. There they find a group of time 
travellers, former members of the RSF, plotting to take over the nascent Commonwealth in the aftermath 
of Charles II's execution.  

They also find another group from the future, part of eJo's Network trying to stop them; a somewhat 
uneasy alliance is formed. 

 Some of her former followers discover just how unwise, and painful, annoying eJo can be. 
 Especially stealing the time machines she'd gone to the trouble of stealing from the SSD, the ones 

captured from the Thalek invasion paradox rebels. 
 
 
 
 

 



24. The Ultimate Foe     
 

 

eRomanaIII is back, complete with a plan to take over Time itself. 

 Using a piece of technology constructed by the Chronovores she's 
constructing a device capable of re-writing history with ease. She's 
also in control of a remnant of the old Terran Empire that have also 
tried to tap its power.  
Now the eDoctor will serve her. Or die screaming a multitude of 

times.  
 She's also got an ally, pulled out of time at the moment of 

death; someone who hates the eDoctor and blames him for 
their death... 

 ePeri also finds herself facing an unpleasantly familiar face. 
Can the eDoctor manage to defeat eRomanaIII alone? Or will he be 
forced to beg for help? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 



Seventh eDoctor  
 
 
 

Personality. 
 
'That one may smile, and smile, and 
be a villain'. 

 
Significantly different from previous 
incarnation. Physically much smaller 
for a start, but far more manipulative 
and distant. Always seems to be 
calculating and planning. More 
organised and efficient too. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
Equipment. 
A multi-coloured umbrella with a black question mark handle. Unfolds to a bullet and beam resistant 
shield (Armour 6), incorporates a beam laser, drug pellet gun, spray (often loaded with disassembler 
nanomachines that literally dismantle someone sprayed), a twist off grenade head for covering escapes. 
Also folds like a shooting stick to form a seat, and can also expand to form a 1.5m shelter. 
 
Usually prefers to improvise to demonstrate his superiority, though he carries at least one weapon along 
with his Technix. His panama hat includes a pull down filter mask and a mini-blaster, his pocket watch 

incorporates an absolute time sensor, various sensors and a paralysis beam project. Carries, but doesn’t 
generally wear, a pair of wire-rimmed spectacles that can see into the near and far infra-red (including 
heat), amplify ambient light and magnify both near and far objects.  
Prefers his minions to handle any violence. 

 
 

Awareness  
4 

Coordination 
4 

Ingenuity  
9 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
5 

Strength  
2 

Athletics 2 Convince 4 Craft 2 Fighting 2 Knowledge 5 Marksman 3 

Medicine 3 Science 5 Subterfuge 4 Survival 2 Technology 5 Transport 3 

Adversary, Charming, Boffin, Distinctive, Eccentric, Feel the Turn of the Universe, Hypnosis (Minor), 
Impulsive, Insatiable Curiosity, Indomitable, Obsession (Power), Psychic, Quick Reflexes, Random 
Regenerator, Resourceful Pockets, Run For Your Life!, Technically Adept, Time Lord (Experienced x6), 
Time Traveller (All), Tough, Voice of Authority, Vortex. 



Minions. 
Begins his seventh incarnation with ePeri and eAdam. However both soon become concerned by the 
eDoctor's new personality and both begin planning their departure; eAdam maintains his vortex capsule in 
working condition, and stocked for a quick departure, while ePeri organises her 'go-bags' in case an 

opportunity presents itself. 
 
eAce       

   
 

Acacia Charlotte Eugenia Gale. Formerly 
a teenage student at the elite Overten 
Academy (born 1990, orphaned 2005). 
A sadist and bully (with a penchant for 

explosives, poisons and inflicting pain) 
she made the perfect prefect and was 
member of a powerful student clique in 
the school (Joker, King, Queen, Knight, 
Page). 
 
Archetype: Faith from BtVS 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

    
Equipment: Initially she has several blades, multi-tool, audio player, camera, cellphone, slate computer 

and a backpack (containing books, paper, junk food, rope, explosives [several canisters of nitro-nine], 
chemicals, catapult with steel ball-bearings and her 'kit' [pliers, needles, plastic bag, velcro ties, 
carbonated water, scalpels, wire, candles, lighter, et cetera]). She also picked up a pistol and 
ammunition. 
 

Amasses an arsenal quickly 
 
 
eKadiatu     

The culmination of a breeding and genemod programme started by the eDoctor, eKadiatu is exceptionally 
capable. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Awareness  
4 

Coordination  
4 

Ingenuity  
4 

Presence  
3 

Resolve  
4 

Strength  
3 

Athletics 3 Convince 5 Craft 2 Fighting 3 Knowledge 3 Marksman 3 

Medicine 1 Science 3 Subterfuge 4 Survival 3 Technology 2 Transport 2 

Brave, Attractive, Impulsive, Indomitable, Insatiable Curiosity, Lucky, Ruthless, Quick Reflexes, 
Resourceful Pockets,  Tough 

Awareness  
4 

Coordination  
6 

Ingenuity  
5 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
5 

Strength  
5 

Athletics 5 Convince 2 Craft 1 Fighting 3 Knowledge 3 Marksman 3 

Medicine 1 Science 3 Subterfuge 2 Survival 3 Technology 5 Transport 2 

Brave, Attractive, Dependency (high calorie intake), Distinctive, Fast, Fast Healing, Immunity (most 
diseases and some poisons), Impulsive, Indomitable, Insatiable Curiosity, Lucky, Psychic, Quick Reflexes, 
Technically Adept, Tough, Vortex 



Roz and Chris; a pair of brutal and corrupt Adjudicators, even by the standard of the twilight of the Terran 
Empire.   
   
eRoz         

 
Senior Adjudicator Roslyn Inyathi Forrester was 
a dark skinned/haired woman of medium height 
and muscular build.  
Her eyes move constantly on watch. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
eChris     

 
 
Christopher Rodonanté Cwej is a tall, heavily built, light skinned 
male with blonde hair.  

Smiles a lot. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Awareness  
4 

Coordination  
4 

Ingenuity  
4 

Presence  
5 

Resolve  
5 

Strength  
4 

Athletics 2 Convince 3 Craft 0 Fighting 4 Knowledge 3 Marksman 4 

Medicine 1 [3] Science 2 Subterfuge 4 Survival 2 Technology 4 Transport 2 

Bigoted (Aliens), Brave, Indomitable, Phobia (telepaths, she has a lot of secrets), Quick Reflexes, 
Resourceful Pockets, Tough, Voice of Authority 



Equipment. 
Barring exceptional circumstances both will always be armed, usually with multiple weapons (disrupter 
pistol, pocket/holdout/micro blaster, stunner, shimmer knife, shock baton et cetera). Roz disdains 
projectiles weapons except for special circumstances but Chris is quite fond of explosive slugthrowers. 
 
Both will usually also wear body armour (concealable Armour 2, more obvious Armour 5 or very obvious 
Armour 10 suit) 
 
Other Equipment: restraints; basic medical kit; comm-link; interrogation, surveillance and intrusion gear; 
stun/gas/explosive grenades. 
 
 
 

Awareness  
3 

Coordination  
4 

Ingenuity  
4 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
4 

Strength  
6 

Athletics 3 Convince 1 Craft 0 Fighting 3 Knowledge 2 Marksman 4 

Medicine 2 Science 1 Subterfuge 1 Survival 1 Technology 3 Transport 1 

Brave, Attractive, Distinctive, Hot Shot, Impulsive, Lucky,  Psychic, Resourceful Pockets, Tough 



  
 
 
 

 



Seventh eDoctor adventures. 
 
01. Paradise  
Recovering from another Romana forced regeneration the eDoctor seeks a quiet place to rest and 

recuperate. So he, ePeri and eAdam head for Paradise, a dedicated holiday planet on the fringes of the 
Federation, in the thirty-seventh century. 
Of course his holiday is not to be, and they're caught up in a spate of mysterious disappearances. 
 
 

02. The Towers  
During the Martian War in the late twenty first century an experimental self-contained domed arcology 
disappeared from central England, thought to be an accidental casualty of Martian kinetic bombardment, a 
smaller version of the Paris Rock. 

However, in fact it was a casualty of an experimental Martians weapon, a test of a piece of recovered 
Osiran technology. The device actually moved the complex elsewhere, into a bubble universe adjacent to 
the main one.  
Now, as the result of a botched attempt to access the bubble universe to which the Time Lords banished 
the War Lords, the eDoctor's TARDIS land there 

 The bubble universe is small a mere few kilometres in diameter 
The inhabitants have resorted to a mixture of agriculture, in the extensive gardens and cannibalism. 
There are running battles between the Caretakers and various, mostly girl, gangs and resources are 
running out. 
 
 
03. Bannermen  
When their attempt to conquer Chimeron is frustrated by its brood-queen fleeing through time, the 
Bannermen need someone with a time machine to help them pursue her. So, through the services of 

Sabalom Glitz as an intermediary, they contact the eDoctor, offering to share the Chimeron mutagenic 
technology in exchange for transport. The eDoctor agrees and materialises the TARDIS around four 
Bannermen assault shuttles and follows the Chimeron time displacement to Earth, specifically England in 
1957.  
Of course the Bannermen plan to betray the eDoctor and steal the TARDIS, but then he plans to betray 
them. 

 And he gets his betrayal in first, notifying the British authorities about the alien incursion. 
While the Bannermen and the RSF fight a running battle across '50s Wales the eDoctor contacts the 
Chimeron queen and offers her an escape, claiming to be a clandestine envoy from Gallifrey. Once she's 

safely inside the TARDIS her guards are massacred by eAdam and the dissection can begin. 
 The eDoctor provides some tactical advice to the RSF, and offers to help them in the future making 

some contacts. 
 ePeri and eAdam are becoming concerned by the eDoctor's new personality and both begin planning 

to depart, neither is happy cast in the role of a pawn and the new incarnation is less susceptible to 
manipulation than previously 

 eAdam prepares his vortex capsule for a rapid departure, stocked for travel. He also plans on 
establishing caches of other equipment at various locations they visit. 

 ePeri organises her 'go-bags' in case an opportunity presents itself to leave. 

 
 
<Modern Earths sequence> 
 

04. Battlefield  
The eDoctor receives a message from eJo on Earth asking for his help; an attempt to steal a convoy of 
nuclear-armed cruise missiles from Scotland in 2006 using transmat technology has gone badly wrong. 

 While after the Revolution the rump UK (the steadily diminishing England basically) was prohibited 
from possessing nuclear weapons, the independent Scottish Republic maintains a small nuclear 

arsenal. 
 The RSF was rather free with the use of nerve gas in the early stages of the Revolution and the 

Scots have a "never again" attitude together with the ability to obliterate any attempt. 
In fact the transmat system triggered a natural rift between universes and has dragged in forces from a 

neighbouring universe, one in which the country is the Peoples Republic of Britain, a communist 
dictatorship allied to a Communist Russia of all things... 
The eDoctor has to contend with the League of Nations Investigation Group, the Scots and invading 
communists. 

 ePeri flirts with a number of Scotsmen, constrained by some language difficulties 



 
 
05. Dragonfire  
Why is there a dragon roaming the English countryside in 2006? Where did it come from? What is it 

doing? And what does it have to do with an elite boarding school that's part of a long term plot? 
Visiting eJo's to discuss favours owed, the eDoctor encounters eAce and a group of other pupils from the 
Overten Academy whose bus has been flamed by a dragon... 

 eAce (Acacia Charlotte Eugenia Gale) is a recently orphaned ward of the Overten Trust, and a pupil 
at the Overten Academy, the centrepiece of Jo Grant network. 

 A sadist and bully eAce makes an ideal prefect, and an even better potential minion. 
It seems that messing with alien transmat technology has weakened the barriers between the universes, 
allowing various oddities to break through. And eJo needs help before the authorities start investigating 
too deeply... 

 While she's ten years younger than "Jo Grant" would be, and has had reconstructive surgery, a 
genetic analysis would still show she's a wanted criminal sentenced to death in absentia. 

The "dragon" is actually a Draco-mech, a hybrid cyborg creature constructed by humans on an Earth 
where society took a radically different path.  

 ePeri flirts with a range of teenage boys, but is persuaded to moderate her habits. 
Eventually eAdam manages to tame the dragon, but not until another dragon attack kills the remainder of 
eAce's clique (Joker, King, Queenie, Knight and Page) leaving her furious at eJo (to the level of attempted 
homicide by high explosive). The eDoctor offers her the chance to see the universe, have fun, and kill 
people (and take the problem child off eJo's hands). 

 Thorny wood indeed. Perhaps the circumstances of her parents' deaths should have been better 
investigated... 

 eAdam and ePeri start training her. ePeri starts to teach her how to better manipulate people, 
especially men, and eAdam tutors her in additions to her extensive repertoire of techniques for 
inflicting pain; ones where not leaving marks isn't as important as it was at school. 

 Plus the important skills for a minion; weapons, explosives, intrusion, escape et cetera. 
 
 
06. Silver Nemesis 
The Cybermen are back, but this time they're different. Not invading from outer space but utilising a 
dimensional rift, from a universe where their invasion in 1968 succeeded. 
The eDoctor finally stabilises the rifts and the parallel Earths no longer overlap. 
 
<Modern Earths sequence ends> 

 
 
07. The Happiness Patrol  
Seeking information on what he believes are advanced mind control techniques in use on the Nova Terra 

colony the eDoctor visits in the guise of a Colonial Authority investigator and assistants. He wonders how 
the authorities maintain such harmony, given the mix of ethnic and social factions that were selected as 
colonists. Drugs? Subliminal messaging? Brain implants? Coercion and omnipresent monitoring? Social 
conditioning? 
He finds more than he expected, the Novan authorities have some help, from a renegade Time Lord with 

an expertise in mind control. 
And the Rani has a grudge against him... 

 ePeri finds the locals boring ("A cabbage would be more fun to spend time with") but flirts anyway. 
 eAce blows things up, including a poodle with unfortunate retriever instincts 

 
 
08. The Greatest Show 
After avoiding (they hope) biological, neurological and nano-technological personality rewriting the 
travellers feel they deserve a holiday. And the planet Menetia is known for its plays and shows, including 

the fabled Greatest Show, which uses mindlink technology to put the audience inside the plays. 
What could possibly go horribly wrong on a planet of theatricals? 
 
 

09. Iceworld 
In the far future Iceworld is a neutral port, adjacent to seven major powers [Dals, Thaleks, Dominators, 
Federation, Confederation, Sontarens, and Krotons] but not in the Disputed Zone. It's a place where they 
can meet and negotiate, spy on each other, and engage in diplomacy and assassination. 

 The system is sparse, a cold white-dwarf star orbited mainly a multitude of rockballs, many icy. 



 Iceworld is a large asteroid, dense and rich in metals; probably a planetary core with the rest 
boiled off long previously. 

 Iceworld is 'downhill' in hyperspace terms and at the terminus of several wormholes, making it a 
major transit destination. 

It's a busy port, a tourist destination with a reputation (where anything can be bought) and a mining 
centre (the system is rich in supernova produced transuranics deposited on asteroids). 
Of course there's something *really* nasty going on... 
Just who created that wormhole network? What else did they leave behind? 
ePeri leaves, teaming up with Glitz, Dibbler and company to rule Iceworld; she acquires an interesting ring 

in the process 
 
<Ace's apprenticeship sequence> 
 

 
10. Ghost Light 
As part of a test the eDoctor drags eAce to an old house, that seemingly stood unoccupied through the 
Republic and Revolution, near her childhood home. What's inside? What keeps (sensible) people away? 
 
 
11. Survival 
Again seeking to test eAce's mettle the eDoctor takes her to a planet ruled by aggressive cat-people and 
subjects her to a brutal survival test. 
 
 
12. Fenric  
In the 1940s, during the Eastern War and after the execution of George VI the nascent British Republic 
discovered a strange material in a cave system in Norfolk, under where a SigInt station has been built, 

monitoring radio activity to the east. The material exhibits properties suggesting it could be weaponised 
into a powerful toxic agent. 
Meanwhile the eDoctor is seeking additional Chimeron material from one of their unsuccessful time 
corridor experiments during the Bannermen siege. But what, or who, caused the time corridor to divert to 
Earth? 
 
<Ace's apprenticeship sequence ends> 
 
 

13. The Hand of Death 
The eDoctor returns to 1960s England to retrieve the immensely powerful Hand of Alpha that he'd hidden 
in London six incarnations earlier. 
He prepares with care, setting up false identities for himself and his minions, attaching them to the RSF 

and arriving a month before his first incarnation left (they stay in the Dorchester). 
 The eDoctor uses the information he gleaned from SSD records he studied in his third incarnation 

to plan the project. 
 Of course others have also had access to those records and the Dals, Thaleks and Andromedans 

also turn up. 

Testing the Hand, the eDoctor uses the Hand to release Parnal (planet of the War Lords) from its prison 
universe.  

 Where the Time Lords sequestered it after the War Games  
were ended. Parnal ends up in an easily accessible bubble universe. 

Skaro is destroyed, it's sun detonated. London also suffers some damage during the 'Limehouse Incident' 
However the plan ends when the eDoctor activates a failsafe, causing the Hand to return to Gallifrey. 
 
 
14. Tymwyrm 

Scouting the cradle of human civilisation, in the Euphrates/Tigris valleys, the eDoctor finds an alien 
presence already there, and meddling. He's annoyed, Earth is his plaything. She's got big plans for these 
hairless apes. 

 eAce definitely does not flirt with Gilgamesh 

 
 
15. The Mark of Mandragora  
Something else used the time displacement device the Tymewyrm developed, the Mandragora Helix! And 
the sentient energy has now latched onto the TARDIS forcing it to land on a twenty sixth century human 

colony, and stranding it there until it's "earthed". 



While the eDoctor and minions make repairs, the Helix assembles an army of human colonists to take the 
TARDIS by force. 

 eAce makes extensive use of explosives, and some nerve gas from the TARDIS armoury, while 
eAdam is concerned about damage to causality. 

 "Oh don't worry, this entire planet will be sterilised by a Thalek fleet in a few years. Grab some 
slaves if you're interested" 

 
 
16. Return to Tara 

Finding the remains of one of the Taran androids in storage piques the eDoctor's curiousity and he decides 
it's time for a return visit. And hopefully pick up some more androids, as they've proved useful. The 
android is a duplicate of Princess Strella, presumably Queen now. 
However the political intrigue on the planet is as complex and dangerous as ever... 

 
 
17. Ambush in Time 
Having finally acquired workable time travel technology the Dominators seek to capture a TARDIS for 
study. Learning that a group of Gallifreyan researchers was studying a culture on a primitive planet, they 
plan an ambush to capture the TARDIS. However the eDoctor and eRomana IV would also like to upgrade 
their transport. 

 In fact the Dominators' plan is unusually subtle (for them), they know they'll need a renegade 
Time Lord to access the captured TARDIS and were expecting the eDoctor 

 
 
18. Genesis.  
The eDoctor travels to Parnal renews his alliance with the War Lords. He will provide technology, they'll 
provide the people. Together they'll rule. Until the inevitable betrayal of course... 

 Parnal has a relatively small population, tens of millions, the "War Lords" are the survivors of a 
series of highly destructive wars fought centuries previously that left the planet devastated. 

Operating from a bubble universe created by the Hand of Alpha they are out of the Time Lords' purview, 
at least for the moment. However the time-corridor technology provided by the eDoctor previously won't 
work to connect them to the main universe so they, with the eDoctor's assistance, begin constructing a 
fleet of timecraft based on Roman's TimeCube design. Though far less capable than a true TARDIS they'll 
be highly useful  
 
 

19. Exodus  
In the mid 1930s as the Great Slump bites and human politics lurches towards fascism, the eDoctor seeks 
to gain control of the future Russian leadership in the run-up to the Eastern War and build a force capable 
of dominating first Europe and later the planet. 

 The USA has been badly hit by the slump, dustbowl, the outbreaks of the 'Okie flu' (a H1N1 strain 
that was spread by economic migrants across the country, which would kill ten million by 1940), a 
federal government too paralysed to cope and secessionist movements. By 1942 the country would 
have effectively ceased to exist.  

 Italy went fascist in the late 1920's, "a windy mixture of nationalism, socialism and dreams of the 

Roman Empire" 
 France had an attempted fascist coup in 1934 that was suppressed by the socialist government, 

this would lead to improved relations with Germany (under Social Democratic dominated 
governments since the early '20s) as the two countries feared encirclement by fascist controlled 

governments 
 Russian has had a string of weak central governments of various SD coalitions since the Tsar was 

deposed and exiled in 1918; however the economic damage from the Slump was proportionately 
worse as the economic growth of the late '20s was throttled. 

 1936 will be the key year with fascist movements attempting to gain control in Britain (successful), 

Ireland (suppressed), Spain (leading to a civil war that lasts until 1938) and Russia (successful, 
leading to rapid industrialisation, twenty million dead and the Eastern War) 

However Mortimus has escaped Parnal and is seeking to frustrate the plan. 
 

 
20. Revelation  
Further political machinations on Earth, this time in France in July 1877 when the eDoctor plots to abort 
the Third French Republic before it's birth by restoring the Bourbonist monarchy. 
His plan is to initially support and manipulate Henri Charles d'Artois, Count of Chambord and Legitimist 



Pretender to the French throne, in the aftermath of the French defeat in the Franco-Prussian war when 
monarchical support was at his highest.  

 The house of Bourbon had split into two factions, the Legitimists and Orleanists 
After Henri has established himself the eDoctor will kill him and unite the Legitimists and Orleanists behind 

the generally more popular Orleanist Louis Philippe, Count of Paris. 
With the monarchy re-established in France the ground will be prepared for economic growth, 
militarisation and rapid technological improvement, leading to a French dominated Europe. 

 eAdam finds the streets of Paris a fertile hunting ground for his own hobby 
Unfortunately for him the eDoctor finds he isn't the only Time Lord in town and the Rani doesn't appreciate 

his meddling. 
 
 
21. Kings 

Arriving in 1936 the eDoctor seeks to manipulate events around the death of George V and the accession 
of his fascist friendly son, Edward VIII. 

 No Mrs. Simpson, no Abdication. 
Various factions within the government seek an authoritarian solution to the economic woes of the 
country, the rise of independence movements within the Empire and the growing power of the Labour 
Party, which looks likely to win the next election and establish their first government. 

 Post Great War politics in Britain have been dominated by generally weak Conservative 
governments alternating with Liberal-Labour coalitions or Liberal majority governments. 

 The Labour party has not, as of early 1936, had a Prime Minister. In 1922 Ramsay MacDonald was 
beaten by the less effective John Clynes for the leadership, stunting the party's growth, and the 
Asquith and Lloyd George factions of the Liberal party re-united that party. 

In this background of murky politics, threats of violence and riots in the streets the eDoctor, eAce and 
eAdam lead a team of War Lords to establish a base in Britain and take over its government 

 Using an android and hypnosis to control the new King. 

Again Mortimus is in pursuit, and he's recruited a team to help him... 
 

 
 
22. Numbers 
In sixteenth century Japan during the Warring States era, the eDoctor and minions attempt to take control 
of the country by manipulating factions in the civil war, supporting the Shogunate and rival feudal lords. 
Alerted by Mortimus, Koschei arrives to try and frustrate the plot, without doing too much harm to the 
timeline in a delicate period of human history. 

 



 
23. Apocalypse  
In first century Britain the eDoctor seeks to manipulate both Romans and Britons to establish a superior 
empire, however a group of renegade Time Lords and the companions oppose his plan and pursue him to 

Parnal, before triggering Gallifreyan intervention. 
Koschei solves the "War Lord problem" with a planet-buster. 

 eAdam departs, quietly packing and taking a TimeCube, leaving only eAce travelling with the 
eDoctor 

 In fact he takes four, and his own capsule, hoping to cover his trail against pursuit, and plans to lie 

low. For a while anyway. 
 
<War Lord sequence ends> 
 

 
24. Hex 
Deciding to avoid allies and schemes for the moment, the eDoctor returns to twenty first century Britain to 
check on a selective breeding and genetic modification programme he'd initiated, many years previously 
in his third incarnation,  
 
 
<Cybermen sequence> 
 
25. Iceberg.  
In 2026 the eDoctor and eAce take an Antarctic cruise, along with a shipload of tourists, to watch the 
effects of the LoN programme to halt the melting of the icecaps. 
The eDoctor has another motive, there are Things stirring in Antarctica, things buried for forty years... 
However he's not the only one who's detected signs of the Cybermen; a LoNIG team are investigating, as 

are two other groups, one connected to eJo Grant's Network and one team of independent "archaeological 
consultants". 

 As the Cyber-base is imploding a signal is sent to a long forgotten satellite and re-broadcast to 
Britain. And something starts to stir in a bunker under England... 

 
 
26. Illegal Alien  
From records in the Cyber-base the eDoctor has learned of his future; they listed his involvement in 
defeating a group of Cyber-nomads who'd crashed a stolen time machine in Britain in 1941. 

Even he is wary of tampering with his own timeline so he and eAce travel to Britain. 
 
Of course things aren't as simple as that, there's the murky politics of a Britain, government control now 
tight, contemplating intervention in the European war to support Russia, a move that king Edward VIII 

supports... 
 Of course the king doesn't have long to live, he dies (suspiciously) in October 1941, succeeded 

briefly by his brother (as George VI, OCT1941-APR1942) until the latter's attempt to dismantle the 
authoritarian government ends with his execution. 

 

Then there's the mystery around Edward VIII's death, heart attack, quack medicine or poison? Can the 
eDoctor resist the urge to meddle? Can eAce keep all her bodily parts, or does the eDoctor plan to 
"upgrade" her as he’s done to previous Minions? 
 

<Cybermen sequence ends> 
 
 
27. Plague of the Thaleks 
Curious about not one but two time-corridors intersecting on an abandoned human colony world in the 

Disputed Zone of the forty second century the eDoctor investigates and finds a Thalek plan to finally rid 
their genome of the traces of the mutagenic plague, while breeding an army of drones using forced-
growth cloning. 
The Thaleks are delighted to get the chance to study (and dissect) a Time Lord and finally improve their 

time travel abilities. 
The Dals however are delighted to help frustrate the Thalek plan, and demonstrate this with a star-buster. 
 
 
<Victorian sequence> 

 



28. Evolution  
Seeking a little peace and quiet the eDoctor takes eAce for a holiday in Victorian London, only to have his 
TARDIS stolen and nearly be eaten by strange hybrid human-animal monsters. Investigating and seeking 
the TARDIS they find an industrialist and a mad scientist meddling with alien technology, and a 

government investigator looking for answers. 
But no TARDIS... 
 
 
29. The Bodysnatchers  

Still stuck in Victorian London and frantically searching for the stolen TARDIS the eDoctor finally gets a 
clue when eAce tries to kill him... 
And turns into a Zygon when she herself is killed. 
 

<Victorian sequence ends> 
 
 
30. Return to Gallifrey  
A message from his old mentor Borusa summons the eDoctor home to Gallifrey. Borusa has been studying 
old records ad has a plan to gain the ultimate power of Rassilon. But he needs an agent to work while he 
manipulates events, and so he makes the eDoctor an offer he cannot refuse... 
 
 
31. The Peladon Project 
Ah Peladon! A worthless storm-ridden rockball of a planet, primitive and violent. So why is the eDoctor so 
insistent about returning there? What isn't he telling eAce? And why is he being so careful, to the point of 
purchasing a starship rather than using the TARDIS?  
Just what did he learn on Gallifrey? 

 
 
<End of Empire sequence> 
 
32. The Dying Days 
For over a thousand years someone has been pulling strings, manipulating humanity and planning. In the 
middle of the thirty first century Tobias Vaughan's plans for power and revenge comes to fruition. He will 
finally control the Terran Empire, gain the power of time travel...and tear the eDoctor's remaining lives 
from his screaming body. 

The TARDIS confiscated the eDoctor and eAce find themselves and on the run in the bowels of an empire 
on the verge of falling apart, pursued by the Adjudication Corps and Vaughan's minions. 

 Introduction of eRoz and eChris, a pair of Adjudicators noted for brutality and corruption, even by 
the standards of the twilight of the Terran Empire. 

 Vaughan has manufactured a series of crises to facilitate his rise to overt power. Unfortunately 
they're getting out of his control. 

 
 
33. End of Days  

The eDoctor escapes the cyborg Vaughan, but still without his TARDIS he and his minions must flee, while 
simultaneously playing politics for their lives. 
eAdam returns, briefly, to assist, and the eDoctor acknowledges a favour owed. 
 

<End of Empire sequence ends> 
 
 
34. A Month in the Country 
Drained physically and mentally after the events in the fourth millennium the eDoctor, eAce and newly 

acquired minions eRoz and eChris take a holiday. New England is pleasant in autumn and a small hotel in a 
country where people mind their own business is ideal. Surely it's just the Halloween atmosphere that's 
got people jumpy and claiming to have seen a headless biker... 

 Coincidentally eAdam is also in town, and has been for several weeks and eAce is still angry at him 

for his abrupt departure (or "betrayal" as she puts it). But surely his presence is just another odd 
coincidence... 

 
 
34. Nightshade! 



Nightshade! was the nemesis of Doctor X, the heroic scientists who defended Britain and the Republic 
against all manner of alien and foreign threats. But that was just a TV series back in the sixties, wasn't it?  
But now, forty years later, there are plans for a revival of the old 'Doctor X' show, updated for these post-
Revolution days. Fans of the cult show are dubious, and there are some weird things happening in the 

English countryside at the old air-base where recording has commenced. What is the secret held by a now 
elderly actor? How is the woman who no longer calls herself Jo Grant involved? And who is the new 
"Technical Advisor" on the production? 
 
 

36. Transit 
Late in the twenty first century Humanity faced its first interplanetary war (at least the first most people 
are aware of) when the reptilian cyborgs who'd colonised Mars in the distant past attempted to conquer 
Earth. But the Thousand Day War is long over; the Ice Warriors have left, re-launching their huge colony 

ship (Phobos) into interstellar space. 
 
So what's happening on Mars? Who's sabotaging the nascent terraforming efforts? What's wrong with the 
new, and experimental, long range transmat link between Earth and Mars? Did the Ice Warriors really 
leave stay-behind units in stasis? And what is the mysterious 'God Engine'? 
 
 
37. Shadowmind 
Late in the Earth Empire period the leaders of the Empire, knowing it was seemingly doomed, initiated a 
number of secret projects to harness potentially powerful technology or concepts. Shadowmind was one 
of them. But what was Shadowmind? And what does eChris know about it? Can he be trusted or is an 
infiltrator, part of a subtle plot against the eDoctor? Seeking information the eDoctor lands the TARDIS on 
a Federation colony and acquires a ship to investigate the planet Kelfar, far beyond the boundary of the 
old Earth Empire. 

 Project SHADOWMIND was an attempt to harness the psionic potential of the human brain as a 
weapon capable of moving or obliterating planet. 

 Brains, not bodies. Huge number of cloned brains, cybernetically linked to a life support and 
psionic augmentation system and floating in tanks with the minds in a virtual reality system. 

 Shadowmind is powerful enough to effect the Vortex, potentially influence even a TARDIS, or 
implant suggestions on a planetary scale. A perfect tool for w wood-be conqueror... 

 And eChris? His brain tissue was one of the samples used; he can occasionally pick up some of the 
group-mind's thoughts. 

 

 
38. Theatre of War 
Returning to the planet Menetia, the eDoctor is surprised to find it involved in the Tolgar War, a viscous 
struggle against a Human Supremacist empire with a policy of genocide against 'others'; someone is 

meddling with events. Or are they? How reliable are the eDoctor's memories? 
 
 
39. Legacy 
Actions have consequence, and the eDoctor must face the results of the actions of an earlier incarnation 

when he attempted to tamper with the human potential. 
 
 
40. Sanctuary 

Abandon TARDIS! A chronic rift is a storm in the Vortex, where barriers between the dimensions are 
broken and distorted. It's also deadly to time travellers foolish enough to pass through. Advanced 
TARDISes can avoid them with ease, but malfunctioning old Type 45's aren't as capable. So the eDoctor 
and his trusty (for certain values of trust) minions use the TARDIS escape craft to temporarily leave, 
planning to return when the TARDIS has passed through the rift and repaired itself. 

The escape craft takes the party to thirteenth century France, near the end of the Albigensian crusade. 
eRoz is mistaken for a Moor and discovers that advanced weapons aren't necessarily all powerful. The 
group splits, with the eDoctor and eAce becoming enmeshed in the politics of church and state, while eRoz 
and eChris take refuge in the doomed Cathar fortress. 

 
 
41. White Darkness 
The TARDIS has survived its passage through the chronic rift, but hasn't arrived to pick up the party. 
Instead it's landed in Haiti in 1915, near the end of the Great War, and during a revolution in the country. 

But why? Navigation system damaged? Lingering effect of the rift? Or did something attract it to that era? 



Using the TARDIS escape craft to travel the party investigate, having to deal with a multi-sided 
revolution, a US invasion, and surprisingly effective local Voodoo practitioners, European spies and a force 
from beyond normal space and time. 
 

 
<Revenge of Mortimus sequence> 
 
42. The Highest Science 
Dematerialising in 1915 Haiti something impinges on the TARDIS. As over-strained systems fail and the 

TARDIS seems doomed the eDoctor decides to shut down the engines and let the force take them where it 
will. The TARDIS is dragged through the Vortex and into a different universe, one where the newly 
regenerated Mortimus has tapped the power of that universe's Project SHADOWMIND to capture the 
eDoctor.  

 eChris's link to the group-mind is their only hope to escape the virtual world they're trapped in. 
 Shadowmind isn't the only piece of advanced technology Mortimus has access to. 
 In this universe Mortimus died in his second incarnation, not long after fleeing Gallifrey 
 Henceforth the Whonivesem 

 
 
43. Strange England 
Fleeing the revenge of Mortimus the eDoctor and minions take the damaged TARDIS on a blind trip 
through the vortex and land on Earth in 1968. But a different Earth, one where the planet had been 
ravaged by two global wars, with a third in prospect. Landing in England the party are stopped by troops 
of a secret agency, but one that's puzzlingly friendly ("What happened to your police box then Doctor? 
Re-spray her?"). Involved in an investigation with 'UNIT' the eDoctor attempts to maintain a bluff with the 
moustachioed Lethbridge-Stewart while repairing the TARDIS sufficiently to escape... 

 Unfortunately the 'real' Doctor returns, complete with TARDIS (blue!) and assistants. Hijacking 

that TARDIS the eDoctor flees, but not before eRoz is shot dead by 'Sergeant' Benton after she kills 
one Jo Grant 

 eAce provides an explosive diversion for their escape. 
 
 
44. Dominion 
Trying to fix his TARDIS with parts from his analogue's the eDoctor, eAce and eChris hide out in the English 
countryside, sought by UNIT and that universe's Doctor. Using hypnosis they acquire a house in the 
picturesque village of Devil's End... 

However the eDoctor isn't the only Time Lord in the village; whose side will the Koschei analogue be on? 
 
 
45. Warchild 

Returning to the fourth millennium to confront Mortimus the eDoctor hatches a complicated plan to entice 
that universe's Tobias Vaughan into helping him. But he's pursued by not one but two other Time Lords; 
the Doctor and the Master of Whonivesem have joined forces... 
 
 

46. Device of Death 
Darkheart. A piece of technology constructed by the Chronovores themselves, potentially capable of 
rewriting the structure of the universe, even destroying the Time Lords. And Mortimus is trying to control 
it. 

Once before the eDoctor encountered this device. And it killed him. 
 The travellers encounter a type of paradox, this universe's Mortimus died by the actions of his 

older self from the other universe.   
 
<Revenge of Mortimus sequence ends> 

 
 
47. Twilight 
Finally back in their own universe the eDoctor and minions need a break from the non-stop conflict. 

Reasoning that previous attempted holidays have ended with trouble he lands the TARDIS on Titan in 
3109, as she who would become the Final Empress of the Terran Empire maneuvers for power. 
 
 
48. Endgame 

Still seeking revenge for the murder of Jo Grant the Doctor from the Whonivesem navigates his TARDIS 



into the Whonivesee searching for the eDoctor. But what is Jo Grant doing in San Francisco in 2015 
apparently in her forties? 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Eighth eDoctor. 
 
Overview, minions and gadgets. 
 

Personality. 
Physically more imposing than his previous incarnation, more inclined to personal violence; less 
manipulative and more chaotically inclined. 
 

 
Equipment: various weapons and tools. 

 

Awareness  
5 

Coordination 
4 

Ingenuity  
9 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
5 

Strength  
4 

Athletics 2 Convince 5 Craft 2 Fighting 3 Knowledge 6 Marksman 2 

Medicine 4 Science 5 Subterfuge 5 Survival 2 Technology 4 Transport 2 

Adversary (numerous), Attractive, Boffin, Brave, Charming,  Eccentric, Feel the Turn of the Universe, 
Impulsive, Insatiable Curiosity, Lucky, Psychic,  Random Regenerator, Resourceful Pockets, Selfish 
Technically Adept, Time Lord (Experienced),Time Traveller, Vortex  



Minions. 
 

eAce         
 

 As before. More or less. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

eChris       as before 
 
 



eSam         
 

A criminally inclined teenager with ambitions and multiple 
personalities   

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
Equipment: 
 
 
eGrace         

 
 
A Californian physician and surgeon 
with a drug problem 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Awareness  
3 

Coordination 
5 

Ingenuity  
3 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
4 

Strength  
2 

Athletics 4 Convince 3 Craft 1 Fighting 2 Knowledge 2 Marksman 2 

Medicine 0 Science 1 Subterfuge 3 

(Sleight of 
Hand), 

Survival 1 Technology 1 Transport 2 

Attractive, Brave, Impulsive, Insatiable Curiosity, Lucky, Phobia (mental illness and dementia), Run for 
Your Life. 

Awareness  
4 

Coordination 
4 

Ingenuity  
4 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
4 

Strength  
3 

Athletics 2 Convince 2 Craft 1 Fighting 1 Knowledge 4 Marksman 1 

Medicine 6 Science 3 Subterfuge 3 Survival 0 Technology 3 Transport 2 

Attractive, Brave, Indomitable, Lucky, Run for Your Life, Phobia (heights) 



eMalenki      
 
 
 

 
Dr. Elizabeth Malenki, a fascist scientist from an alternate 
timeline where Russia and Britain were victorious allies during 
the Greater War. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Awareness  
4 

Coordination 
3 

Ingenuity  
5 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
5 

Strength  
3 

Athletics 1 Convince 3 Craft 1 Fighting 1 Knowledge 4 Marksman 2 

Medicine 4 Science 5 Subterfuge 2 Survival 1 Technology 3 Transport 1 

Attractive, Brave, Indomitable, Lucky, Obsession (Major:  restoring the "right" timeline), Ruthless, Voice 
of Authority, Vortex 



Eighth eDoctor adventures. 
 
01.    New Beginnings 
After being betrayed by eJo in San Francisco the eDoctor is forced to regenerate; taken to hospital, he's 

pronounced dead, partially thanks to the bungling of a drug-addicted surgeon, Grace Holloway.  
Meanwhile eAce and eChris consider their own future after the eDoctor's apparent death. After his 
regeneration the eDoctor kills a security guard while escaping the hospital morgue, an act witnessed by 
eGrace. Giving her a choice to help him (or die), and demonstrating how easy the second option is for 
him, she joins him. He also recruits a group of minor gang members, using his hypnotic abilities, to use as 

cannon fodder against the Doctor. 
Apocalyptic finale when LoNIG intervene. 

 The eDoctor acquires a new companion, Grace Holloway, a surgeon with drug dependency issues, 
organised crime ties and a lack of conscience.  

 
 
02.     Invaders 
Escaping San Francisco and the time warp the eDoctor finds himself again in the United States, this time 
in New York in 1936 during the run up to the contentious election of that year.  
Ravaged by the Oki 'flu, the Dust Bowl (which has devastated more than a million square kilometres of 
agricultural land) and the Great Slump, the country faces a choice between the 'New Deal' promised by 
Franklin Roosevelt, the populist Huey Long and his Progressives, and the Republicans under Alf Landon.  

 The "Oki 'flu" is a H1N1 strain that spread quickly and could kill more than twelve million people in 
North America in the period 1936 to 1942. 

 
Watching from the State Tower, the travellers see a 'black blizzard' hit New York, choking hundreds. 
However there's more than that going on; a radio adaption of Wells' "Invaders from Mars" is being 
broadcast from the tower, one that will cause a minor panic as people believe it's true. Of course it's not 

actually real... 
 
When the eDoctor, still somewhat unstable from his recent regeneration, impersonates a private detective 
he finds himself embroiled in murky US politics as well as a real invasion. Just what is in the dust clouds 
threatening US cities? 
 
 
03.     The Beast 
Landing in Germany in 1861 the eDoctor and his minions become embroiled in the search for an animal 

attacking livestock. The eDoctor quickly realises from its spoor that the creature is something alien to the 
period and investigates, hampered and assisted by the locals, some of whom think it's a werewolf. In fact 
it's a genemodded Nighthound, transported there from centuries in the future by an experimental time 
machine, whose operator didn't survive the trip. 

 
 
04.     The Vengeance of Morbius 
How difficult is it to kill a Time Lord? Very. Especially one with an android body. 
The TARDIS is lured to Kelmad, a bleak planet in the same system as Sarn but further from the system's 

star. There Morbius is very much alive, and has established a base to create a new, organic, body for 
himself.  
The project is going well but his new body lacks certain Time Lord capabilities and he needs a tissue 
donor, and who better than the person who'd betrayed him previously? And his human companions will be 

useful test subjects... 
 The eDoctor loses a companion, eChris, who is killed by Morbius's minions while trying to escape, 

after being driven mad by having his latent psionic abilities augmented. 
 eAce is luckier, she gains Time Lord imprinting and decides to depart, taking Morbius's Time Cube 

for herself.  

 eGrace involuntarily ends her drug dependence, an experience she doesn't enjoy. 
 Morbius's plan fails but he escapes. 



 
 
 
 

 
Ace after receiving Time 
Lord derived genetic graft  
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

05.     Way of the Flesh 
Years previously, and in a prior incarnation, the eDoctor had become embroiled in a plan by an 
industrialist and a mad scientist to change humanity using alien technology.  

 That'd be 7/28 Evolution. 
Of course he beat (and killed) them and destroyed their base. But the cleanup had been left to a 
government investigator who'd been over-ruled by his superiors. The British Government recovered as 
much of the technology as it could, and established the Craven Institute to study the materials. 
Decades later and the Great War has begun, and Britain is preparing to deploy the products of the 
Institute to the European battlefield, turning the tide of war and altering history. 

But does the eDoctor care? 
 
 
06.     Unspoiled Planet  

The TARDIS lands in what should be the middle of the Avenue des Champs-Élysées, but outside is 
unspoiled wilderness, extending as far as can be seen. No buildings, no civilisation, no humans at all. The 
planet is pristine and virgin, without intelligent life. 
Except for the alien scout party a few kilometres away...  
Aliens (the Prex) who believe the Earth is a sacred site and object to the presence of the eDoctor and 
eGrace. The travellers not only have to avoid the attentions of the Prex and escape, but also figure out 
what's going on with Earth's history... 
 
 

07.    Genocide 
Hurriedly leaving the changed Earth, the TARDIS is 'bumped' in the vortex by another time-ship using 
rather crude technology. Dragged in its wake the eDoctor and eGrace crash land in modern day central 
Africa, but again there is no trace of humanity to be found. What has happened? Is the other time-craft 
responsible? 

 And eGrace is starting to experience problems of her own; the eDoctor's TARDIS isn't able to fully 
shield her from the effect of the non-existence of herself, and her species. 

The travellers follow the trail of the other craft back to Ethiopia more than three millions year in the past, 
and must prevent the accidental destruction of humanity by time travellers from late in the Imperial era, 

desperate to avert the destruction of the Earth Empire. 
 
 
08.     Vampire Science 
After returning human history to its original course the eDoctor is bored. Acting on an impulse, and a 



request from eGrace to return to San Francisco (to "pick up a few things") the eDoctor pilots the TARDIS 
to the city by the bay for a holiday. 

 eGrace is considering giving the eDoctor the slip; of course he realises this. He's amused. 
 

However there are still some odd events transpiring in the city, perhaps after-effects of the time warp the 
Doctor and eDoctor's TARDISes caused? Or is it related to the attempt by The Network to salvage the 
alien ship whose crash caused the formation of the bay in the seventeenth century... 
Meanwhile the police have their hands full with an outbreak of strange murders, and a rash of 
disappearing corpses.  

But surely there's no such thing as vampires?  
 
 
09.     Nightmare Games. 

After helping, for his own reasons, negotiate a truce between the LoNIG and the more socially responsible 
vampires (their cloning technology will be very useful medically) and helping kill the others, the eDoctor 
turns his attention to the source of the problems.  
Somewhere under San Francisco Bay there's a dimensional shifted alien spacecraft whose arrival in 1612 
destroyed the ridge that connected the peninsula with the Marin headlands, breaking the Coast Range and 
allowing the flooding of the valley and the formation of San Francisco Bay. Its presence is responsible for 
much of the weirdness of the Bay area. 
 
Guided by Costanoan legends and the secret papers of the geologist Blake the travellers and a few allies 
seek the truth. 
Of course not every member of the expedition has the same objective once the ship is found. And has The 
Network infiltrated the group? 

 This whole background is inspired by the slightly lunatic beliefs of the novelist and historian 
Gertrude Atherton who believed that SF Bay was formed within the last 500 years by some 

catastrophic event. Probably between 1609 (when Sebastian Vizcaino failed to notice the Golden 
Gate) and 1769, when Gaspar dePorto did find it. 

Meanwhile the city is plagued by an outbreak of weird dreams of other versions of San Francisco, and a 
sixteen year old schoolgirl meets herself. Twice... 

 The eDoctor acquires a new companion, eSam. The teenage Samantha Jones was an intelligent and 
socially active girl whose contact with two duplicates of herself from different universes has caused 
a radical personality change. 
 

 
If this were a TV series then this would have been the backdoor pilot for the Torchwood-esque spinoff.  
 
Featuring a motley collection of misfits trying to save San Francisco from monster-of-the-week threats 
would have been; the by-the-book Republic military officer and her maverick, rules-bending deputy, the 

slightly sinister all-knowing spook boss, the aging hippy scientist, the sociopathic vampire, a confused 
SFPD detective, an agoraphobic tech-wiz (wheelchair and/or Goth fashion sense optional), the retired 
military veteran with PTSD, the wrench wench, and a Rift stranded alien/extra-dimensional human or 
two.  
Funded by the recovered Drake treasure. 
 
Think Torchwood meets NCIS-LA but with decent acting... 
 
Feel free to use the idea; I've always liked San Francisco and it'd make an excellent US site for a 
Torchwood analogue. 
 

 
 
10.     War of the Thaleks 

It's finally happened. In the fifty first century the Thalek empire and race is split by civil war, between 
(mainly) two factions, over gene-modification, selection, castes and cybernetics. Many other races are 
happy and attempt to, discretely, stir things up.  
Meanwhile the TARDIS materialises on a familiar icy rockball; why has the eDoctor brought his minions to 

Iceworld? Why is ePeri so welcoming? Why is Glitz so nervous? And what's going on in the recently 
excavated caverns that are off limits to everyone? 
Has ePeri made a deal with the (blonde) devil? And what us the eDoctor planning? 
 
 
11.     Vanderdecken's Children 



In the heady early days of human space colonisation a generation ship, the Vanderdecken, was 
constructed from an asteroid and intended to colonise another solar system. The Martian War put paid to 
the project. 
Later on, as technology improved after the Thousand Day War was over, it was refitted with an 

experimental hyperdrive and launched on a one-way colonisation mission into deep space.  
It never arrived, becoming one of those mysteries from the early days of space. Centuries later it's 
considered a ghost ship, the stuff of barroom tales and songs. 
 
There were numerous suggestions for the fate for the huge ship. An early casualty of Thalek scouts 

perhaps? Or maybe its experimental systems simply failed disastrously. It might simply have encountered 
debris in hyperspace that it's shielding couldn't handle. 
 
Of course the truth was a little stranger. The Vanderdecken is still travelling, but a rift in hyperspace sent 

it into the deeper levels, adjacent to the Vortex, where the passage of time itself is.....strange. 
And when the TARDIS materialises on board, the eDoctor finds himself stuck, unable to leave until he 
saves the huge ship.  
Assuming he can convince the inhabitants that they're on a spaceship before being executed for 
blasphemy. 
 
 
12.     Revolution Man 
The eDoctor unwillingly becomes involved in the events of the British Revolution of 1975 when he crosses 
his own timeline, and meets a couple of old acquaintances.  
Meanwhile eSam discovers that failing to pay attention in history class can be bad for your health as she 
misses the significance of "Red Clydeside" and eGrace is arrested by the RSF. Will she talk under 
interrogation? 
And will the eDoctor bother to rescue his minions? Or are his own problems too serious?. 

 
 
13.     Legacy of the Thaleks 
The Thalek Civil War continues, and becomes more complex as new, smaller, factions slough off. Further 
complications are provided by some factions employing time travel to gain an advantage, either tactically 
or strategically. Other civilisations are becoming concerned, especially the time active ones, and the Time 
Lords begin to intervene clandestinely to try and preserve the Web of Time and start recruiting allies. 
None of this really interests the eDoctor, until the Thaleks attempt to seal his TARDIS and injure him. 
That annoys him and he seeks to obliterate the faction that attacked him. 

 
 
14.     The Space Age 

 



The eDoctor is decides to show his minions the first human steps away from their planet. Visiting Germany 
in 1953 they witness the first manned spaceflight, as the VfR launches its rocket planes into orbit. 

 The craft are roughly similar to the X-15 but larger and more capable, using ramjet/rocket 
propulsion; they're dropped from flying wing bombers at around 15km altitude and can reach 

~200km. Two crew and a small payload. 
 The VfR is split over using rocket planes or ballistic rockets to reach orbit, but in 1953 the former 

are the more mature technology. However the first satellite (lofted in 1951) was carried on a 
rocket. 

But the time travellers become enmeshed in a complex tangle German and European politics, a military 

that considers that spaceflight is a distraction from the (now winding down) American Intervention, 
socialists who'd prefer the money be spent on decolonisation and several groups of spies. 
When someone tries to kill the eDoctor he's actually surprised. Who could be responsible? 

 

 
 
Mortimus is also showing his companions the 
highlights of human history. And one of them 
remembers the eDoctor and nurses a grudge. She 
makes an unauthorised attempt to kill him. What 
will Mortimus do? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
15.     Casualties of War 
During the chaos of the Great War there are numerous opportunities for the unscrupulous, some going far 

beyond the usual profiteering. In the chaos of a medical aid station in western France two "Canadian" 
volunteers experiment with reanimating the dead, for fun and profit. But where did two humans like 
Howard East and Daniel Able acquire the capabilities that they're experimenting with? And why are they 
so deferential towards their chief nurse? And what's the source of the TARDIS signal that triggered the 
eDoctor's interesting in this benighted place and time? 

 Another old enemy returns. 
 
 
16.     Burning Bright 

In what distant deeps or skies.  
Burnt the fire of thine eyes?  

On what wings dare he aspire?  
What the hand, dare seize the fire?  

 

Following up on their witnessing of the first orbital flight the time travellers witness another first. In 1971 
the EFSA launched the Humbolt, the first human crewed mission to Mars. Fusion powered ion drives 
allowed the craft to make the journey from the space station Europa to Mars orbit in 31 days. The first 
lander touched down on the Martian surface on the 22nd of October; unfortunately a problem with the 

video relay meant that the watching millions lost contact after a few minutes.  
Or rather mission control in Darmstadt killed the feed to avoid broadcasting certain...anomalies.  
What's a British police box doing on Mars? What indeed... 
 
 

17.     Museum Piece 



Sometimes the oddest things end up in museums... 
Returning to Xeros to "borrow" (loot) a few items from the Morok's collection of artefacts in their 
abandoned museum, the eDoctor finds one such device. Unfortunately while the Moroks didn't know what 
it was (other than being very, very old) the eDoctor recognises it immediately as a TemporoForm, an 

intelligent weapon left over from one of the wars the Time Lords fought when the universe was young.  
 
It's creators now expunged from history the weapon follows its final programming: kill anything 
Gallifreyan and contaminated by contact with them. 
The TARDIS's dematerialisation circuit jammed, a desperate running battle ensures as the travellers seek 

to avoid a messy death as the machine recovers strength and capability. 
 
 
18.    Curse of the Curse 

 With thanks to jezmiller for the idea and the use of the Alexandrian Society (Diary of DWRPG 21, 
p246). 

According to many aficionados the low budget horror film The Curse was in fact, cursed. During its 
production in 1996 two cast members died violently, it's co-star went mad and three more simply 
disappeared from the face of the Earth.  
Of course that's nonsense; everyone knows there are no such things as curses. 
 
Visiting London in 2008 eSam persuades the eDoctor and eGrace to visit a classic horror marathon. The 
eDoctor is bored until he sees The Curse and finds some of the background props appear to be actual 
Osiran artefacts. Intrigued he drags his Minions back to the nineties and infiltrates the production. Or tries 
to... 
 
While eSam discovers that life as a production assistant is utterly lacking in glamour (but not in attempted 
sexual assaults), eGrace is surprisingly infatuated by one of the male actors, and the eDoctor is confused; 

the Osiran artefacts appear to be dormant, but there are signs of advanced technology in the vicinity, 
including the echo of a temporal transit. 
What's going on? 

 This is the eDoctor's first encounter with the Alexandrian Society, a group of temporally active 
thieves. It won't be the last. 

 
 Again thanks are due to jezmiller for his input. 

 
 

19.     Mallidax 
After his encounter with the Alexandrian Society the eDoctor is, well, pissed off. First they try to steal the 
artefacts he was trying to steal, then they tried to kill him, and finally they attempt to hijack his TARDIS, 
using an infatuated eGrace as their tool. He's annoyed and plans vengeance, once he's figured out where 

they're based. 
 He's also annoyed with eGrace who discovers that forced narcotic detoxification is not, after all, the 

worse pain possible. 
 
Meanwhile there's the question of the source of that Osiran equipment. They visited Earth in it's distant 

past, and interacted with ancient Egypt, but even the Time Lords don't know much about those events 
due to their unwillingness to challenge the psionically powerful Osirans and risk loss of their own secrets. 

 The Osirans were a late TL9 civilisation in DWAITAS terms, but didn't employ time-craft as such, 
preferring to generate corridors through space and or time using sophisticated mobile devices. 

 
So the eDoctor decides to study the artefacts at a safe distance, by infiltrating one of the most famous 
archaeological expeditions, Howard Carter's opening of the tomb of Tutankhamen in 1920. Travelling to 
London, they befriend Carter's patron Lord Carnarvon and the eDoctor assists in funding the project. When 
Carter telegraphs Carnarvon to join him in the opening of the tomb the eDoctor, eSam and eGrace join the 

party, leaving the TARDIS in London. 
 
While the tomb of Tutankhamen contains little in the way of useful Osiran material, though an encounter 
with a still operational Servicer robot enlivens proceedings... Talking with Carter and his crew, the 

travellers learn of a planned expedition to Amarna, the site of the capital city Akhetaten founded by 
Tutankhamen’s father the mysterious pharaoh Akhenaten. This expedition is led by two Germans, Wilhelm 
Spiegelberg and Hermann Junker, is backed by the German government and is well funded by some 
mysterious backers who are accompanying the party. 

 "Rather like you Doctor Smith, eh?" 



 
Intrigued the eDoctor convinces Carter and Carnarvon to launch a rival expedition, while Carter is more 
interested in the tomb of Tutankhamen he agrees to assist, while remaining in the Valley of the Kings 
himself. The eDoctor provides funds and a team is created to beat the Germans, while Carnarvon uses his 

influence with the Egyptian authorities to obstruct the German expedition and recruit staff. 
 
 
20.     The Riddle of the Sands 
Arriving in Amarna the eDoctor and minions deploy a number of passive sensors, in anticipation of 

possible Alexandrian Society involvement with the German expedition, carry out a survey of the city using 
advanced sensors and then conceal their own high-tech equipment. 
When the German group arrives they are surprised and annoyed by the British expedition being in situ 
before them and sharp words are exchanged until Leonard Woolley (whom Carnarvon recruited to lead 

the expedition) and the German leaders, Spiegelberg and Junker, agree to cooperate while backer's 
representatives (Duncan Walsen and Erich Llecker) 

 The German plans are based on the work of the pre-war Deutsche Orientgesellschaft expedition, 
including several matters kept secret... 

Meanwhile the eDoctor's sensor net picks up signs of advanced technology, power sources, gravitic ripples 
that might be advanced communicators and active ground penetrating sensors in use. If not the 
Alexandrian Society then someone not native to the period is working with the German team. 
 
While the native labourers dig, including at several sites suggested by him, the eDoctor carries out his own 
explorations while eSam pretends to be a lady and spies on the Germans. 
 
When the Alexandrian Society agents finally discover a major cache of Osiran artefacts a fighting erupts, 
with Servicer robots, time travellers and locals of several factions struggling for control of the site. Llecker 
releases nerve gas that kills many of the British party's labourers, and the Egyptian police, and a running 

battle ensues. The eDoctor is able to figure out the control system for the Servicers and unleashes them, 
while using the remote control to summon his TARDIS. Walsen attacks eGrace and is stunner by her. 
Alas, the tachyon and chronon release of it's arrival triggers some of the Osiran sarcophagi, which 
generate portals in space-time, to activate. These suck in several of the people around them, including 
eSam and Walsen, but also the TARDIS... 
 
The eDoctor and eGrace are stranded in Egypt in 1920, with no TARDIS, a quantity of barely controlled 
Osiran technology, a large number of corpses to explain and the possibility of the imminent arrival of 
Alexandrian Society reinforcements.... 

 
 
21.     The Festival 
Barely a hundred seconds after the loss of the TARDIS, salvation of a sort arrives in the form of an old 

"friend". eAdam's TimeCube materialises and he steps out with two other humanoids, all wearing 
advanced body armour and heavily armed, accompanied by about a dozen robots, several of them also 
armed. 
He looks at the eDoctor and says that he agrees to the proposed terms, handing him a letter bearing the 
crest of the Savoy hotel in London. The eDoctor reads the letter he's sent himself and also agrees. 

 
One of eAdam's companions has been monitoring a portable sensor pack and she now informs him she's 
detecting a tachyon signature about 300m away, probably the arrival of a time craft. eAdam dispatches 
his other companion (eSynthia) and four of the armed robots to "deal with it". As the eDoctor deactivates 

the sarcophagi and other Osiran equipment, the other robots begin loading it all into the TimeCube, while 
eAdam and the eDoctor stare at each other. 

 "I assume you know the terms that you proposed, the limitations of my assistance?". "I do and I 
assume that I believed them sufficient". "Good". Outside there is the noise of heavy energy 
weapons in use and several explosions. 

Seeing eGrace looking bemused eAdam explains; "The Doctor will have sent a letter to me asking me to 
come here to help him. One of the tricks of time travel. By the way I'm Adam". 
When the loading is completed, eSynthia and her 'bots returned, and the still unconscious Walsen also 
carried into the TimeCube, explosives are emplaced to destroy the cavern after they depart. 

 Walsen is awakened in the TimeCube's medical/interrogation suite. It doesn't take long to extract 
everything he knows about the Alexandrian Society; origins, membership, bases, resources and 
objectives. After this there's not a lot of his brain left functioning. 

 
The TimeCube materialises in a luxury suite in the Savoy hotel in London in 2015, booked in the name of 

Doctors John Smith and Grave Holloway. eAdam tells them that the equipment the eDoctor requested is 



there and gives him a signalling device. 
eAdam and his companions then depart. 
 
Amongst the material is money, weapons, identity papers, and tickets and details for the Festival of 

London. Including invitations to the opening of the new Egyptian exhibition at the British Museum, 
featuring recently recovered artefacts looted by the Republic... 
 
Two days later the eDoctor and eGrace attend the opening party and are the only people present to be 
unsurprised when one of the sarcophagi begins to glow and then erupts into a rainbow pattern. As figures 

emerge from the portal the travellers take cover and watch as the party-goers are rounded up by troops 
in RSF uniform armed with a mix of obsolete small arms and energy weapons. Anyone who resists is 
summarily killed, the rest are forced through the portal, while other soldiers collect some of the artefacts 
under the direction of a civilian. 

 
Reasoning that the SSD must have acquired an Osiran sarcophagus at some time and founded a colony 
on some accessible planet, the eDoctor decides that this is where his TARDIS was dragged to by the 
tunnel in Egypt and impulsively decides to pass through. Dragging eGrace with him he sneaks up to the 
sarcophagus and they pass through while the SSD troops are distracted. On the other side they're added 
to the other captured party-goers by the troops and locked up. 
Of course keeping the eDoctor locked up isn't easy, especially when he's better prepared than the SSD is 
expecting and he soon escapes. However there's nowhere to escape to and he's soon recaptured and 
brought before the leader of the colony of New Britain. Even he is surprised when he sees the woman 
sitting at the desk, a women he saw shot decades or centuries previously, depending on point of view. A 
woman who was executed in 1976. 
 
Elizabeth Shaw. 
 

 
22.     The Colony in Space 
Dragged before Group Leader Shaw the eDoctor is more than a little worried. And even more so when she 
greets him cordially and asks if he's the same "Doctor" who worked with the SSD during the 1970s. 
Reasoning that the SSD have the details of Gallifreyan physiology so there's no point in lying he tells her 
he is, wondering if she'll opt for immediate execution or something more prolonged.... 
 
Instead she's almost glad to see him and explains the origins of New Britain,. After the Special Services 
Directorate was founded to deal with "alien matters" it examined various archaeological records and odd 

devices they'd uncovered and found records of the Amarna expedition and the strange events. So in the 
late 1950s a covert expedition was launched too loot the site of anything interesting. A cache of advanced 
devices were recovered and added to those "acquired" by other means (taken from museums and private 
collections, thefts and purchases). The SSD then began a programme to exploit the devices and managed 

to activate one of the sarcophagi which open a space-tunnel to a distant planet. Unfortunately the planet 
was desolate, with only primitive vegetation remaining.  

 One of the casualties of the Osirans' Final War. 
 
Over the years the SSD discovered that some of the sarcophagi had different functions, including one that 

could grow duplicates of humans. Group Leader Shaw is copy of the original Elizabeth Shaw, created 
before she met the eDoctor. 
The planet of New Britain was one of the few planets accessible via the sarcophagi that could support 
human life and was colonised as an emergency retreat for the Republic in the event of war. More than six 

thousand people were sent through before the link to Earth was lost when the research centre was 
destroyed during the Revolution of 1975. 
But now they've managed to re-establish a link to one of the other sarcophagi on Earth and plan to 
return. Clandestinely at first, but eventually to take over.  
 

The eDoctor really doesn't care about the Republic or it's descendants plans to return, he's interested in 
finding his TARDIS and leaving. Oh and finding eSam would be nice, she'd been coming along nicely as a 
Minion. He asks eShaw2 about then, but unfortunately they're not here. Wherever the malfunctioning 
sarcophagus deposited them it wasn't here and now. But, in exchange for his help, eShaw2 will provide a 

base of operations and assist him in finding them. 
He agrees and sets to work on the Osiran portals, having eGrace assigned to help, while the other 
prisoners are interrogated for information about post-Revolution Britain. 
 
Amongst the items provided by eAdam was a sensor scan of the energy signature of the portal that 

swallowed the TARDIS (and eSam) so he tries to duplicate this. Eventually he realises that controlled 



activation won't work; if he wants to find his TARDIS he'll have to trigger a malfunction in the portal and 
take his chances. 
 
Persuading eShaw2 to loan him some expendable troops for an experiment he activates his deliberately 

malfunctioning portal and they're sucked through. 
         
 
23.    Back from the Future 
One of the things about uncontrolled time travel is you never know when or where you'll end up. And the 

Osirans left a lot of junk scattered around the galaxies, especially given the abrupt end to their species, 
much of which has intrigued less sophisticated species for centuries. Why is this important? Well the 
eDoctor and his party emerge more than a thousand years in the future, in a former Earth Empire base 
now nominally controlled by the Galactic Federation, where experiments in exploiting Osiran technology 

had been carried out. 
Unfortunately the transition in government isn't universally accepted; in fact there's a low level 
insurrection ongoing, which the Federation is attempting to control. 

 This replaces the previous insurrection against the Imperial occupation of the planet, which was 
handled far less gently. 

 
Even more unfortunate is that the party arrives are a group of Imperial Loyalists are raiding the facility, 
and they're embroiled in a small battle. 
Evading both sets of combatants the eDoctor examines the Imperial records and finds that, yes, eSam did 
arrive here, three years previously. But of his beloved TARDIS there is no record. eSam was interrogated 
and eventually escaped to join the anti-Imperial rebels and is now part of the pro-Federation security 
forces. 
 
Which is unfortunate, as the Federation forces in the research site have been wiped out, leaving the 
eDoctor, eGrace and a couple of surviving SSD troops  in the hand of the pro-Imperial forces. Ooops. 
Taking the "run for your life" option the eDoctor escapes with eGrace and tries to contact eSam. The latter 
is somewhat glad to see him she's bored and would like to leave but the Federation isn't yet willing to let 
a living anachronism loose. She helps him return to the research centre and the eDoctor again activates 
the portal. 
 
But in his haste to find his TARDIS he makes a slight mistake in linking to the portal on New Britain. 
Instead he connects to the original sarcophagus on Earth, as used by the SSD to get to New Britain in the 
first place. 

So the eDoctor, eSam and eGrace emerge from the portal in Republican Britain in 1972, in the middle of a 
highly secret and secure research base. 
 
    

24.    Noontime. 
Remembering the note he'd sent to himself the eDoctor uses the momentary confusion created by his 
arrival to activate the signalling device eAdam had given him and then greets the SSD staff "In the name 
of the New British Empire" and demands to see the base's commanding officer. Using the recognition 
codes he remembers from earlier in his life he manages to bluff his way to the base commander, who's 

rather less resistant to hypnosis than he should be... 
 
Shortly afterwards a phone message is received, the base commander is to release the new arrivals to a 
senior officer of the SSD who'll arrive soon. And eAdam, in the uniform of an RSF Brigade Under-Leader, 

collects the eDoctor and his minions and instructs the base commander that no record of the incident be 
retained. 
 
A few kilometres miles from the base eAdam has stashed his TimeCube and, subjectively at least, 2015 is 
mere minutes away.  

Working with the data from the portals the eDoctor now knows the signature of the portal that swallowed 
his TARDIS and can follow it. Unfortunately he can't translate this into coordinates for the TimeCube, he'll 
have to use another Osiran portal. And the only one they know of in their current era is now under LoNIG 
study. 

"Third trip Doctor. Darmstadt here we come". 
Breaking into a highly secure base is easier if you can simply appear inside it, so that's eAdam's plan. Gas 
grenades eliminate the opposition and the sarcophagus is soon under their control. As the eDoctor 
prepares eAdam and his minions trigger an evacuation alarm to ensure he's not disturbed (other than by 
the klaxons). It is the work of a few minutes to activate the portal and the three travellers pass through. 

Into utter darkness. 



 
Darkness that ends abruptly as the trio are caught in intense light and a vaguely familiar voice welcomes 
them. Out of the gloom walks Erich Llecker, if that is his real name, now visibly bearing cybernetic 
implants. "I've been expecting you. For many years. Doctor". Nearby the eDoctor's TARDIS is visible. 

 
Llecker and the TARDIS exited the Osiran portal in one of their old bases, constructed on a tidally locked 
planet that he calls 'Noontime' as the sun never sets. Also present was a crashed Cybership which he was 
forced to raid to survive, partially Cyber-converting himself. He was unable to re-activate the portal, and 
wasn't able to signal for help due to the still operational Osiran equipment's jamming effect. But now the 

eDoctor has arrived and will help him escape, one way or another. 
 
In his madness, a bad case of cyber-psychosis, Llecker has underestimated the eDoctor and his minions, 
especially their ruthlessness. Equipped from eAdam's armoury they start firing, and Llecker and his small 

number of hybrid Cybermen are overcome, giving the travellers time to escape to the TARDIS and depart. 
 
25.    The Taint 
Once before the eDoctor encountered vampires on Earth, in San Francisco in 2012. There, for his own 
reasons, he helped negotiate an agreement between them and humanity for mutual coexistence and 
tolerance. So what are they doing in Berlin in 2016? 
 
When the TARDIS lands in Berlin, the capital of Germany and unofficial capital of the European 
Federation, the eDoctor insists on dragging his somewhat unwilling minions around the sights of the city. 
The even meet the Kaiser, Georg Friedrich.       

 Germany is still technically and Empire but the rise of constitutionalism and parliamentary 
democracy has eroded role to a purely ceremonial Head of State. 

 
While his minions are less interested in sightseeing, and more expecting of unpleasant encounters with 

aliens, the police, LoNIG agents or things from other dimensions, they actually find themselves enjoying 
doing the tourist thing.  
In fact they decide to head out clubbing that night, to see the sights of the famed Schöneberg district, 
while the eDoctor walks the city streets alone. 
 
eGrace has such a good time that she brings man she's enamoured with back to her suite in the 
Brandenburger Hof... The next morning he's gone, and she's rather light headed and irritable, even more 
so when the police arrive during breakfast. They're making enquiries about a woman whose mutilated 
corpse was found stuffed into a storage closet on their floor. All three travellers (truthfully) deny knowing 

anything about it. eSam and eGrace wonder if the eDoctor provided documentation will stand up to police 
scrutiny, and this further worsens eGrace's mood. In fact she snaps at eSam and storms out... 
 
Leaving together the eDoctor and eSam so some further sightseeing and message eGrace to meet for 

lunch. eSam decides to get some flowers for eGrace, too see if these will soothe her mood, and finds a 
small florists run by the son of a British refugee from the Republic, "Call me Fitz", who's decidedly chatty. 
Exchanging phone numbers they plan to meet that night. 
 
Meanwhile eGrace is feeling better, and a bit ashamed, and meets them for lunch. That evening the 

women decline the eDoctor's invitation to the opening of a museum opening (eGrace remembers the last 
one) and they head out to meet Fitz. At the museum the eDoctor is intrigued by a couple of the pieces, 
from recent digs in Mesopotamia, now open again to archaeologist as the League mandated peace has 
taken hold. Also present is an Indian, Anji, who is a representative of one of the financial services 

companies sponsoring the dig. Their chatting is interrupted however, when a small group smash several 
of the display cases and grab certain artefacts before fleeing, pursued by security guards. The police soon 
arrive and begin asking questions and studying video footage of the theft.  

 "So herr Doktor Smith, we meet twice in one day. Trouble seems to be following you". 
 

Realising that the thieves displayed superhuman strength, speed and toughness the eDoctor summons his 
minions to help him investigate. Reluctantly ditching the rather charming Fitz, they obey. But someone is 
nearby, listening to the eDoctor's call.  
At the hotel he examines some blood traces left by the thieves and tells his minions that they contain 

traces of the alien virus that causes vampirism, though a different strain to the one in San Francisco. As 
part of the test he scans both his minions, to use as baselines, and discovers that eGrace has been 
infected by the virus, though it seems to be being controlled by her body's natural defenses. 
Meanwhile outside the Brandenburger Hof three people are lurking, waiting for the travellers... 
 

Telling the eDoctor about the encounter she had with Kurt helps calm eGrace's nerves, but will she turn 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/8qns1ucrak27ub4/Kaiser%20Georg%20Friedrich%20of%20Germany.jpg?dl=0


into a vampire? The eDoctor reassures her "probably not". The party decide to try and find Kurt, and head 
to the club. 
Unfortunately they find no sign of Kurt there, but the eDoctor's combination of intimidation and hypnosis 
reveal some facts; Kurt has several followers, who stick together when they're not hitting on visitors; 

several women who've made the acquaintance of Kurt or his friends seem to have changed personality, 
and others have disappeared; and a few of the club staff appear to have been already hypnotised. 
Monitoring one of them, eSam obtains the phone number she calls to report the enquiries and reports to 
the eDoctor, who cracks the local cellular phone network to trace the calls destination. 
 

Meanwhile at a pavement café overlooking the club Fitz and Anji have both followed the time travellers 
and are waiting for them to emerge. When they do both follow them, joined, though they're unaware of it, 
by Kurt and one of the other club patrons, Janelle. 
 

The eDoctor's scanner tracks the cellphone to a small estate outside Berlin. By this time Anji has been 
noticed by Kurt, Janelle and the eDoctor, Fitz by the eDoctor and Janelle, and Janelle (who displays 
surprising professionalism in tailing) only by the eDoctor. 
 
When they arrive, and send the hypnotised taxi driver to wait for them, the travellers discuss how to 
approach the house. Anji's driver isn't willing to wait, so she dismisses him. She's getting worried, this 
seemed like and adventure when she decided to follow the mysterious "Doctor" earlier that evening. 
Meanwhile Fitz is wondering what the hell he's doing there, but eSam was just his time, and he stashes 
his motorbike. Janellle rather skillfully hides her bike, and makes a couple of phone calls. Kurt and his 
driver enter a side street, park, and wait. 
 
Finally the eDoctor decides on a frontal approach, he knocks on the front door and when there's no answer 
opens it with his Technix. Despite being armed, eSam and eGrace are unhappy at the whole business and 
they're right. Once inside the party is surrounded by vampires and their minions and Kurt himsel f makes 

an appearance (having entered via a tunnel from a nearby garden). Kurt gloats but the eDoctor merely 
laughs and triggers a couple of photon flares, blinded and in pain from the UV pulses the vampires are 
incapacitated long enough for the time travellers to leave, with the eDoctor scattering a few plasma 
grenades behind. In the distance can be heard the noise of several approaching vertis. 

 Non helicopter vertical take-off/landing transports, faster than conventional rotorcraft. Useful for a 
quick response force. 

 
Outside he greets Janelle and tells her the vampires won't be leaving soon, and the matter will be over 
before LoNIG arrive. He wishes he a good night before walking off, leaving her nonplussed. 

 
He gathers Fitz and Anji and asks them if they want to get involved in an official investigation? Neither is 
eager so the take up his offer of a quick departure. Thus the eDoctor acquires two new minions; Fitz 
Kreiner a seemingly mild mannered university dropout and florist, and Anji Kapoor a ruthless Indian 

financial consultant.  
In fact both have secrets to hide; a forensic examination of the soil of Fitz's garden and glasshouses 
would interest (and possibly nauseate) the Berlin Homicide Unit, while Europol's Financial Crimes Unit 
would dearly like to peruse Anji's computers. 
 

 
26.     Conjunction 
Mithril is a distant human settlement in the Stranak system; created centuries ago by moving six 
asteroids, hollowing their interiors, installing artificial gravity and life support and constructing human 

friendly living spaces in the interior caverns. Connected by a mesh of nano-engineered cables, carrying 
heat, power and data between them, they spin constantly in space, with more than a hundred and forty 
million people, human, alien and AI, living inside or in domes on the surface. 
Originally built to simplify settlement in a system that lacked true planets, but did have four wormhole 
junctions connecting twenty points across the Milky Way galaxy and beyond and allowing instantaneous 

travel. Mithril is a wealthy society, with advanced manufacturing, mineral extracting from the rich belts of 
asteroids and of course shipping. 
 
But recently the wormhole network has been, well, problematic. Ships have experiences unusual stresses 

when entering or leaving, in a few cases being torn apart, or have entered the wormhole on the proper 
course but ended up in a different destination system. Something is wrong, and it may be related to the 
rare conjunction of the wormhole junctions, the first one in human experience. 
 
The eDoctor's arrival, planned to show his new minions some of the sights of the universe, is rather 

bumpy; the effects of the turbulence in hyperspace is causing ripples in the Vortex. Curious he drags his 



group of minions with him. 
eFitz especially suffers badly from culture shock, especially nearly being arrested for attempting to light a 
cigarette. Though eAnji fares little better, almost vomiting when told what the Terran Veal she was eating 
actually was, and having trouble coping with the sensation of being inside an asteroid. eSam and eGrace 

are a little more blasé 
 
After creating a cover identity for himself, and his minions, the eDoctor ingratiates himself into the team 
studying the wormhole changes. He soon discovers that, as the Astronometric Survey had long suspected, 
the wormholes are artificial, the product of an advanced Precursor civilisation. But he still cannot explain 

just what's happening, or why. 
 
Joining a survey crew the party are taken into the maelstrom of gravitational energy that is the actual 
opening of the wormhole. There, with his advanced sensors, the eDoctor realises what is happening; 

whomever created the wormholes never finished the project, it was intended to create a stable portal into 
the Vortex, a giant corridor though time and space. Who started to construct it and why are unknown, but 
he can stabilise the effects. For a price. 
A mere 10% of all revenues passing though the wormholes, in perpetuity. If the government doesn't want 
to pay they can wait a few months until the entire star system is destroyed. 
 
They agree. While his minions go on a shopping spree the eDoctor makes some arrangements... 
 
 
27.     Return to Iceworld 

 The eDoctor receives a message from an old 
minion, ePeri, now the Mistress of Iceworld and controller of most of the illicit activity in the area around 
the Disputed Zone. She says that she's got an opportunity that might interest him... 

 
Arriving at Iceworld they're wined and dined and ePeri outlines her plan. Millions of years previously two 
of the Precursor races, the Valleyn and the Snor''kl, had vied for supremacy across the Milky Way galaxy, 
until their doomsday weapons had managed to eliminate each other and create the region known as the 

Blight in the south eastern spiral arm. ePeri has learned that before they were eliminated the Valleyn had 
constructed a device capable of opening stable portals into other parts of the universe, called the Tlop. 
ePeri has discovered a log from an independent survey ship who found it centuries before, before 
encountering a Draconian frigate and being destroyed. Only a couple of escape pods survived, one of 
which she "acquired" in part payment for a debt. 

 
Of course it's not that simple; the scavenger who found the pod actually found two such pods, one of 
which had to still surviving humans in it (Imperial tech was built to last, and regenerative preservation gel 
can keep someone alive for a long time). The Imperials were revived by a backstreet doc the scavenger 

hired, but before he could question them ePeri's goons staff visited him and there was an unfortunately 
fatal disagreement over interest rates and payment terms. The two Imperials weren't found and are now 



hiding out, learning about the world they've woken up in and scheming to get back to the prize they found 
650 years earlier. 
 
However ePeri has discovered a number of problems with her idea, hence her calling on the eDoctor. The 

Disputed Zone is heavily monitored, even more so since the Thalek Civil War started, and she needs his 
assistance is fitting an advanced stealth device (a Sensor Cape) to her ship. She doesn't trust the local 
technicians. 
Secondly she'll need help in activating the Tlop, if indeed it's still functional, from someone experienced 
with advanced technology. Finally she needs to leave some of her minions behind, just in case of a coup 

attempt when she's away, and she's reasonable sure she can trust the eDoctor. 
 
The eDoctor is intrigued; after his recent experiences at Mithril he wonders if the Tlop was related to the 
wormhole network there. And anyway the idea sounds like fun. The discussion is interrupted when ePeri is 

told of an attempt to break into the scavenger's dome, one of her guards was killed and some material 
stolen. She's concerned, does someone else know of the Tlop? And how did they find out? She sends a 
trusted minion, Glaad to investigate and asks the eDoctor to visit the dome in the morning. He agrees and 
the time travellers retire to their assigned accommodation to discuss the plan. 
 
The following day eGrace accompanies the eDoctor to the small surface dome, while eSam and the others 
wander the tunnels of Iceworld. In the dome it's clear that whoever broke in did so carefully, only the 
presence of the guard interrupted their plan, and knew the layout of the dome well. The eDoctor also finds 
the remains of the second pod, and tells ePeri. She alerts her staff to try and locate the strangers, but in 
the maze that is Iceworld, and with a substantial criminal element, it'll be difficult to find them quickly. 
While ePeri worries about who they may sell the data to, which of her rivals, the eDoctor is more curious 
about how they survived that long; which Imperial equipment was good it wasn't likely to be fitted to a 
civilian survey ship. 
 

Elsewhere the Imperials have communicated with elements of the underworld not beholden to ePeri and 
made a deal; pretending to be historians hired by her, they convince an agent of one of her rivals, a Trau 
Klenner (known to many as "The Clamp") that it's worth aiding their escape. Klenner himself is intrigued 
and pays a quiet visit to Iceworld to collect them in person. When Doonar, his agent, reports that ePeri 
has recently had a number of VIP visitors, Klenner orders one of them be kidnapped and interrogated, 
despite the risk of retaliation from ePeri. 
 
Unfortunately for Doonar the attempt to grab eSam fails; while seemingly young and vulnerable one of her 
alternate personalities, a holdover from exposure to the time warp in San Francisco, takes control and his 

goons are slaughtered. However this was just a cover for Klenner's real plan, he has some knowledge of 
the eDoctor and steals his TARDIS. 
Furious the eDoctor tracks down Doonar, just in time to save him from death at the hands of one of 
Klenner's assassins and brutally interrogates the man, learning much of Klenner's operation and some of 

his current plan. 
 
 
28.    The Disputed Zone 
After gathering and integrating all the data, equipping the scout ship Nostromo VI, and pausing to watch 

the eDoctor swear vengeance on whomever stole his TARDIS, ePeri and the party head off into contested 
space. With the Thalek Civil War still in progress, albeit currently at a low level, and several races 
monitoring the area the proceed cautiously to avoid attention. Near the neutron star FGC-N561 they 
activate the sensor cloak and, hopefully, disappear from the tracking capability of anyone who may be 

watching before heading to find the Tlop. 
 
Of course it's not that easy, an encounter with a Thalek frigate nearly kills them and several times they 
have to change course to avoid skirmishes between Thalek factions. Klenner has alerted a number of 
groups to the potential intrusion, but hadn't known of the sensor cape so while their progress is slower 

than desirable it's reasonably unhampered. 
Eventually they arrive at the unnamed planet in the system FGC-G67302 that holds the Tlop. Orbiting a 
dim white dwarf it has neither atmosphere nor magnetic field and is nearly a cold as deep space, not to 
mention being buffeted by x-ray bursts from the star interacting with its dust cloud.  

The only significant feature is an octagonal pyramidal structure, almost three kilometres across, 
surrounded by a network of octagonal beams stretching kilometres into the sky. 
 
Landing the Nostromo near the pyramid ePeri warns the ship’s crew to remain alert, and monitor the 
satellite net they deployed, while she, Glitz, various of her minions and the eDoctor's party travel to the 

pyramid in tracked crawlers and set up a camp there. 



 
Eventually they arrive at the unnamed planet in the system FGC-G67302 that holds the Tlop. Orbiting a 
dim white dwarf it has neither atmosphere nor magnetic field and is nearly a cold as deep space, not to 
mention being buffeted by x-ray bursts from the star interacting with its dust cloud.  

The only significant feature is an octagonal pyramidal structure, almost three kilometres across, 
surrounded by a network of octagonal beams stretching kilometres into the sky. 
 
Landing the Nostromo near the pyramid (transmats are problematic given the conditions) ePeri warns the 
ship’s crew to remain alert, and monitor the satellite net they deployed, while she, Glitz, various of her 

minions and the eDoctor's party travel to the pyramid in tracked crawlers and set up a camp there. 
 
Entering the pyramid is surprisingly easy; despite being abandoned for what the eDoctor estimates is over 
two million years, the airlocks still operate, though requiring considerable effort until motors are rigged 

up. Inside is what eSam immediately thought of as a cathedral; a huge open space, with heavily 
decorated pillars and various rooms set around the edges, all focussed on a huge icosahedrons floating in 
the centre. 
 
The first priority of the explorers is to set up a pressurised work area (they can't fill the whole structure 
with breathable air, that'd need ten million tonnes) and then to explore. 
Every surface seems to have been carved or embossed with bas reliefs, depicting scenes from the history 
of the Valleyn, mostly involving great slaughter. The whole impression is, well alien, and rather 
disconcerting. 
After five days of examination even the eDoctor is no nearer solving the mystery of how the Tlop operates, 
and how it can be operated. eAnji notices that the "icosahedron" actually has twenty one faces, all of 
equal size, something that is utterly impossible and the eDoctor realises that the object is a bubble of 
multi-dimensional space somehow preserved in our universe.  
His excitement is interrupted by the detecting of incoming ships. Company has arrived. 

 
Three ships have been detected, two are Thalek corvettes and one is of human design, presumably 
Klenner's vessel; while the Nostromo is outnumbered it may have sufficient armament to fight them off, 
depending on the capacity of Klenner's ship. The eDoctor proposes a deal, let Klenner land but threaten to 
destroy the pyramid if he attacks. And demand his TARDIS be returned as a condition. ePeri is less 
enthusiastic, realising the eDoctor cares more about his TARDIS than anything else, but agrees. 
 
Klenner accepts the deal and his ship lands on the opposite side of the pyramid from the Nostomo; the 
corvettes remain in orbit. 

The next week is a mix of hostility, threats, a few minor fights and some actual cooperation. The 
Imperials realise that they're now surplus to Klenner's requirements sound out ePeri as a patron. She's 
cautious. Meanwhile the eDoctor makes some progress, activating the interior lights, and bringing the 
Tlop' power source online. 

However on the thirteenth day after they first landed a new threat is discovered; a force of Dal ships are 
approaching fast. Who, if anyone, tipped them off is unknown but the energy signature of the Tlop will 
attract their attention. 
 
Klenner makes his move, a series of betrayals and counter-betrayals happen, and the pyramid erupts into 

gunfire and violence as the 
eDoctor brings the Tlop online, interfacing his brain to its controls. As the Dal 

force enters weapons range and obliterate the Thalek corvettes, he reaches out and squeezes. The ships 
are crushed. 
But the controls were designed 

 
 
29.    The Last Resort 
Who builds a hotel inside a rock orbiting a black hole? The eDoctor is intrigued and suspicious. Is it some 
attempt to generate a wormhole? Or create a time machine? Or something more sinister... 

 
Arriving at the transit point in the inner system the eDoctor, his minions and TARDIS, and their luggage 
are transferred to a specially modified shuttle for the trip; the gravitational eddies, plasma bursts and 
ionising radiation make the trip hazardous, But that's part of the attraction after all. 

 
Arriving at the Vilt, they're impressed. The asteroid itself is solid metal, the core remnant of some planet 
that was mostly consumed by its companion many millennia before; a sphere polished nearly mirror 
smooth by the action of the centimetric black hole in elliptical orbit. A few centuries earlier something 
ploughed into Vilt and deflected its orbit sufficiently to cause the black hole to penetrate inside it, and 

remain for a few days. The complex orbital mechanics, and random deviations in the rotation of Vilt, 



produced a network of mirror smooth tunnels and caverns, decorated with a variety of spirals, towers and 
crevasses. A truly spectacular sight. 
 
The eDoctor's party aren't the only guests, Vilt is becoming a major tourist destination and has extensive 

communications facilities, using the gravity of the black hole to assist in tachyonic transmissions. 
Dispatching his minions to strike acquaintances with the other visitors the eDoctor begins to explore. 
 
And he finds...Nothing. No signs of anything sinister being planned or carried out. No huge gravity 
generators, no chronon emissions, no fluctuations in space-time (other than those you'd expect from 

having a Terran mass singularity a few kilometres away). 
 
Meanwhile his minions have found a rather odd group of visitors; from astrophysicists to artists, 
mathematicians to miners. All seemingly attracted by the mix of danger, the strange conditions, and the 

eerie beauty of the resort. 
Suddenly the peace of the resort is shattered by a murder, but just who is the deceased? With the shuttle 
sabotaged and no assistance possible for several days due to the close approach of the black hole the 
tourists and staff are on their own. Meanwhile the eDoctor recognises two of his fellow guests, what are 
the confidence tricksters Unstoffe and Garron doing there? Who murdered the distinguished 
mathematician and artist Leno Devoy? Why? Are the followers of a mathematical religion she 
contemptuously dismissed as nonsense behind it? 
 
 
30.    The Hole. 
In 1963 scientists from the European Science Federation began one of the most ambitious drilling 
operations in history: an attempt to reach the Mohorovičić discontinuity, the boundary between the crust 
and mantle of the planet Earth, located about 35km below the surface. A site in northern Bavaria, 
near Windischeschenbach, was selected and for more than sixteen years drilling continued, eventually 

reaching 30km depth in 1970. Then, suddenly, the project was abandoned. Officially it was due to 
problems with operating at such depths, in sustained temperatures of 400°C. Operations were suspended 
and the site sealed off, amidst wild rumours. When the world failed to end most people forgot about the 
project. 
 
Then, in 1972, the project was transferred to the newly formed League of Nations Investigatory Group 
and operations restarted. 
Just what is going on in Bavaria? Is it related to rumours of a disaster at a similar deep bore in Britain? 
Who's the mysterious stranger LoNIG have advising them? Is there any truth of an alien spaceship being 

found? 
 
 
31.    Feather Fall. 

After an extremely turbulent passage through the Vortex the eDoctor's TARDIS finally materialises. It's 
navigational systems indicate that they've exited their own universe and are now somewhere else. But 
where? Until they have some idea of their starting point. And soon the TARDIS's power systems will start 
failing. 
The exterior scanner shows only a dull greyish wall so, after a quick rock-paper-scissors contest to select 

the 'lucky' minion, eFitz is dispatched out to examine their surroundings. They're in a storeroom, with little 
free space, full of boxes and crates stowed to prevent movement. After he reports back, and the eDoctor 
confirms the environment is safe, the party exit and cautiously explore. 
 

It soon becomes apparent that they're in a spacecraft of some sort, quite a small one, with decks about 
15m across and circular in profile. But it's movement is smooth and it seems to possess anti- gravity, odd 
technology for a seemingly primitive craft. Further examination shows that the ship's hull is fitted with 
heavy duty cooling technology, unusual for a craft intended to operate in vacuum. 
 

The inevitable happens, they encounter a crew member. Unfortunately eAnji is rather jumpy and takes a 
shot at her, missing, and she flees. Soon the ship is on alert, klaxons are wailing and doors are locked... 
It doesn't take the vessel's crew long to locate the time travellers, the ship isn't that big. Surrounded, 
forced into a storeroom away from the TARDIS, and threatened with the evacuation of the air, the eDoctor 

arranges a truce and they talk with their captors. Who are surprisingly receptive to the idea of a craft 
materialising inside their own; "It happens all the time here. Ships get pulled from the other universe into 
this one". The crew explain the basics of the pocket universe, which they call Otherspace, to the startled 
travellers. The eDoctor pretends the TARDIS is just an escape pod. 
 

Soon the eDoctor realises that unless they discover much more about Otherspace they'll be trapped there, 



just like the others. He offers his services to Captain Rakal Winsly and, after some negotiation, she 
accepts. 
"OK, we've got some spare cabins" Glances are exchanged between some of the crew. "Welcome aboard 
the Feather Fall". 

After getting acclimatised to their quarters, and moving some gear from the TARDIS, the party start 
talking with the crew and examining the new, if hopefully temporary, home. 
 
Suddenly the ship is buffeted by turbulence and the ship's gravity lurches momentarily. Rushing to the 
observation deck (bottom) both crew and travellers see that the Feather Fall has come to a halt in a wide 

section of the shaft through which they were falling, there's perhaps 50m between the hull and the rock. 
Using searchlights they can see that the walls are now polished smooth, unlike the irregularities in the 
upper portion. They can also make out protrusions, several metres long, extending from parts of the wall, 
surrounded by a bluish glow. Soon Captain Winsly joins then, accompanies by several officers. Something 

has brought the ship to a halt, negating the gravitational pull that was taking them to the bottom of the 
shaft. The eDoctor suggest the effect has to do with the glowing protrusions and suggests investigating. 
The Captain accepts his offer and not long afterwards he and his minions are donning pressure suits (from 
the TARDIS) and preparing to use the ship's landing legs to get close to the walls. 
 
Spotting a ledge they decide to use this as a starting point and make their way over via ropes attached to 
the wall by adhesive pitons. Exploring the area the find a deep section cut from the rock above the ledge, 
about 1.2m high but hundreds, if not thousands, of metres deep. Deciding not to explore it the travellers 
concentrate on the glowing protrusions, and their effects on the ship. 
Each rod is about 2.2m long an tapers conically from 45cm in diameter at the base to an infinitesimal 
point. The glow is in fact a series of rapid flickers, which the eDoctor identifies as Cherenkov radiation. He 
is unable to explain the effect, suggesting it's very advanced technology, but develops a method to alter 
the ship's gravity field to allow them to pass through the barrier. 
As for the barrier he conjectures that it's part of the atmosphere maintenance system for the pocket 

universe. He lectures his minions at length on this as they return to the Feather Fall and the journey 
continues. 
 
 
32.     The Deeps 
The descent of the Feather Fall continues, interrupted only by further gravitational barriers. As the days 
pass the eDoctor studies the unusual environment, while his minions become rather bored. 

  eFitz has be reminded not to pursue his hobby aboard the small vessel. His sulks are not improved 
by running out of cigarettes and the eDoctor refusing to unlock the TARDIS for him to get more. 

 
The minions learn more about the world they chanced into. 

 Otherspace is a compact, self contained, pocket universe. Perhaps created by one of the Elder 
Races, it's reminiscent of the "hollow Earth" trope from early science-fiction in that it's a hollow 

sphere approximately 25,000km in diameter with a dense atmosphere (slightly richer in oxygen 
and noble gases than Earth, but mainly nitrogen) about 150km thick. Apparent surface gravity is 
about 1.12G. 

 At the centre of the sphere is a small star-like object, existing rather contrary to normal physical 
laws, that illuminates the interior surface constantly with a sunlight rather bluer than Terrestrial 

normal. That inner surface is large, almost four times the area of Earth, with an almost even mix 
of land and water, with islands, continents and other features. The water is warm and highly saline 
(rich in many dissolved salts beyond sodium chloride) without tides or Coriolis effects. The land is 
rather bland, there are few hills, no real mountains and only ridges break the monotony. 

 The climate is also bland, warm (averaging 25°C) and humid, without seasonal variation. 
Vegetation is plentiful but mostly large expanses of tall grass analogues, with scattered trees. The 
shoreline is generally composes of pebbly beaches with little sand. Rain is rare, triggered by 
occasional oceanic events when dense saline water sinks and displaces colder less saline water to 
the surface. 

 Digging exposes rock, followed by more rock as one gets deeper. The rock seems to act as a heat 
sink, absorbing the constant solar heating, and the rock gets colder as one digs deeper. 

 Socially there are several groups of humans and aliens who've colonised parts of the surface over 
the centuries (the oldest confirmed arrival was >3,000 years previously but there are remnants of 

older groups). There are intermittent hostilities, mostly over resources, but serious warfare is rare. 
 
The Feather Fall is an exploration craft, constructed by a group composed mainly of a stranded scout-ship 
that arrived in Otherspace a decade previously, to explore a narrow rift in the crust of the sphere. 
Measured to be multiple light-seconds deep and with a source of energetic signals at the bottom the 

explorers hope to find a way out of the pocket universe. About 200m 'long' and 15m in diameter it 



resembles a '50s rocket ship (minus fins) and is designed to plummet under control into the gap. 
At a safe speed, to avoid overheating from atmospheric friction, the descent was planned to take about 
thirty Earth days. 
 

Time passes.... 
 
Nineteen days after arriving on the Feather Fall RADAR pulses indicate the bottom of the shaft is a mere 
day away and excitement grows amongst the crew. Less than an hour before the expected touchdown the 
ship emerges from the relatively narrow shaft into huge irregular cavern, tens of kilometres high and 

hundreds wide, and is buffeted by powerful winds. In the darkness of the cavern navigation is tricky but 
the helmsman and captain manage to find a suitable touchdown spot in the shelter of a rock outcrop and 
land the ship safely. 
 

 
33.     Otherspace. 
Returning to the surface after a month long journey the crew of the Feather Fall find that things have 
changed in the absence. The eDoctor's meddling with the controls caused the central sun to dim 
noticeably several times and triggered a couple of earthquakes also. People are scared; the religiously 
inclined wonder if the world is going to end, the more scientific are split between wanting to ban all 
further such experiments and those who'd prefer to use them to reshape Otherspace. 
War is looming. 
 
Of course the crew of the Feather Fall don't learn about this until they're barely a day away from the 
surface and communication is possible again. They arrive back to a huge welcome, and many people 
wanting to see them dead. 
Captain Winsly needs time if the plan to escape Otherspace is to be put into practice; time to re-equip 
their scoutship, stock it with supplies (they don't know where in the main universe they'll arrive), check 

and repair systems et cetera. 
But time is in short supply. While her group was small, they relied on providing high technology services 
to larger but less advanced nations around them. Nations which are becoming anxious, and even hostile. 
 
A race ensues, with diplomatic setting off of factions against each other to delay action, while the scout 
ship is readies, it's engines synchronised with the TARDIS and a course calculated. 
 
Will they make it in time? 
 

 
34.     Middle Passage. 
The TARDIS, damaged by the strain of escaping from Otherspace, materialises on a small, battered 
interstellar transport operating on the fringes of what was once Imperial space in the late  thirty-second 

century. Exiting the craft to examine their destination the eDoctor and minions find themselves on the 
Middle Passage and encounter the crew, who react with fear to their arrival.  After some tense moments 
both sides achieve a wary (and armed) truce. The crew are desperate, they're inside the atmosphere of a 
gas giant hiding from a trio of Grekan Alliance frigates who're chasing them. However their ship is in poor 
condition and the hull is starting to leak... 

 The Grekan Alliance is one of the longer lived successor states to the Earth Empire. In a little over 
a century it'll be absorbed by the expanding Galactic Federation. 

eAnji asks what cargo they're carrying that triggered such a response, and after a pregnant pause, the 
crew tell her. The Middle Passage's 'cargo' is about three thousand people, all human, all desperate, 

crammed into the ship's converted holds. They've paid, and paid heavily, for passage away from their 
home plant of Kerfux which was hit badly by the fall of the Empire and the following economic disruption. 
Technically such trade is legal, the cargo have signed indentured labour contracts so it's not quite slavery, 
but close enough that some states object. 
Their destination is Arbfal, a corporate owned agricultural world seeded with fast growing food stuffs a 

generation ago that needs human labour to supplement the somewhat unreliable machinery. 
 
The ship is rocked by an explosion, it seems the frigates have some idea where they are and are firing 
explosive missiles to 'persuade' them to emerge from the atmosphere and surrender. eGrace quietly 

suggest they depart, why bother staying around? The eDoctor points out that the TARDIS is still 
regenerating it's systems after the strain of existing Otherspace; they can't dematerialise just yet. 
One of the crew suddenly points a weapon at the time travellers; she's detected a weak signal inside the 
ship, a beacon allowing the Grekans to home in on them. The eDoctor manages to reassure the now 
hostile crew and suggest they allow him to trace the signal. Discovering it's coming from one of the holds 

he suggests they jam it and then eliminate the infiltrator on board. 



After a bout of maneuvers to throw off tracking some of the crew head to the holds, the eDoctor sends 
eSam and eFitz to accompany them with a sensor pack. Inside the converted cargo hold things are 
unpleasant. 1,500 bunks are stacked in tiers, the hold is dimly lit and heated to 25°C to induce a sense of 
lethargy in passengers. There's are more-or-less permanent lines of people queuing for the galley and the 

toilets and the whole place smells. 
 
The passengers are confused, angry and afraid; a bad combination. Three of the crew and eFitz go among 
them while the others cover them from the gantry. Eventually the homer is found stashed under a 
mattress by the hull, but no-one seems to know who owns it. The crew confront the 'goons' a group of 

about fifty passengers who maintain order in exchange for slightly better accommodation and tell them to 
find whoever installed the homer. 
 
eFitz drifts off and finds some of the goons smoking in their section of the hold and joins in. A female 

passenger approaches him and offers him a cigarette, and asks him what's going on. Interested he takes 
her to one side and flirts with her, until she taps his head with a neural stunner and takes his blaster. He 
falls unconscious. 
The agent triggers a device that causes the lights to flicker, alerting her colleagues scattered in the hold. 
They quickly overpower the three crew members and shoot several of the goons, while she coolly picks off 
several of the crew on the gantries. The others flee, eSam among them, and alert the bridge. 
 
The captain panics, this was obviously no accidental interception, and the frigates are hardly likely to 
break off their mission no matter how long it takes. Plus there's the risk of the agents getting loose.  
Unfortunately he's a bit late in thinking this. Armed with their acquired weapons, and a few devices they 
were able to smuggle onboard despite the crew's security scans, four agents are attempting to gain entry 
to the ship's Engineering section. 
As the crew panic the eDoctor summons his minions and they quietly slip out, the TARDIS has signalled 
his remote that it's ready and so it's time to leave. eGrace asks about eFitz but eSam tells her he's dead. 

She'd always been creeped out by him anyway, ever since Berlin. 
 
 
35.    The Leftovers 
During the disruption caused by the Thalek war and the invasion of Earth in the 22nd century many of the 
Earth colonies on the fringes of explored space were cut off from news, information and essential supplies. 
Some died out completely due to disease, natural disaster or attacks from outside. One of these was 
Martall V a planet colonised only fifteen years earlier by religious groups seeking to leave the mostly 
humanist Earth behind and found a "perfect" society, according to their own rules of course. 

 
With most military forces recalled to the core territories and Earth itself to try and beat the Thalek 
blockade there's no-one to investigate or help when the limited traffic from Martall ceases. It didn't take 
the Cybermen long to conquer the planet, and use it as a base for creating replacements for their losses. 

Ten years after the Thaleks were defeated Earth forces finally get around to liberating Martall. The local 
authorities thank them, and ask them to leave to avoid "contaminating" their world. The task group 
departs, filing a report that someone in the Earth Colonial Authority may read in a decade or so. 
 
Ten years after that, in 2194, the eDoctor's TARDIS materialises in a plaza in the capital city of 

Remembrance and all hell breaks loose.  
Believing that they've landed on a peaceful and quiet planet for a much needed break after their 
adventures the eDoctor and his minions exit the TARDIS and are immediately arrested by the local police 
(being sufficiently outnumbered to make resistance unwise) and brought before the Council of Elders. This 

body demands to know their business and why they have intruded on the planet. While the eDoctor 
attempts to defend himself, they are uninterested until he mentions the ECA. 
At this they are sentenced to die at sundown... Despite the protests of some at "wasting" eSam, eAnji and 
eGrace, who could probably be trained to make good wives. Eventually. 
 

Of course any sensible minion has amassed a variety of escape tools, and the eDoctor even more, and the 
four time travellers soon depart the rather primitive cells, leaving several guards dead. But with the 
TARDIS under heavy guard, and withstanding attempts to break in, they need somewhere to hide out, 
allies and a plan. 

 
In the basement interrogation suites they find a number of rebels, some of whom are sufficiently intact to 
not slow down their escape. They also find the secret behind the perfect society. The Elders have been 
using Cyber-technology to maintain their grip on the populace; mind control implants, partial Cyber-
conversion to turn dissidents into labourers and Cybernetic augmentation for their Inquisitors. A few of 
eSam's collection of grenades disrupt operations and, accompanied by the rebels, the travellers escape 



into the countryside. 
 
Meeting up with the rebel leadership the eDoctor offers aid in overthrowing the Elder, in exchange for 
recovery of his TARDIS. However an operation of that magnitude, the TARDIS having been moved to the 

Inquisitors' headquarters and security tightened, will take time and the rebels want proof the eDoctor can 
seriously assist them. 
This he provides by cracking the Inquisitors secure communications net and assisting the rebels in 
ambushing groups with overwhelming force 
 

After the rebels gather their forces, and aided by a series of faked communications to disrupt the 
Inquisitors forces, the attack is on. The eDoctor's use of a balloon mounted jammer to disrupt Cyber-
technology causes serious problems and the rebels gain entry to the headquarters and fight their way to 
the TARDIS. 

 
At which point the eDoctor, eAnji, eGrace and eSam enter it and dematerialise, leaving the rebels to their 
fate. 
 
 
36.    The Silver Turk 
While on Martall the eDoctor had picked up a few bits of Cyber-technology from the Inquisitors. While 
examining one o the devices, a communicator of some sort, he accidentally picks up a similar signal in the 
Vortex. Intrigued he tracks it and finds that it's coming from Earth in the late eighteenth century. 
Impulsively he decided to investigate, and informs his long suffering minions that they're taking a trip to 
the Austrian court. 
 
Meanwhile on Earth an inventor is showing off his newest creation, a one armed silver automaton that can 
play chess, perform mathematical calculations, and even speak, albeit in a toneless mechanical voice. But 

not rise from its throne-like seat. 
Empress Maria Theresa and her court are impressed by Herr Doktor Maslin’s creation. Never has the 
Schönbrunn Palace seen it's like! Even the Comte de Saint-Germain appears impressed, if slightly 
concerned. 
 
A few days later the TARDIS materialises in Vienna and, by the use of bluff, gold and hypnosis, the 
eDoctor acquires a house and staff, saying he's a visiting scholar and alchemist and his entourage. 
However he can no longer detect the signal he tracked. 

 Elsewhere in the city, in the quarters of a certain Comte, a small device starts to bleep... 

 
Touring the city over the next few days the eDoctor and minions attempt to find the signal they'd tracked 
to no avail. They have more success picking up local gossip and news and learn of the recently unveiled 
automaton and it's supposed abilities. Instantly suspicious the eDoctor scouts the house rented by Herr 

Doktor Maslin and picks up energy signatures not native to the era. However his nocturnal lurkings are 
disturbed and he departs. 
 
Two days later there's a public showing of the Silver Turk as the automaton is being called, due to its 
stylised Eastern sculpture and silvery metallic finish, and the eDoctor and party join the throng watching it 

beat contender after contender at chess and backgammon. A surreptitious scan of the creature confirms 
the eDoctor's suspicions; it's a Cyberman, or part of one anyway. But where did it come from? And who is 
Herr Doktor Maslin? 

 Lurking in one of the galleries another person is studying both the Turn and the eDoctor. 

 
The eDoctor decides to act that night. He and his minions prepare and, after midnight, enter the small 
walled garden surrounding Maslin's house and stealthily break into the house, not noticing the micro-
drone watching them. 
Down in the cellar where Maslin has his workshop the truth is revealed. A year earlier a small, 

experimental, time-ship crashed in the woods of Bavaria and a local nobleman, and student of the 
Enlightenment, had the remains dragged to his estate for study. He hired Maslin to examine the objects to 
see what could be made of them. 
 

Maslin found that one of the Cybermen had survived, but had been severely damaged. By following it's 
instructions he and his assistant had managed to create a system to keep it alive, albeit immobile. It's 
brain damaged it wasn't hard for Maslin to make use of it, and learning of its potential, he burned his 
erstwhile employer's home to cover his escape. Exhibiting it is his way to obtain patronage to continue his 
experiments.  

The eDoctor is mildly impressed by Maslin's ingenuity and offers to take him with him, but Maslin merely 



smiles and gestures at the four "assistants", partially Cyber-converted and armed with Cyberweapons, 
that have surrounded him. 
 
Suddenly the stand-off is disrupted by a low rumble, and electrical discharges from the equipment in the 

cellar. Maslin is dumbfounded and eSam takes the opportunity to shoot the assistants while they seem 
helpless. The eDoctor picks up a heavy piece of metal and advances on Maslin, who backs away. Saying 
"It's a very bad idea to threaten me" the eDoctor smashes Maslin's legs, drops the club and walks up the 
stairs, signalling his minions to follow. In the hall of the house he tosses a number of small incendiary 
grenades into various rooms and leaves to the sound of pyro-gel hissing. 

 From his vantage point atop a wall, amongst some trees, a dark dressed figure fires number of 
shots from a grenade launched into Maslin's house. 

 
 

37.    The Ice Station 
In 2020, during the early years of human expansion into space, a gas mining station was established by 
the European Space Agency on Pan, one of Saturn's inner moons, as a base for skimming Helium3 from its 
atmosphere to use as fusion fuel. It was also planned as a base for the exploration of the Saturn system, 
especially the huge satellite Titan and it's suspected life. 
Averaging a billion and a half kilometres from Earth it's the furthest human settlement. Mired in 
controversy, many politicians on Earth want to eliminate the programme, but with the effects of climate 
change establishing themselves, a source of clean and reasonably cheap energy is tempting. 

 While fusion power has been around for decades, deuterium and tritium based reactions produce 
radioactive waste while 3He fusion is aneutropic and easier to achieve. Initially some 3He was 
obtained by mining on the moon, but the gas giants are far better sources. Jupiter was rejected in 
favour of Saturn due to radiation and gravity-well considerations. 

 
Other terrestrial powers are also wondering if the ESA's resurgence into space has military implications; 

the Russian Federation tried to block operation of the new Interplanetary Transfer Vehicles on the grounds 
that their ion drives were disguised particle beam weapons. However supported by India, Iran, Brazil and 
Japan, EuroFed continues with the project. 
 
The base is buried under thirty metres of (mainly water) ice and includes a mass driver to launch the 
payload carriers towards cis-lunar space, where they'll be retrieved. It incorporates a hanger for 
emergency escape craft, local shuttles used for missions to the other moons, and the gas skimmers 
themselves; hybrid aerospace craft propelled by a fusion air-ram/rocket. 
 

Of course a base 5,000 light seconds (and thirty days at 0.1G) from Earth is terribly vulnerable; to 
accident, sabotage, attack or alien intervention. The hundred or so people living there are on their own. 
 
So why is the eDoctor heading to Pan? Well it was a request from his old friend (of sorts) eJo. Recently a 

group connected to her Network was asked to sabotage the project by arranging a small asteroid impact 
to destroy the station. Normally she'd be in favour of such a plan but her knowledge of the future means 
that she knows that the base succeeds and plays a role in humanity's move to the stars (not to mention 
being important during both the Thousand Days War and the Dalek invasion). She's curious about who 
could be behind the plan; a purely terrestrial group seeking to frustrate the base's mission, either for 

political or economic reasons, or someone from elsewhere, either an alien or extra-temporal influence. 
Either way while her group has access to a trio of small spacecraft equipped with technology in advance of 
that ESA has publicly, she's loathe to risk one of them on such a mission. So, Reluctantly she asks for a 
favour. 

 
Now normally the eDoctor wouldn't be that interested in helping, his relations with the Network are rather 
strained (the whole trying to kill him thing). But eJo's message includes a coded message from someone 
he does trust, himself. 
To fully decode the message (and find out about his involvement in the 2020 Olympic Games) he has to 

go to Pan. 
There, in the guise of a secret investigator from Earth and his team with access to an advanced prototype 
spacecraft he tries to find out what's going on, and who holds the key to the message from himself, while 
trying to avoid attempts on his life by a group of fanatical saboteurs, backed by political interests on 

Earth, and with a mole inside the ESA. 
 
 
38.    Worldsphere 
A Dyson shell is an artefact that few civilisations create. But some do....  

The Worldsphere is the home and symbol of The Community, nearly half a million years after humanity 



first left Earth their descendants built it as a symbol. 
 
Encircling a star brighter than Sol it has a surface area rather more than two billion Terras, and is 
inhabited by more than sixty trillion sophonts; organic, artificial and virtual (not that the differences are 

that great any more). With trillions more living on the network of tubular habitats that encircle the star, 
the planets that orbit inside the shell, in pocket universes anchored to it and in the Network itself. 
 
Recently however there have been... rumblings. The discussions with Gallifrey have stirred controversy 
amongst the Community, especially the rumours that the so called "Time Lords" demand that the 

Community's experiments with time travel be abandoned. They've sent a group to negotiate with the 
Community's representatives. 
 
In the Vortex the eDoctor is surprised to receive a message capsule from Gallifrey. His old mentor Borusa, 

again President of Gallifrey, has a job for him. And refusal, while certainly an option, isn't a sensible one. 
So the eDoctor's TARDIS materialises inside the Worldsphere and he meets the other envoys from 
Gallifrey, led by Borusa's protégé Matlanfarzeder, and the Community's representatives. Officially they're 
there to negotiate a non-aggression treaty and attempt to agree restrictions on the Community's use of 
temporal technology. But there's another side to talks, Borusa is worried; Gallifrey's probed into the 
future have started experiencing problems, it seems that the future is in flux. There have also been 
suggestions of a great Time War in the future, one Gallifrey may lose. Borusa wants allies. 
 
For several days the talks go well, the Community and the Gallifreyans seem amicably inclined towards 
each other. Then during a social gathering, attended by thousands of the Community one of the delegates 
is murdered, and it seems that Lady Matlan is responsible. Approached by the other Gallifreyans, and 
several of the Community's not-quite-leaders, the eDoctor is required to investigate. 

 While the Community's technology isn't as advanced as the Time Lords, they're still quite capable 
of blocking access to the Vortex, stranding the eDoctor.  

 
But is Matlan guilty? Is this some game of Borusas? If she's innocent then who did kill Keltak'na? And 
why? 
As he investigates the eDoctor uncovers layer after layer of deceit, while both sides prepare for a war 
neither actually wants. It will take the death of one of his minions to provide the final clue that unmasks 
the guilty party? 
eGrace, tempted by access to recreational intoxicants unimagined on twenty-first century Earth indulges, 
and inadvertently finds a vital clue; one that will get her killed. 
 

 
39.    Bufoon 
In 2012 it's to Boston that science fiction fans of all types, from across North America, and even farther 
afield, converge; for Globecon (the premier convention) is being held there.  

It's a significant event for the city, and the New England Republic; the renewed interest in space travel 
caused by the proof that Mars was once inhabited has attracted huge attention. Some of the artefacts 
recovered on Mars will be on show at the convention for the first time. 

 Of course Mars is still inhabited, but the vast majority of people don't know that yet. 
 

 
 
Almost as much interest as the city's bid for the 2020 Olympic Games and the 
rivalry with San Francisco over hosting the games. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Of course there'll be other attractions; for example the stars of the hit television 

show "Reptile People", known for the amazingly realistic makeup and prosthetics and the rich background 

culture of the Reptilians. Less publicised is a gathering of the more paranoid, the Bureau of UFO Oriented 
Networks, who exchange data on alleged alien incursions and government cover-up. The League of 
Nations is currently being blamed for much of the supposed concealment of alien activity. 

 Which of course they are doing, just not to the degree believed. There's not that much alien 
interest in Earth. 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/x7oeez5h71s2a0o/2020%20Summer%20Olympics%20-%20Boston%20logo.jpg?dl=0


 
So why is the eDoctor interested? Well one of the bits of information he recovered from the LoNIG shuttle 
on Pan indicates that the League is behind "Reptile People", it's part of a long term plan to acclimatise 
people to the idea of aliens while they're negotiating with the real Reptilians. Some of the actors aren't 

wearing costumes... 
 
However there's another surprise for the eDoctor, a sneak preview of the new season of the show 
introduces a new recurring villain; The Meddler. A vile humanoid alien, with terrible dress sense, who'd 
allied with (and betrayed) the British fascists, murdered Reptilians and otherwise stirred up trouble 

throughout Earth's history. Complete with a surprisingly familiar looking "teleport capsule"... 
The eDoctor is furious at this act of lèse-majesté, even more so when he encounters the shows "technical 
advisor", Koschei, who's there with a number of undercover LoNIG agents. 
 

Things are further complicated when both Time Lords detect a source of chronon particles at the 
convention. Both attempt to investigate, while avoiding each other. The eDoctor and his minions adopt 
various disguises in an attempt to avoid Koschei and his companions, the LoNIG agents and the paranoid 
BUFOON members.  
 
Meanwhile in one of the hotel rooms a fugitive from the justice of the Icelandic Alliance waits and plots. 

 The eDoctor loses one minion, when eAnji, tired of travelling and plotting, attempts to negotiate 
with LoNIG and is fried for attempting to betray him. 

 But gains another in the form of Tamsin Drew, and ambitious actress who'd being trying to 
blackmail her way onto "Reptile People" by seducing, drugging and taking compromising video 
footage of one of the producers. The eDoctor offers her a different role, but one that appeals to 
her. 

 
 

40.    Venusian Storm 
After three hundred years, several wars, the Thalek invasion and the Reconstruction, numerous stoppages 
and crises, the terraforming of Venus is (almost) complete. Soon the planet will be opened to settlement. 
Of course there not as much interest as there might have been once. Humanity has settled over two 
thousand planets since the project began. 
 
Indulging eTamsin's desire to see the future ("The real future, not just next year") and eSam's desire for a 
little peace and quiet, the eDoctor lands the TARDIS near the new Venusian capital of Artemis (in the 
Artemis mountains in the eastern hemisphere) in 2368. There they party and relax for several days until 

they become embroiled in something odd. 
A survey team has discovered something strange by the Sedna sea, near Mount Rhea. A perfect, mirror 
smooth, sphere about sixty metres in diameter. Something that's clearly not natural, and utterly 
impervious to any attempt to probe it.  

 
But the eDoctor knows what it is, and he suspects he knows what's inside it; a time stasis field preserving 
part of the ancient Venusian civilisation, from three billions years in the past. And he sure just who us 
responsible; Koschei always had a soft spot for the now long dead Venusians. 
Still annoyed at Koschei the eDoctor infiltrates the scientific team sent to investigate the globe. If Koschei 

is responsible he'll be around, and the eDoctor wants revenge for his humiliation on television. 
 
 
41.    Domination 

The eDoctor is puzzled. There are ripples in the Vortex and they seem to be aimed at his TARDIS. 
Meanwhile a few hundred parsecs 'outside' the Milky Way galaxy a Dominator fleet subdues an inhabited 
planet, another addition to the Domination. And this world will provide a useful base for the artefact that 
their scouts have found, the object that attracted them to this area in the first place; A Tipler cylinder. 
 

Building such an object is far beyond their science, even making use of it is dangerous. But the potential 
gain is enormous; controlled it could be used to send fleets, even entire planets, backward in time.  
What they need is an expert, someone who understands time travel. 
 

 
42.    Reckless Engineering 
London, 1996, the TARDIS materialises late on a Thursday afternoon in December a large 
office/shop/apartment complex in London's Docklands, part of the wave of regeneration of that area.  
Leaving the TARDIS parked in an unoccupied apartment the eDoctor and his faithful minions start to 

explore, and shop. 



 
Meanwhile about four kilometres away a driver is feeling rather woozy. But he'll be home soon. 
In the third underground level of the complex a tanker lorry begins to offload it's diesel fuel into the 
storage tanks that serve the emergency generators. 

 Not every threat involves aliens, time travel or even serial killers. Sometimes even mundane 
events can kill you. 

 
Tired after enduring the xmas shopping crowds, and burdened from a buying spree, eSam and eTamsin 
meet the eDoctor as arranged at a restaurant. While they're eating there's a distant 'bang', but after a few 

seconds people go back to whatever they were doing; it's nearly xmas, and there's much to do.  
 
But down in the basement two vehicles have collided, four men are dead, and tens of thousands of litres 
of fuel are spreading and pooling. It isn't long until, even the cold December air, there's plenty of vapour 

mixed with the air in the car park levels and a carelessly thrown cigarette stub provides a source of 
ignition. 
The result isn't technically an explosion, it's a deflagration. But that's not much comfort to the dozens 
killed by the overpressure blast. The blast which has also fractured gas mains and popped fuel tanks 
creating more fires, fires that spread rapidly. 
Unfortunately the complex's control centre, where all the environmental sensors terminate, was near the 
generators and one of the first areas destroyed.  

 In hindsight running steam, gas, electricity, comms and water connections through the same 
ducting wasn't the best of ideas. But it did save the builders quite a lot of money. 

 
Outside the complex the first anyone knows of the catastrophe that's happening is when the vast numbers 
of lights suddenly go out. Inside there's abject panic, fuelled by the smoke that the ventilation system is 
channelling into the public areas and the sudden wailing of the alarm sirens. The three time travellers are 
caught up in the stampede, as thousands of people try to find their way to the exits, lit only the 

inadequate battery powered emergency lights. Scores are trampled by the panicked masses. 
Outside the emergency services respond, but their efforts are hampered by the widespread fires and 
panicking crowds. 
 
Even the eDoctor  is startled by events. But he and his minions are better able than most to react to 
events.  

 While his TARDIS will survive even the collapse of a building, if it's buried it could be months 
before he can recover it. And that's assuming that it's not recognised by investigators, who'll 
probably blame him for the disaster.  

So, following his lead, they wait, bypassed by the crowds. They need to return to the apartments above 
the shopping levels, hampered by the near darkness, the crowds (and probable looters), the smoky 
atmosphere and the fire itself.  
 

Using his Technix as a light source the eDoctor locates and unlocks a door linking the service area of the 
restaurant to the network of service passages. When a man demands he "had over that torch" the eDoctor 
kills him, and then fires into the crowd to divert them. Using the network of stairs and corridors the 
travellers make their way to the foyer of the apartment section of the complex. Along the way they 
encounter Isabelle, a teenage girl who impresses the eDoctor with her ruthlessness and willingness to 

sacrifice others for her benefit, and her quick intelligence. He suggests she join them, which she does. 
 
After about a hour they party make it to the correct floor, and urged on by signs of structural collapse, 
they run for the TARDIS and escape. Leaving more than a thousand people to die. 

 The eDoctor acquires a new minion, Isabelle "Izzy" Sinclair, a teenage girl bored with her life, but 
imbued with a ruthless will to survive. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



Gadgets. 
 
Hypnagogic inducer.    
A pen-sized device that induces a suggestible stage in humanoids by brain wave manipulation. The basic 

setting leaves the victim dazed but conscious for a few minutes (handy for leaving guards appearing 
normal) but it can also be used for hypnosis, at the Special level (full dominance though without 
possession).  
It can also be used to simply render someone unconscious for a period, from a few minutes to several 
days. 

 
Shimmer knife. 
The basic science-fictional vibration enhanced blade, does STR+4 damage for a standard sized blade, and 
reduces the value of most armour by 2 

Mono-molecular edged and force-field blades would be similar. 
 
Kalvaran heat-whip. 
A nasty weapon, favoured by those who believe in setting an example or leaving a permanent message. 
This whip incorporates a resistive weave in the flexible lash and a power pack in the grip capable of 
heating the lash sufficiently to leave serious burns 
 
Disrupter pistol.     
An advanced energy weapon that relies on indirect application of energy, causing disruption of the forces 
of molecular attraction. Ignores armour (4 levels negated). 
Variable intensity: 2/5/7 on low, 3/7/10 on medium, 4/8/12 on high and 5/10/15 on full. Also capable of 
limited matter disintegration (sufficient to obliterate a humanoid target or ~100 litres of matter) 
The also has three non-lethal settings 
stun: (4S/8S/12S, leaves a human unconscious for 3x[10-STR] minutes), heavy stun (5S/10S/15S, lasts 

10x [16-STR] minutes) and wide field stun (10m range but effects a 30° arc).  
Disrupter wounds generally require advanced medical treatment to heal properly. 
Later Dal weaponry uses this principle 
 
Doorknob. 
Well that's what eAdam calls the remote for his vortex capsule anyway. It's a circular device about 8cm in 
diameter and 2cm thick with a flip off cover over a small hexadecimal pad. It has a range of about three 
metres and calls the craft back from wherever it goes when parked out of phase with normal space-time. 
eAdam has modified the basic model, in case his capsule's owner has associates who come looking for it; 

the original model didn't have the security code, operated on a different 'frequency' and completely lacked 
the drugged needle that stabs someone who opens the cover without the correct technique... 
eAdam had manufactured several spares. 
 

Mass conversion bombs. 
A (semi-)reasonable explanation for the extremely powerful explosive devices sometimes encountered. 
Generally the most powerful explosive yield possible is from the total conversion of matter into energy 
(E=mc²) which offers about 21 megatonnes yield per kilogramme of matter effected, making grenades 
with megatonne yields or backpack teratonne asteroid-busters possible. This is also an explanation for the 

Z-bomb, presumably a crude version. 
 
Gadgets. 
Karfortharex ('Hot needle of Enquiry')  

A slim pen sized device with a extending needle, very strong and very sharp, that can be heated to 
several hundred degrees. Capable of scraping bone or leaving painful by barely visible burns. 
 
 
Nitro-nine.  

A synthetic, highly stressed nitrogen compound, related to polynitrocubanes, developed by eAce. Highly 
explosive but reasonably stable. A single canister, about 250g,  does 10/20/30 damage with 2/4/6 range 
increments. Her fusing can be somewhat unreliable... 
 

Later, with some research using the facilities of the TARDIS she develops a more powerful version using a 
nanocarbon binder; effects are the same but the device is smaller and usually has reliable electronic 
fusing, allowing variable delay, booby-traps and remote activation. 
 
Multiple canisters. 

    two    14/28/42, range increments 2/5/7 



    four    20/40/60, range increments 3/6/9 
 
 
Vajra:     

A multi-purpose wand like device that MortimusIV created during his down time. Can act as a light source; 
fire-starter (igniting flammable material with 1m); heat source (useful for making hot drinks, heating 
rocks or melting ice); a cutting/welding beam; a short ranged tractor beam (manipulate objects up to 5m 
with STR 2); repulsor (pushing back with STR 5); crusher (a 3/6/9 effect resembling a hammer blow); a 
stunner or disrupter (5/10/15 but limited to 30m range); lockpick; a basic scanner (limited readout); 

tissue regenerator (Heal 3/6/9, Difficulty 7); hypnosis aid (Minor level but cumulative with the user's 
hypnosis ability, if any).  
Tricky Controls. 
 

Bastic ammunition. 
Enhanced ammunition for projectile weapons incorporating a mono-molecular tip, for armour penetration 
(ignores 4 levels of Armour) and an explosive core (causes a secondary wound if armour is penetrated) 
for terminal effect.  
Such ammunition is sometimes supplied to primitive planets for use in indigenous firearms against off 
planet invaders. 
For more advanced slugthrowers typically 3/6/9 base effect for rounds fired from handguns or machine 
pistols, 4/8/12 for assault rifles and 5/10/15 for heavy sniper rifles. 
 
Pheromone spray 
Used by ePeri  this device covers the recipient in a mist of slowly dissipating biochemicals that effect 
anyone of the same species and suitable sexual orientation and induces suggestibility and attraction. 
 
Biodisassembly gun 

A pistol sized spray gun using wave shaping technology to fire a cloud of nano-machines like a coherent 
smoke ring, up to 20m. On contact the nano-machines paralyse the nervous system and rapidly replicate. 
Depending on their programming they can simply disassemble the target (leaving dust and vapour), 
liquefy tissue (leaving a residue of organic slime) or begin converting the victim's tissue into an explosive 
(reaching detonation mass takes 4-8 minutes, then an 8/16/24 explosion occurs) or incendiary (the victim 
literally bursts into flames after 4-8 minutes). Any setting causes a painful death, with the victim 
paralysed but aware, in 2-4 minutes. 
The weapon hold sufficient combustible fuel and nano-machines for ten shots, if fed with basic minerals 
and organics it can produce its own ammunition (taking 30-90 minutes per shot). 

This isn't a particularly powerful weapon, airtight protection is completely effective (though filtration 
systems such as common CBW suits aren't) and there's little danger of injuries as the nano-machines are 
programmed to require a critical mass to begin killing. It's an excellent terror weapon though. 
 

Glop gun 
Originally a less-than-lethal crowd control weapon the glop gun is a short-barrelled but bulky carbine, 
resembling the offspring of an assault shotgun and grenade launcher, that fires spherical blobs of sticky 
foam that expand on impact to envelop the target (or create an impassable glue patch on the ground).  
The eDoctor has developed other payloads, sticky gels that incorporate acid, contact toxins or incendiary 

materials to mutilate or kill the victim. 
The launcher hold a magazine of ten shots, projected by compressed gas to about 150m, though after 
50m the weapon is inaccurate. 
 

Hotfoot mine. 
Inspired by weapons used by the Rani, the eDoctor developed these booby-traps of his own.  The mines 
are simple flat plastic discs about 15cm in diameter and 2cm thick, weighing about half a kilogramme that 
can be buried up to half a metre under soil (or about 10cm under rock or concrete). The use various 
passive sensors (thermal, neuro-electric and mass detection) to wait for a target (the default being 

anything weighing more than 40kg and having significant neural activity passing within 2m); when 
triggered they emit a short duration pulse of plasma effecting a 2m radius, up to about half a metre in 
height. The plasma is configured to be relatively cool, leading to crippling injuries rather than death. The 
plasma is ineffective against targets in heavy, sealed, armour. 

Mines can be programmed for different target parameters and a group of mines can be programmed to 
allow a group of targets to enter their blast zones before triggering. 
 
Fracture wand. 
An odd piece of Precursor race technology, the fracture wand generates self sustaining and free standing 

walls of energy. Its form is a 16cm long cylinder composed of merged spheres, each about 2cm in 



diameter. There's a trigger plate, a control knob and a readout about one third of the way along the 
wand. 
When pointed at a surface within 60m and triggered the wand emits a beam of black light, shot with 
reddish tendrils. Where it contacts the surface a wall of energy springs into existence, opaque to vision 

and almost impenetrable (it can stop heavy weapon fire and deals 15/30/45 damage on contact). The wall 
extends as long as the user dragged the targeting beam, with a minimum width of 1.5m and a maximum 
extent of 48m (at a height of 3m). The control knob determines the height of the wall, 1.5m, 3m (the 
default), 6m. The wall lasts 5-10 minutes (halved for 6m height, doubled for 1.5m height). After the wall 
dissipates it leaves a burnt residue on the surface. 

Close contact with the wall is hazardous, delivering a small radiation dose. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 



Foes. 
 
Martians    
Honourable cyborgs; the Doctor attempts to provoke war with C21 Earth and Mars 

 
Cybermen   
various models, the chain of colonies the wandering Mondas created haven't coalesced into a single group 
yet; early TL7 but their spacecraft are limited 
 

Thaleks         
Severely weakened by biological warfare (an experiment gone wrong) and that unpleasantness after the 
eDoctor's Master Plan they're experimenting with time travel, mind control, duplication, mass cloning and 
humanoid robots (Movellans? hmmm...) while attempting to keep their slave labour driven empire 

together. 
 
Dominators     
A rapidly expanding empire, albeit relatively low tech 
 
Drahvins     
Very blonde...; rather low tech but big on caste driven cloning; probably going to get absorbed by one of 
the more powerful groups 
 
Dals     

 
The Dals are cyborgs, combining an 
organic aspect, the mutated remnants 
of a race who suffered serious genetic 

damage in a devastating war 
employing radiological and genetic 
weapons, and a mechanised ‘travel 
machine’ incorporating life support, 
mobility, protection and other 
features. 
 
Today the organic Dals are grown in 
tanks, with limited genetic diversity.  

 
Their 'travel machines' are cylindrical, 
about 1.8m high, with a slight taper 
from the 80cm diameter base. The 

body has six sections; the base, the 
two sets of sensor domes (each with 
two rows of twelve 'bumps'), the 
central section with the manipulator 
arms (which bulges out slightly and 

can rotate independently), the upper 
section (with slats) and the top (with 
eyestalk and sensors). 
The arms are flexible, somewhat like 

tentacles, and capable of extension 
from 50 to 200cm, tipped with a six 
pincer claw. Most Dals are timid and 
peaceful, usually a small number are 
armed (replacing one of their arms). 

 
 
 
After their encounters with his first 

incarnation they became rather annoyed at the eDoctor. Their expansion into space, and a few encounters 
with aliens, caused them to create a dedicated military force (better armoured casings and mounting a 
weapon as standard) and have upgraded their travel machines generally. 
They are later developed time travel technology. In their home galaxy they're a leading part of an anti-
Dominator (and anti-Thalek, though that's a lower priority) alliance. Limited contact with humans due to 

the distance and the closure of the Osirian wormhole connecting their respective galaxies. 



Mortimus 
 
MortimusI (This is him as of his encounter with the eDoctor's first incarnation) 
 

 
Equipment: Found of Edwardian dress. When first encountered he wore a tweed suit with Norfolk jacket. 
Carries and uses a pair of pince-nez (with advanced vision enhancement), a walking stick (with stunner, 
sword and TARDIS beacon), favours a bowler, hat (with a small stunner clipped inside), a pocket watch 
(scan functions), and a flask filled with some non-alcoholic alien restorative. 
 
Initially carries a Technix, pocket knife and multi-tool, a stunner (with another in his hat and one in the 
grip of his stick), a bag of boiled sweets, an electronic lockpick, a torch, some cord and other odds. 
After his encounters with the eDoctor he starts carrying more lethal weapons 
 
 
Karen       

 
When she first encountered 
Mortimus, in a universe a 
little to the left of the 

Whoniversee, Karen was an 
intelligent and sporty black 
girl in her late teens with a 
desire for excitement living in 

early 1980s Bristol. She 
talked Mortimus into letting 
her join him, though it wasn’t 
that hard. 
 

Over the next couple of years 
she got plenty of excitement. 
And became highly proficient 
as sneaking around and 

running away. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Awareness  
4 

Coordination 
4 

Ingenuity  
7 

Presence  
4 

Resolve  
5 

Strength  
3 

Athletics 3 Convince 4 Craft 3 Fighting 3 Knowledge 5 Marksman 2 

Medicine 3 Science 3 Subterfuge 4 Survival 3 Technology 4 Transport 4 

Boffin, Charming, Eccentric, Lucky, Resourceful Pockets, Run For Your Life, Technically Adept, Time Lord, 
Time Traveller, Vortex. 
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Strength  
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Athletics 3 Convince 2 Craft 0 Fighting 2 Knowledge 3 Marksman 1 

Medicine 1 Science 1 Subterfuge 4 Survival 1 Technology 2 Transport 0 

Attractive, Brave, Empathic, Insatiable Curiosity, Lucky, Resourceful Pockets, Run For Your Life 
 



eRomanaIII     
 
 
 

Now older, wiser and colder. While not 
exactly obsessed with revenge on the 
eDoctor, it is high on her list of 
priorities.     
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

  
Equipment. 
Lots, this incarnation is an unabashed pack-rat.  
Usually at least one overtly carried handgun unless it'd be too conspicuous (generally a staser or disrupter 
pistol) and her favourite Kalvaran heat-whip; several smaller or concealed weapons (pain wand, Burner, 
holdout blaster, laser wand...) and a few compact grenades.  
Does not engage in hand-to-appendage combat personally except in dire straits. That's what minions are 
for. 
 
Defensively she generally wears light armour (Armour 2) and her personal energy shield; heavier armour 
(Armour 5) if expecting trouble. Otherwise her Technix Mk4, other small tools and medical gear, a 
drug/poison kit, pocket scanner, an agoniser for field interrogations or disciplining minions and a transmat 
remote for quick escapes.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Awareness  
4 
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Ingenuity  
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Strength  
3 

Athletics 3 Convince 4 Craft 3 Fighting 3 Knowledge 6 Marksman 4 

Medicine 4 Science 5 Subterfuge 4 Survival 3 Technology 5 Transport 3 

Attractive, Bio-Rhythmic Control, Boffin, Doctorates [Temporal Physics and Psychology], Feel the Turn of 
the Universe, Hypnosis, Indomitable, Insatiable Curiousity, Obsession (power and revenge), Psychic,  
Quick Reflexes, Resourceful Pockets, Ruthless, Selfish, Technically Adept, Time Lord, Time Traveller, 

Tough, Voice of Authority, Vortex, Wanted. 



Transport.  
She doesn't (yet) have a TARDIS (though she's interested in acquiring one) but has constructed a 
dimensionally transcendent time-ship using a mix of technologies but based on Gallifreyan principles. 
Sometimes called a TimeCube. 

 
While far smaller than a true TARDIS (it's only a 30m cube internally and fixed in shape) it's well stocked, 
efficient and functional. It also incorporates stealthing against detection both in real-space and the Vortex.  
The default outer shell is a 2.5m cube but it can morph to a degree.  
 

It holds at least the following: 
 a half dozen Tharils, a platoon of Gundan robots, some humans 
 an armoury that's well stocked with firearms, energy weapons, gases, explosives and heavy 

weapons 

 laboratories and workshops 
 personal, guest and minion quarters 
 detention cells and a interrogation room (including the Cradle of Persuasion), 
 a medical facility (capable of fitting mind control implants amongst other uses) 
 a transmat pad 
 at least one subsidiary craft (a small flying vehicle) 

 
It's also armed with a pair of powerful energy cannon in pods that can be deployed from the top or 
bottom  
[16/32/48 with secondary effect of 12/24/26 to 2m and 4/8/12 to 5m; range is effectively line of sight, up 
to tens of kilometres] 
 
 
Minions:  

Mostly enslaved Tharils and upgraded Gundan robots, plus some enslaved humans, initially.  
Her 'TimeCube' has a crew of about forty: three or four Tharils (for advanced Vortex navigation), a half 
dozen humans (technicians mainly) and a platoon of Gundans for security. Later she acquires a 
shapeshifting android named Kamelion.  
 
As she continues travelling she may acquire more; willing humans or aliens; perhaps a Raston robot as a 
personal bodyguard; a couple of renegade Dals. There are endless possibilities. 
 
Gundan.   

Modified and augmented humaniform robots; now capable of speech. 

Equipment: usually carry sword, mace or axe, may carry other ranged weapons such as a heavy blaster 
rifle (5/10/15) or grenade launcher; for defending a lair it may operate a tripod mounted heavy automatic 
blaster [6/12/18] 
 
 
Conditioned Tharil slaves. 
Usefully capable minions. 

   

Equipment: communicator, tools, sidearm (blaster pistol 4/8/12 with stun) 
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Alien Sense (thermal vision), Armour (10), Environmental (Major), Fear Factor (2), Networked (Minor), 
Obsession (Major, obey and serve the Mistress), Robot, Natural Weapon (enhanced blade in right arm, 
STR+4), Natural Weapon (blaster in left arm, 4/8/12, can stun) 
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Alien, Alien Appearance (Minor), Alien Senses (time sense), Attractive (eerily charismatic), Empathic, 

Enslaved,     Environmental (Minor), Feel the Turn of the Universe, Immaterial, Keen Senses (Major), 
Networked (Minor, limited     empathic link to other Tharils), Obsession (Major, obey and serve the 
Mistress), Psychic, Vortex 



Drafts and stuff. 
 
Stat Block 

 
e 
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eAdam’s TimeCube. 
After leaving the eDoctor, eAdam’s main base was one of the TimeCubes created during the alliance with 
the War Lords. 

 He actually took a number of the vehicles and several non-mobile versions useful as bases. 

 
Internally it’s a 30m cube, split into eleven levels for nearly 10,000m2 of floorspace. The middle level is 
linked to the entrance. 
Externally the default shell is a 3m x 2.5m x 2.5m cuboid. 
 

Facilities. 
Laboratories 
Workshops 
Medical bay:  with auto-docs, tissue regenerator, cloning tanks and other equipment 

Detention cells and an interrogation suite. 
Vehicle store: holds a variety of vehicles chosen to fit through the approximately 3m x 2.5m entrance (i.e. 
   up to APC size). This includes various ground vehicles, boats and aerial craft. 
Armoury:  well stocked with firearms, energy weapons, gases, explosives and heavy weapons 
Quarters: accommodation for eAdam, minions and guests 
Recreation: includes a swimming pool, atrium and more 
Transmat:  only capable of operating when the external shell is materialised, i.e. not through the 

vortex. 
Stores  several thousand cubic metres of stuff including the equivilant of a dozen shipping 

  containers of assorted small arms (in case he ever needs to supply a small war) 
The lowest level is dedicated to eAdam’s hobby of torture. 
It also incorporates stealthing against detection both in real-space and the Vortex.  
 
 

Weapons. 
The Cube is armed with energy cannon in pods that deploy from the top, bottom, or sides. 
Missile launchers 
 
 
 
Crew. 
A number of like minded, or mind-controlled, humans and a lot of robots and bioroids. 
 

 



Dayna(?) 
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Bettan. 
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Brave, Indomitable, Quick Reflexes, Run for your Life, Technically Adept, Voice of Authority. 



Astrid. 
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Attractive, Charming, Indomitable, Quick Reflexes, Voice of Authority 



Jennifer Buckingham. 
 
 
 

Lady Jennifer Buckingham was a 
British military nurse and 
ambulance driver during the Great 
War.  
She served in the Women's 

Volunteer Reserve 
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Jeremy Carstairs(?) 
 

 

 
 
Lieutenant Jeremy Carstairs was an officer in the British Army during the Great War. 
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Sergeant Glocke. 
 
 
NCO with the League Intelligence 

Group who frequently assists 
Koschei. 
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Hal. 
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Fariah. 
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Anne Travers. 
 
 
Scientific consultant to the League of Nations. 

Estranged daughter of Professor Edward Travers. 
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Attractive, Boffin, Brave, Charming, Technically Adept 


